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Ryan Donovan Purcell, Ph. D. 

Cornell University, 2020 

This dissertation explores the complex relationships between the municipal government and 

marginalized groups in New York City during the early 1970s, namely Afro-Caribbean immigrant 

communities in the South Bronx and gender queer bohemian communities in Lower Manhattan. 

Through an analysis of grassroots music scenes, I argue that young people defiantly turned towards 

music as a source of empowerment in the face of marginalizing narratives circulated in news media. 

This reaction sparked two separate but contemporaneous music movements that came to be known 

as punk rock and hip-hop. The form of empowerment sounded different to each group, predicated 

on factors such as class, race, gender expression and sexual identity. For punk, the predominantly 

white and gender queer scene in Lower Manhattan used music as a mechanism to critique 

traditional binary gender-based identities. Music and performance became a platform for 

transgender political expression. At the same time, further uptown in the South Bronx, the origins 

of hip-hop took root in predominantly black and Latino communities. Dance parties and 

fundraisers, first used as a means to meet the costs of living, became a social setting in which new 

artists on the scene could experiment with mixed music, rapping and other deejaying techniques. 

For each group, the use of music was a mechanism to respond to overwhelming government 

inattention or neglect and operated as a means of communication about the claimed space, identity 

and sound of each group.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Rumbles echoed through the old building. The Magic Tramps were rehearsing for what by 

the summer of 1973 was a routine gig at the Mercer Arts Center nested in the Broadway Central 

Hotel. They had helped open the venue two years earlier and were soon booked as the house band 

in a space that was becoming synonymous with a new, more aggressive style of rock & roll. As 

any other Friday night, they expected more than two thousand outrageously dressed teens to flood 

the venue. During rehearsal the band’s fuzzed-out guitar riffs and heavy drums rattled the building 

early that afternoon.1 

 The hotel manager certainly felt the vibrations. Or was it the IRT subway train rumbling? 

Tremors became more ominous by 5:06PM when hotel residents reported hearing “bongs,” “tings” 

and “groans” from deep within the building. By 5:10PM, small cracks opened in the walls, and 

plaster crumbled from ceilings. “Bongs” and “tings” then gave way to “crackles” and “pings” as 

it became clear that the source of this cacophony was neither the band nor the train. The top floors 

of the hotel suddenly imploded. Bricks popped like bullets. Tenants scrambled through the dust. 

Some clung to falling fire escapes. Others took their chances on the stairs. The Magic Tramps ran 

out of the building holding their instruments over their heads as debris rained down on them. By 

5:20PM the southern façade of the hotel had collapsed in a thunderous roar, cascading bricks, 

wood, stone and plumbing fixtures onto Broadway in mounds 30 feet high and sending clouds of 

dust billowing 50 feet in the sky.2 

 
1 Chris Stein, Negative: Me, Blonde, and the Advent of Punk (Rizzoli, 2014); Clinton Heylin, From the Velvets to the 
Voidoids: The Birth of American Punk Rock (Chicago Review Press, 2005); Emory Lewis, “Hotel’s Fall was also a 
Cultural disaster,” The Sunday Record, August 19, 1973.  
2 Fred Ferretti, “Theater Owner Reports Warning of Hotel Collapse,” New York Times, August 9, 1973; Murray 
Schumach, “Broadway Central Hotel Collapses,” New York Times, August 4, 1973; Cy Egan, Arthur Greenspan and 
Marc Kalech, “Probe Hotel Collapse; Six Still Missing,” NY Post, August 4, 1973; Josh Friedman and Lindsay 
Miller, “And Their World Crumbled,” NY Post, August 4, 1973; Vincent Lee, Philip McCarthy, Robert Crane and 
John Murphy, “Old Village Hotel Collapses; 17 Hurt at Historic Site,” Daily News, August 4, 1973; Howard Blum, 
“The Life and Death of the Broadway Central,” Village Voice, August 9, 1973; Pranay Gupte, “Bitterness and 
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 Firemen and emergency personnel worked through the night under floodlights to search 

for bodies of victims possibly trapped under piles of rubble. The next morning, when Mayor John 

Lindsay arrived to survey the ruins of one of New York’s oldest hotels, one of Lindsay’s 

spokesmen shared with the media that that the Mayor had ordered a “full inquiry” into this “terrible 

tragedy” in which 19 of 308 hotel residents were injured with seven persons still missing, about 

one hundred and twenty of whom were welfare recipients living in single rooms.3 

 

 The Broadway Central was one of many hotels that local and national news media 

highlighted in a storm of controversy over the city’s use of hotels to house welfare recipients. 

 
Sadness Grip 150 Hotel Victims,” Daily News, August 7, 1973; Howard Blum, “Patterns of Reality,” Village Voice, 
August 6, 1973.  
3Cy Egan, Arthur Greenspan, Marc Kalech and Robert Garret, “Probe Hotel Collapse; Six Still Missing,” New York 
Post, August 4, 1973; Murray Schumach, “Broadway Central Hotel Collapses,” New York Times, August 4, 1973; 
Vincent Lee, Philp McCarthy, Robert Crane and John Murphy, “Old Village Hotel Collapses; 17 Hurt, 11 Reported 
Missing at Historic Site,” Daily News, August 4, 1973.  
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Journalists and political observers decried the negative impact that these hotels seemed to have on 

surrounding neighborhoods. These so-called “welfare hotels” were one set of symbols that news 

media pointed to as an indication of the city’s decline. The reality, however, was that these hotels 

held multiple symbolic meanings. In addition to serving as homes for poor and disadvantaged 

residents, these hotels also became vital grassroots performance spaces for artists and musicians. 

Rather than the “cesspool of squalor and crime” as it appears in news reports, the Broadway 

Central Hotel was home to a complex of theaters known as the Mercer Arts Center, which became 

a cultural nexus for New York’s thriving underground rock scene during the early 1970s.4 Other 

welfare hotels, like the Hotel Chelsea, not only served as rock show venues, but provided housing 

and opportunities for collaboration to a cohort of artists who innovated the underground rock scene 

that would come to be known as punk. Indeed, New York’s famous CBGBs club, which became 

synonymous with punk in the 1970s, was a welfare hotel. And welfare hotels were not the only 

symbols of “urban decline” that nurtured creative forms of cultural adaptation and expression. At 

this same moment, other groups of artists were appropriating public housing projects, decrepit 

parks and crumbling schools, transforming these unlikely sites as incubators for the cultural 

practices that became the basis for hip-hop in New York.  

 This alternative history of spaces like welfare hotels, decrepit parks, and public housing 

projects in New York during the 1970s challenges their reductive depiction in news media and in 

political rhetoric. They were contested symbols. While newspapers and politicians demonized so-

called “welfare hotels” and their tenants who received public assistance, artists living in these same 

buildings created new art forms and styles of music. Meanwhile, artists in the South Bronx 

occupied and transformed public housing buildings, neglected parks and public school, which like 

 
4 Paul L. Montgomery, “Hotel Had Been Fined Before Collapse,” New York Times, August 5, 1973.  
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“welfare hotels” were cast as symbols of “urban crisis.” The stories of these creative people who 

lived and produced music in New York City during the early 1970s defies a dominant discourse 

of urban decline that has shaped urban policy and attitudes toward cities for the past half century.5 

The grassroots creative activities of these artists also functioned tactically to help deal with 

suffering and hardship. The tradition of drag performance in early punk rock provided a platform 

for political expression and solidarity in queer and transgender communities in New York. 

Meanwhile, in the South Bronx and Harlem, artists re-activated the Harlem Renaissance era 

tradition of the rent party as a way to resist material deprivation. They organized dance parties as 

fundraisers to meet costs of living and to stimulate informal economies.  

 Music was a source of power for artists in marginalized communities. Afro-Caribbean 

immigrant communities and genderqueer bohemian communities were both discounted by the 

government and denied agency within the urban crisis narrative. Music was a means of reclaiming 

that agency. Producing music mobilized early hip-hop artists and proto-punk rock musicians; it 

built social networks around common interests and identities that were then reinforced by shared 

cultural practices. Through music, these artists pooled resources and raised money to cope with 

deleterious living conditions in New York during the 1970s. They created spaces of reprieve where 

they could recuperate from the vicissitudes of life as marginalized subjects. Music became the 

basis on which these artists refashioned their identities and pushed the boundaries of gender and 

race while challenging misogyny and racism. Music was the means by which these artists 

renegotiated the meaning of urban spaces that news media had cast as wastelands and cancerous 

cells that were destroying the city in the 1960s and 1970s. For these artists, music was power.  

 
5 Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became and Urban Crisis in New York City (Columbia University 
Press, 2001); Brian Tochterman, The Dying City: Postwar New York and the Ideology of Fear (UNC Press, 2017); 
Miriam Greenberg, Branding New York: How a City in Crisis was Sold to the World (Routledge, 2008). 
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 This power is highlighted within a national context of American cities during the 1960 and 

1970s. Six years before the Broadway Central Hotel collapsed Mayor Lindsay served as Vice Chair 

on the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders. The purpose of this Presidential 

Commission established by Lyndon B. Johnson was to investigate the causes of massive violence 

and unrest that took place in cities across America during the summer of 1967 and to provide 

national urban policy recommendations for the future. The commission identified the root of 

violent protests in the concentration of black poverty in urban areas. The commission claimed that 

this was due to white racism and highlighted a divergence in American cities based on race and 

socio-economic status. “Our nation is moving toward two societies,” the report explained, “one 

black, one white—separate and unequal.”6 

The urban crisis discourse represented yet another divergence in major American cities. 

During the 1970s, news media and political observers constructed a perception of major American 

cities that was starkly different from their complex realities. This narrative ignored the structural 

issues that underlay urban problems and instead blamed minorities for issues like rising crime, 

rates, concentrated poverty, dilapidated housing, and failing infrastructure.  

“City in Crisis”  

Despite media sensationalism, urban dwellers during the 1960s and 1970s had concrete 

concerns regarding the failure of public services and infrastructures. Major American cities had 

indeed developed significant problems during the 1960s. A number of historians in the past twenty 

years have commented on the way in which deindustrialization since the 1930s had decimated 

 
6 Steven M. Gillon, Separate and Unequal: The Kerner Commission and the Unraveling of American Liberalism 
(Basic Books, 2018); Mark Krasovic, The Newark Frontier: Community Action in the Great Society (Chicago 
University Press, 2016).  
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urban tax revenue and employment.7 Not only did this reduce the number of working-class jobs in 

urban areas, but the exodus of industry also meant a dramatic reduction of tax revenue in city 

coffers. Without adequate federal assistance, city and state governments struggled to maintain the 

robust services including public sanitation collection, education, parks and other forms of 

infrastructure that had characterized most American cities during the first half of the twentieth 

century. The persistence of racial discrimination in the workplace compounded the dearth of 

working-class jobs, which disproportionately reduced employment opportunities for African 

American and for Afro-Caribbean and Latino immigrant communities that had settled in New York 

during the 1960s, following the liberalization of US immigration restrictions under the Johnson 

administration. The limited delivery of public services impacted these communities the most.8  

For example, New York’s austerity policies closed fire companies in neighborhoods on the 

urban periphery such as Bushwick and South Bronx, which consequently allowed fires in those 

areas to spread to unmanageable proportions and destroy homes and property. These 

neighborhoods also had the largest populations of Afro-Caribbean and Latino immigrants in the 

city9 

 Cities at this time, as in earlier eras of American history, were at the center of heated 

political debates. From a liberal perspective, cities were critical sites of social inequality. Aid to 

cities was the central focus of Johnson’s War on Poverty, from the creation of the Model Cities 

 
7 Thomas J. Sugrue, The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Princeton University 
Press, 1996).  
8 Thomas Sugrue, Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Princeton University Press, 
1996); Robert A. Beauregard, Voices of Decline: The Postwar Fate of U.S. Cities (Routledge, 2003); Wendell E. 
Pritchett, “Which Urban Crisis?: Regionalism, Race, and Urban Policy, 1960-1974,” JUH, January 2008. See also: 
Kenneth Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of United States (Oxford University Press, 1985); 
Robert O. Self, American Babylon: Race and the Struggle for Postwar Oakland (Princeton University Press, 2005); 
Matthew J. Countryman, Up South: Civil Rights and Black Power in Philadelphia (University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2006).  
9 Kim Philips-Fein, Fear City: New York’s Fiscal Crisis and the Rise of Austerity Politics (Metropolitan Books, 
2017).  
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Program, which allocated federal funds to urban areas, to the creation of the Department of the 

Housing and Urban Development. Urban issues were also a lightning rod of conservative political 

observers. Conservative critiques of urban issues ranged from anti-bussing demonstrations to 

compete defunding of programs like Model Cities under the Nixon administration. Further analysis 

of urban issues during the 1960s and 1970s, during this era of “crisis”, is crucial to understanding 

this historical moment that remains hotly contested in American politics.  

 Scholars have demonstrated the various ways in which media sources and policy makers 

framed the transformation of cities during the 1960s and 1970s in terms of an overall “decline,” 

economically and politically. This was true not only of urban communities, but observers 

commented on the perceived decline of American social and cultural standards generally.10 News 

media crafted a narrative of eminent doom for American cities and newspapers in particular 

persistently engaged tropes of “decline” and “crisis” in their attempt to cover significant social and 

economic issues in cities. As cultural historian Brian Tochterman has recently argued, these media 

tropes “worked in concert with policy, deindustrialization, and changing demography to alter the 

national physical landscape after World War II.”11 1970s New York City was a prime example of 

these interrelated historical processes at work.  

 New York City’s modern “crisis” narrative can be traced back to January 1965 when the 

New York Herald Tribune (the city’s reform-Republican newspaper) began a series of articles 

entitled “A City in Crisis.” In these articles Barry Gottehrer, then editor and chief writer of the 

series, attempted to document the myriad issues New York faced. Every day for six months the 

 
10 Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became an Urban Crisis (Columbia University Press, 2001); 
Robert O. Self, All in the Family: The Realignment of American Democracy Since the 1960s (Hill and Wang, 2012); 
Bruce J. Schulman and Julian E. Zelizer (ed.s), Rightward Bound: Making America Conservative in the 1970s 
(Harvard University Press, 2008).  
11 Brian Tochterman, The Dying City: Postwar New York and the Ideology of Fear (University of North Carolina 
Press, 2017), p. 6-8.  
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Tribune ran a new story detailing a different issue ranging from air pollution and potholes to bad 

schools and violent crime. The opening line of the series --”New York, Greatest City in the 

World—And Everything is Wrong with It”. Such headlines inspired fear in readers, which further 

bolstered the crisis narrative.12  

 In words of one historian, John Vliet Lindsay was “tailor-made to exploit the ‘City in 

Crisis’ narrative.”13 Lindsay entered municipal politics in the 1965 New York City mayoral race 

after representing New York’s 17th district in congress since 1959. He ran on a reform platform to 

restructure what he saw as an overly bureaucratic city government. His campaign employed the 

same symbols and tropes of urban decline and crisis that circulated in the media. To Lindsay, these 

symbols were symptomatic of government inefficiency and glut and a number of scholars have 

argued that the Tribune’s “City In Crisis” series significantly contributed to Lindsay’s election in 

1965.14 Once in office, Lindsay’s administration proscribed budget austerity, productivity analyses 

and even early forms of privatization programs that have since become a mainstay of conservative 

political ideology and public policy in New York City. Occupying the cutting edge of an 

ideological transformation of conservative politics in America, Lindsay was before his time in 

terms of these policy initiatives. However, it is difficult to separate the Lindsay administration and 

the crisis narrative in New York City as both were mutually constitutive political forces.  

 
12 Barry Gottehrer, The Mayor’s Man: One Man’s Struggle to Save Our City (Double Day, 1975); Raymond 
McCaffrey, “Barry H. Gottehrer and a “City in Crisis”: The Path from Journalist to Peacekeeper in New York City’s 
Turbulent Streets in the 1960s,” Journalism History 44:3 (Fall 2018); Joe Flood, The Fires: How a Computer 
Formula Burned Down New York City—and Determined the Future of American Cities (Riverhead Books, 2010); 
Brian Tochterman, The Dying City: Postwar New York and the Ideology of Fear (University of North Carolina 
Press, 2017).  
13 Joe Flood, The Fires: How a Computer Formula Burned Down New York City—and Determined the Future of 
American Cities (Riverhead Books, 2010), pp. 51-52. 
14 Joseph R. Viteritti ed., Summer in the City: John Lindsay, New York and the American Dream (John Hopkins 
University, 2014); Raymond McCaffrey, “Barry H. Gottehrer and a “City in Crisis”: The Path from Journalist to 
Peacekeeper in New York City’s Turbulent Streets in the 1960s,” Journalism History 44:3 (Fall 2018); Sunny 
Stalter-Pace, “‘New York is the Greatest City in the World—and Everything is Wrong with It,’: New York City in 
the Era of John Lindsay,” American Studies, Vol. 54, No. 2 (2015), pp. 45-55, 57.  
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 In 1965 Barry Gottehrer resigned from the Tribune to volunteer for the Lindsay campaign 

and then served under the Mayor from January 1966 to November 1971, first as an assistant then 

executive assistant.15 His first task in that capacity was in creating the Mayor’s Office of Film, 

Theater, and Broadcasting. The explicit goals of this new office were to encourage film production 

on the streets of New York, create new jobs and generate revenue for the city while publicizing 

Lindsay’s vision of a revitalized and “fun” cosmopolitan New York.16  

  Consequently, this office replicated tropes of the crisis narrative in the broader arena of 

popular film and television. As one historian has noted, the tone of New York City movies from 

the 1960s into the 1970s became darker with crime and violence at the center of plots; the city 

itself cast as “a near-immovable obstacle to the happiness of men and women determined to live 

there.”17 Depictions in popular film at this time reflected the discourse of “crisis” in news media 

and political rhetoric.18 With the “City in Crisis” narrative elevated on such an expansive platform, 

the perception of New York as a place of “danger” and “decay” became solidified in the nation’s 

mind.  

 
15 Raymond McCaffrey, “Barry H. Gottehrer and a “City in Crisis”: The Path from Journalist to Peacekeeper in New 
York City’s Turbulent Streets in the 1960s,” Journalism History 44:3 (Fall 2018). Eight months later, the debt-
ridden New York Tribune closed its offices on August 15, 1966.  
16 Raymond McCaffrey, “Barry H. Gottehrer and a “City in Crisis”: The Path from Journalist to Peacekeeper in New 
York City’s Turbulent Streets in the 1960s,” Journalism History 44:3 (Fall 2018), pp. 165, 166; Vincent Cannato, 
The Ungovernable City: John Lindsay and His Struggle to Save New York (Basic Books, 2002); Brian Tochterman, 
The Dying City: Postwar New York and the Ideology of Fear (University of North Carolina Press, 2017); Sean 
Deveney, Fun City: John Lindsay, Joe Namath, and How Sports Saved New York in the 1960s (Sports Publishing, 
2015).  
17 Vincent Cannato, The Ungovernable City: John Lindsay and His Struggle to Save New York (Basic Books, 2002), 
pp. 561-2.  
18 Films like the French Connection (1971), Serpico (1973), Dog Day Afternoon (1975) and Taxi Driver (1976) 
portrayed an unsafe city in decline. Some plots even offered solutions that seemed to mirror Lindsay’s own 
privatization policy initiatives. Stanley Corkin, Starring New York: Filming the Grime and Glamour of the Long 
1970s (Oxford University Press, 2011), p. 107; Ryan Purcell, “Strange Times in New York,” The Metropole: Urban 
History Association, November 16, 2017. Reverberations of this narrative echoed through popular film through the 
1970s, 80s and 90s further intensifying of fear and urban “crisis.”  
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 The crisis narrative cast a series of villains who are responsible for the destruction of the 

city and heroes who valiantly attempt to save the city but are ultimately overcome by the city’s 

problems. News media clearly depicted minorities as villains. African Americans, Latino 

immigrants, homosexuals and welfare recipients were blamed for various problems from 

dwindling profits in the private sector to soaring rates of crime and poverty. “When more and more 

Negroes and Puerto Ricans began pouring into” New York City, the Herald Tribune reported in 

1965, “the houses, the stores, and just about everything else seemed to go into a startling decline.” 

Exactly what that decline meant remained mysterious to readers. The idea of crisis became a 

floating signifier for all that was wrong with the city and minorities were the agents of decline. 

Black and Latino communities were described over and over in news media as “cancerous cells 

across the five boroughs of New York City.” These news reports even echo some of the 

xenophobic hostilities of political rhetoric today; “If they find life so bad,” another Herald Tribune 

article explained, “they can go back to San Juan.” Upon brief inspection, the crisis narrative 

appears as a reductive and racist attack on minorities.19 

 Multiple social groups were implicated in urban crisis discourses during the late 1960s and 

early 1970s. They were vulnerable people on the fringes of society outcasts, rejected from a 

straight, white, male and middle-class world. Some depended on welfare checks; others dressed in 

drag and defied the gender boundaries that society prescribed.  

However, black and brown people were primary targets in New York’s media-driven crisis 

narratives. Newspaper reports, like the Herald Tribune’s New York City In Crisis, castigated 

African Americans, and Afro-Caribbean and Latino immigrants for contributing to the decline of 

city. News media blamed minorities for failing schools, deteriorating parks, uncollected trash, and 

 
19 Barry Gottehrer, New York City in Crisis: A Study in Depth of Urban Sickness (A Pock Book Special, 1965), pp. 
28 and 26.  
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crumbling buildings, and ignoring the broader systemic economic and political forces that that 

were directly related to these conditions. However, while black and brown New Yorkers were 

primary targets in this narrative, they were not the only social group that news media implicated 

in the so-called urban crisis.  

Narratives of urban crisis also stigmatized queer people as both catalysts and evidence of 

a deep “social decay” that underpinned the economic and physical decline of New York City. In a 

“period that prized virile masculinity and a political culture that marginalize male homosexuality,” 

cultural historian Brian Trochterman has recently observed, crisis narratives that circulated in news 

media, television sitcoms, and cheap novels, represented queer people as the epitome of moral 

decadence and depravity that was eroding the fabric of American society in the 1950s and 

1960s.Greenwich village, the city’s iconic bohemian neighborhood during the postwar era, 

featured prominently in these narratives as a site of transgressive sexuality, and as a locus of 

“decay”. These narratives worked together to link “deviant” sexuality with New York’s decline 

and signaled the Village’s risky qualities to heterosexual and homophobic readers.20 

The first two chapters of this dissertation follow genderqueer youth in Manhattan during 

the early 1970s who turned to music as a form of empowerment in the face of narratives that 

marginalized queer culture. After the Stonewall uprising in 1969, collective experiences structured 

around music energized the dissent of empowered gay men in New York. Historian Alice Echols 

has noted the “intimate and synergetic connection” between gay liberation and urban nightlife 

where “the dance floor became a launching pad for political action.” By 1973, genderqueer youth, 

who had been disparaged by the broader gay liberation movement, found empowerment in New 

York’s underground rock scene where bands utilized drag performance and song lyrics to speak 

 
20 Brian Trochterman, The Dying City: Postwar New York and the Ideology of Fear (University of North Carolina 
Press, 2017), p. 48.  
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to transgender experience. In New York’s emerging punk rock movement, genderqueer youth not 

only found their own “soundtrack for liberation,” as one scholar has suggested, but also found a 

platform for transgender political expression.21 

 John Lindsay played the role of the “hero” in this story whose valiant rescue efforts were 

ultimately undermined by the city’s mounting problems. News media blamed the city’s problems 

on not just the presence of minorities but also a larger crisis of democracy that affected New York 

City and other American cities. Liberal New Deal style politicians like NYC’s Mayor Robert F. 

Wagner (1954-1965) who supported expansive social programs like those in LBJ’s War on Poverty 

were supposedly responsible for the “bureaucratic inefficiency” that impeded the progress of the 

city.22  Many media sources looked to Mayor John Lindsay’s administration (1965-1973) for 

solutions to the city’s problems. As a young, charismatic politician who emerged out the 

conservative establishment of the Republican Party, Lindsay promised to reform municipal 

functions in New York City by eliminating the “jerry-built horror” of bureaucratic red tape erected 

by past administrations. Ultimately, however, Lindsay was unable to revive the city’s economy or 

ameliorate its problems.23 

 Lindsay used the “urban crisis” to propel his political career, but the media-driven narrative 

had deeper implications. As an interpretive framework, the crisis narrative produced a public 

image of “how things are” and “how things are likely to be” in New York during this era and 

 
21 Alice Echols, Hot Stuff: Disco and the Remaking of American Culture (W.W. Norton & Company, 2010), pp. 48-
53; Brian Trochterman, The Dying City: Postwar New York and the Ideology of Fear (University of North Carolina 
Press, 2017), p. 174.  
22 Barry Gottehrer, New York City in Crisis: A Study in Depth of Urban Sickness (A Pock Book Special, 1965), pp. 
68 and 70.  
23 Many historians and scholars of New York City during this era of “urban crisis” have bought into the crisis 
narrative and have subsequently looked back at New York City during the 1960s and 1970s as an “ungovernable” 
city that remained so until the dawn of the Regan era marked initially in New York with election of Mayor Ed Koch 
in 1978. Jonathan Soffer, Ed Koch and the Rebuilding of New York City (Columbia University Press, 2010); Vincent 
Cannato, The Ungovernable City: John Lindsay and His Struggle to Save New York (Basic Books, 2002); Barry 
Gottehrer, The Mayor’s Man: One Man’s Struggle to Save Our Cities (Double Day, 1975).  
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beyond. Such powerful framing stories shaped “common sense” through the consistent repetition 

of images and depictions in news reports, political rhetoric and popular culture.24  The crisis 

narrative relied on scare stories to portray New York’s ever-menacing civil collapse. It cast a series 

of urban villains – “dangerous classes,” “the immigrant threat,” “wilding youths,” “welfare 

queens”— to tell this story. In addition to animating the crisis narrative, these dehumanizing 

depictions intensified and naturalized stereotypes that had already existed in American society, 

fueling racism and xenophobia.25  

 As with any racist discourse, a fundamental consequence of New York’s crisis narrative 

was that it distorted and sensationalized actual social and economic issues. Like any framing story, 

the narrative selected various recognizable symbols – e.g. abandoned buildings, struggling schools, 

dirty streets, violent crime incidents etc.—and discarded others. As such, the crisis narrative 

obscured the root causes of concrete conditions by focusing on (and often embellishing) their most 

apparent effects. For almost two decades after 1965, variations of the crisis narrative made sense 

of social and economic issues, particularly the concentration of black poverty in urban areas. News 

reports and political rhetoric consolidated the city’s events into a single, repeating story line: New 

York City is falling apart and minorities are to blame.26 News media employed specific language, 

and the metaphor of “crisis” to describe the process of urban decline that seemed natural, 

 
24 Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became an Urban Crisis (Columbia University Press, 2011), pp. 
10-11.  
25 Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became an Urban Crisis (Columbia University Press, 2011), p. 9; 
Michael B. Katz, The “Underclass” Debate: Views From History (Princeton University Press, 1993); Michael B. 
Katz, Undeserving Poor, America’s Enduring Confrontation with Poverty (Oxford University Press, 1989/2013); 
Herbert J. Gans, The War Against the Poor: The Underclass and Anti-Poverty Policy (Basic Books, 1995); Khalil 
Gibran Muhammad, The Condemnation of Blackness: Race, Crime and the Making of Modern Urban America 
(Harvard University Press, 2010). 
26 Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became an Urban Crisis (Columbia University Press, 2011), pp. 
11-14; Joe Flood, The Fires: How a Computer Formula Burned Down New York City—and Determined the Future 
of American Cities (Riverhead Books, 2010), p. 116. 
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inevitable, and total. However, the urban crisis narrative was even more powerful once the Lindsay 

administration replicated its conclusions in policy initiatives.  

 As executive assistant to the mayor, Barry Gottehrer was also responsible for keeping 

Lindsay up to-date with pressing issues taking place in the city on a daily basis. His office 

enumerated these issues in a “secret detailed document called “the Crisis Calendar,” Gottehrer 

recalled in a memoir. These calendars, also known as the “daily crisis report,” cataloged “all the 

potential disorders” and how Gottehrer’s office recommended dealing with them.27 Notable events 

and disorders included planned demonstrations, confrontations between police and Black Panthers 

or Young Lords, and even Who and Grand Funk Railroad rock concerts where audiences could 

potentially riot. In historical context we can understand the Crisis Calendars as an extension of the 

“City in Crisis” series Gottehrer wrote for the Tribune in 1965. The media-driven crisis narrative, 

elevated to a municipal policy initiative, had great consequences for minorities under the Lindsay 

administration.  

 Rather than reevaluate the policy initiatives like so-called “urban renewal” programs and 

public housing construction, Lindsay made the city’s fiscal solvency his chief concern. The 

Lindsay administration sought ways to enhance the delivery of public services and improve the 

overall efficiency of municipal government as a corrective to the myriad issues outlined in the 

city’s “Crisis Calendar”. Facing a mounting fiscal deficit and limited state and federal assistance, 

Lindsay’s staff relied on budget austerity and began experimenting with forms of privatization to 

meet their policy goals.28 However, these initiatives failed to fix the city’s fiscal problems and 

damaged communities in the process.  

 
27 Barry Gottehrer, The Mayor’s Man: One Man’s Struggle to Save Our City (Double Day, 1975), p. 301.  
28 Kim Phillips-Fein, Fear City: New York’s Fiscal Crisis and the Rise of Austerity Politics (Metropolitan Book, 
2017).  
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 Lindsay implemented budget cuts and personnel reductions in critical municipal agencies, 

including the Buildings Department (responsible for routine building safety inspections); the 

Department of Social Services (responsible for administration of funds and services to the poor 

and homeless); the Parks Department (responsible for maintaining urban green spaces and keeping 

public parks safe); and the Department of Education, not to mention police and transportation 

departments.29 These austerity measures, however, were not enough to stem the growing fiscal 

deficit the City had accrued. The mayor considered an even more radical policy shift to address 

the crisis.  

NYC-RAND Institute and the Privatization of New York  

 Lindsay attempted to reinvigorate City Hall by hiring a young team of aids, assistants and 

advisors who he though would provide fresh ideas and perspectives from outside New York City’s 

political establishment. Many members of Lindsay’s team had little or no experience working in 

government but did have promising careers in the private sector. “To most people… we were an 

odd bunch—far different from those who had surrounded mayors in the past and would again after 

we left,” recalled Barry Gottehrer. “Few of us had come up through the traditional political ranks 

and most of us had never been inside a political club.”30 

 Most of these news employees were young graduate school graduates and consultants from 

major firms. 31  Collectively they introduced a rigorous managerial style to the Lindsay 

administration. As one economic historian has observed it was the same style of scientific 

management that Robert McNamara applied at Ford and the Pentagon, and the same philosophy 

 
29 Kim Philips-Fein, Fear City: New York’s Fiscal Crisis and the Rise of Austerity Politics (Metropolitan Books, 
2017).  
30 Barry Gottehrer, The Mayor’s Man: One Man’s Struggle to Save Our City (Double Day, 1975), pp. 7-8; Raymon 
McCaffrey, “Barry H. Gottehrer and a “City in Crisis”: The Path from Journalist to Peacekeeper in New York City’s 
Turbulent Streets in the 1960s,” Journalism History 44:3 (Fall 2018). 
31 Charles S. Morris, “New York’s Great Society,” in Sam Roberts (ed.), America’s Mayor: John V. Lindsay and the 
Reinvention of New York (Columbia University Press, 2010), p. 183.  
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that was leading to the explosive growth of management consulting companies like McKinsey & 

Co. Bain, the Boston Consulting Group, and Booz Allen Hamilton, during the same period.32 This 

was an early form of governance that academics would later call “neoliberalism.”33  

 In the fall of 1967, Lindsay and his team of advisors assembled to determine how to 

streamline the city’s administrative structure and delivery of services. 34  They agreed that 

underlying the city’s problems was a fundamental issue of bureaucratic glut. This issue was not 

specific to New York, the team concluded, but was endemic in many major American cities: 

municipalities had become monopolies. As monopolies, municipal staffs are tempted to exercise 

“monopoly power for their own parochial advantage,” Lindsay’s Deputy Administrator wrote in 

Harpers in 1971. “The inefficiency of municipal services is not due to bad commissioners, mayors, 

managers, workers, unions, or laborers; it is a natural consequence of a monopoly system.” 35 

 
32 Joe Flood, The Fires: How a Computer Formula Burned Down New York City—And Determined the Future of 
American Cities (Riverhead Books, 2010), pp. 97-98, 101.  
33 Neoliberalism, political theorist Wendy Brown suggests, consists of an ensemble of state policies “in accord with 
its root principal of affirming free markets.” In addition to privatization these policies include deregulation of 
industries, reduction of welfare state provisions, and the elimination of progressive tax and tariff schemes. 
Collectively, these policies intensify the relationship between the state and corporate finance and, in short, 
neoliberalism subjects the state to the drives and demands of the private sector. For the purposes of this dissertation, 
I will not be engaging with the concept of “neoliberalism” as such. Tangentially, I am concerned with the underlying 
government decisions that have contributed to “neoliberalism,” namely austerity programs, militarization of police, 
and the privatization of public sector. See Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution 
(Zone Books, 2015), p. 28.  
34 The group included Budget Director Frederick Hayes, Deputy Administrator Emanuel S. Savas a number of 
college professors and business executives including the CEO of McKinsey & Co and Russell Ackoff a sociology 
professor at the University of Pennsylvania. 
35 Emmanuel S. Savas was another new hire early in the Lindsay administration. Savas attended the University of 
Chicago in the late-1950s when economic theorist Milton Friedman had begun writing and teaching his now-famous 
treatise Capitalism and Freedom (1962). After graduation, Savas entered the workforce by joining IMB, working on 
the integration of computer control in industrial processes. By the mid-1960s Savas had cultivated a career as an 
analyst at IBM, leading a special unit on urban systems. When Lindsay brought Savas on as a deputy administrator 
in the summer of 1967 this experience would became critical to the administration’s new direction toward 
privatization. See, E.S. Savas, “Municipal Monopoly,” Harpers Magazine, Dec. 1 1971; “Pay and Productivity,” 
New York Times, July 30, 1975. 
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Excessive government, Lindsay’s staff argued, was at the root of “inefficiency” in the public 

sector.36 

 Foundational to these limitations, Ed Hamilton, Lindsay’s Deputy Mayor, explained in 

1972, was the “myth, still deep-set in much of American thought that public services should not 

be an equal competitor with private business[.]” Hamilton further explained that, “the century-old 

weakening of the link between practical work performance and advancement has eroded the 

managerial tradition in government, too often producing supervisors with neither the will nor the 

ability to exert effective leadership.”37  The Lindsay administration identified this problem of 

leadership as a central issue in what the Lindsay administration and NYC-RAND understood as 

an urban crisis. 

 As a corrective to these limitations, the Lindsay administration hired the RAND 

Corporation to analyze operations and recommend strategies to increase productivity. In the winter 

of 1967, the NYC-RAND Institute opened on Madison Avenue as a local branch of Santa Monica-

based analytics firm. Lindsay told the press that he hoped it would induce the kind of “streamlined 

modern management thinking that Robert McNamara applied to the Pentagon with success during 

 
36 For example, Savas introduced Geographic Information Systems to track the delivery of public services from 
sanitation trucks to emergency vehicles. Such systems by then were common in private industry but entirely foreign 
to New York’s municipal government. This technology enabled to city to chart statistics like crime incidents and 
ambulance calls to cost effectively accelerate the delivery of services. By 1969, Savas working in collaboration with 
the McKinsey management consulting firm, installed computer control traffic systems, emergency response tracking 
systems and even a computer-controlled emergency communication system commonly known as “911” which is 
still used today. See “A Deputy Administrator Is Names by Lindsay,” New York Times, July 30, 1967; E.S. Savas, 
Interview with author, October 26, 2016; Vincent Cannato, The Ungovernable City, Reprint edition (New York: 
Basic Books, 2002), p. 533. As a result the police became a more distance presence in neighborhoods responding 
only after crimes had been committed. 
37 Edward K. Hamilton, “Productivity: The New York City Approach,” Public Administration Review, Vol. 32, No. 
6 (November –December 1972) 
; Bill Anderson, “N.Y. spur to city workers studied,” Chicago Tribune, April 3, 1973. 
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the past seven years.”38 NYC-RAND was the secret weapon that Lindsay would wield to slash the 

bureaucratic red tape his administration believed had bogged the city in crisis.39 

 Nineteen-sixty-nine was to be the “Year of Delivery,” Lindsay proclaimed to his staff, 

when his administration would unveil a series of privatization initiatives aimed at enhancing the 

delivery of public services to New York City’s residents.40 “Tranquility as a way of life is over,” 

Lindsay declared in his 1969 State of the City speech, as he described a “slow lethal decay” that 

was eating away at the city. He identified the source of decay in the dense bureaucracy that 

obstructed the delivery of municipal services and frustrated the needs of the citizens. Improving 

these services and the “equity” they supported required help beyond the capacity of the public 

sector. Lindsay sketched a new vision of “rebuilding” the city, which he vowed would move 

“government out of the maze of offices and departments,” and eliminate bureaucratic inefficiency. 

“No one man can win” what Lindsay saw as a struggle to save the city. He called for the “fusion 

of the city’s talents” in “cleaning the streets” and in “strengthening the work against crime.” The 

private sector would bring to life his vision of rebuilding the city.41 

 
38 According to one economic historian, both Lindsay and RAND believed that they were “usurping a new era in 
government, when programs would be administered from top down nonpartisan technocrats […] culled from the 
nation’s finest colleges and business schools, not local clubhouse hacks and ill-educated civil service bureaucrats.” 
Lindsay quoted in Charles G. Bennett, “Rand Joins in Analysis Study,” New York Times, April 22, 1969; Joe Flood, 
The Fires, p. 108, 23-24.  
39 Joe Flood, The Fires: How a Computer Formula Burned Down New York City—and Determined the Future of 
American Cities (Riverhead Books, 2010), p. 112.  
40Charles R. Morris, The Cost of Good Intentions: New York City and the Liberal Experiment, 1960-1975 (Norton, 
1980), p. 125. See also: Francis X. Clines, “The Men Who Tell City How to Run the City,” New York Times, July 8, 
1970; Martin Tolcin, “City Seek To Put its Hospitals In Corporation to Cut Red Tape,” New York Times, March 9, 
1969; HHC was later renamed “NYC Health + Hospitals” see 
http://www.nychealthandhospitals.org/hhc/html/home/home.shtml. Martin Tolchin,” City Seeks to Put Its Hospitals 
in Corporation to Cut Red Tape,” NYT, Mar. 9, 1969; Ronald Sullivan, “Hospitals Corporation Votes 9 to 7 to 
Remove Hollman as President,” New York Times, January 27, 1977; Sandra Opdycke, No One Was Turned Away: 
The Role of Public Hospitals in New York City since 1900 (Oxford University Press, 2000); Charles Brecher and 
Sheila Spiezio, Privatization and Public Hospitals: Choosing Wisely for New York City (Brookings Institute Press, 
1995); E.S. Savas, “Municipal Monopoly,” Harpers Magazine, December 1, 1971; John Darton, “Crisis Spawn Host 
of Plans to Save City,” New York Times, October 13, 1975. 
41John V. Lindsay, “Text of the Lindsay Inaugural Speech,” New York Times, January 1, 1970. 
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 NYC-RAND issued three categories of policy changes to the Lindsay Administration. 

First, they would apply procedures and techniques from the private sector with an emphasis on 

enhancing public sector productivity. Second, the Lindsay administration attempted to reduce 

demand for public services by promoting what RAND identified as self-reliance initiatives where 

private citizens would perform public services for themselves. In New York during the 1960s and 

1970s, vigilante groups emerged, like the Guardian Angels, attempted to maintain public safety; 

doormen carried weapons and performed security services for apartment buildings; tenants 

Associations collected trash and maintained building services. Finally, the Lindsay Administration 

would begin contracting private sector employees to perform public services from garbage 

collection, to park maintenance and even some policing functions.42 The proposal resulted in the 

Lindsay administration’s adoption of a host of policies, which aimed to transfer public 

responsibilities of the municipal government to the private sector. Beginning during the Lindsay 

administration, New York City embarked on a process of privation that would continue into the 

twentieth century.43 By the end of the 1970s, city services, including parks maintenance, garbage 

collection, and healthcare administration had all been privatized.  

 
42 RAND’s hallmark was a process known as “systems analysis,” which looked at ways of optimizing corporate 
systems by replacing fallible human judgment with computerized systems and calculations. After a series of studies 
of various municipal agencies, including Sanitation, Education, Police and Housing, NYC-RAND advocated 
restructuring aspects of the public sector according to corporate computer-based models. This would hold the public 
sector to the same processes and standards of productivity as that in the private sector, they argued. Such a 
reorganization of public administration would mitigate excessive bureaucratic “red tape,” increase productivity and 
finally empower the City to begin digging out of a mounting fiscal deficit. In the end, NYC-RAND and the Lindsay 
Administration developed a plan of privatizing municipal agencies that the city would follow going forward. See: 
Flood, The Fires, pp. 23-24. 
43 Privatization in this instance refers to the transfer of goods and services from public to private control. Services 
routinely carried out by public employees are contracted out to the private sector as a means of cutting costs and, in 
theory, improving performance. Free market assumptions are critical to this form of public policy, in which 
competition not only drives performance, but also operates as a scale for determining social good. Privatization is 
but one of many political strategies and practices under the heading of what is know as neoliberalism which has 
developed as a body of ideas regarding government and economy since World War II. Fundamentally, neoliberalism 
re-conceptualizes the role of the state. Whereas a classical liberal concept of the state might serve the public good 
directly through state control of social services, in theory the dominant aspects of the neoliberal state are fostering 
competition among private industries and spurring economic development. (In reality, however, neoliberal polices 
often strengthen monopolies rather than increase competition.) This would also imply the role of the state in 
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As historians have demonstrated, the Lindsay administration’s efforts to reduce operating 

costs and increase productivity were deleterious in other ways, as well. Budget cuts limited 

resources and manpower in key departments. The Buildings and Fire Departments struggled to 

perform routine building inspections and enforce fire codes, which was particularly true of 

neighborhoods on the urban periphery, including the Lower East Side of Manhattan, Brownsville, 

Bed-Stuy and East New York, Brooklyn, and the South Bronx. As a result, numerous buildings 

collapsed during the late-1960s and 1970s. Reductions to Fire Department budgets produced 

slower response times, which allowed small fires to become uncontrollable. As sports announcer 

Howard Cosell famously observed during the 1977 World Series when an abandoned schoolhouse 

caught fire, “the Bronx is burning.” The city government did little to extinguish these fires, but in 

fact exacerbated them by neglect.44 

  Neglect was even more pronounced on the federal level. As early as 1969 the Nixon 

administration embraced a policy of “benign neglect” of cities upon the advice of urban affairs 

advisor Daniel Patrick Moynihan. Working for the Department of Labor under President Johnson 

during the 1960s, Moynihan published his observations of urban issues in The Negro Family: The 

Case for National Action. Therein he controversially described a “tangle of pathology” that 

concentrated black poverty in urban areas. Moynihan observed that programs under Johnson’s War 

on Poverty only compounded this condition. Based on these observations, Moynihan 

recommended a significant reduction of federal spending in urban areas as a means to address what 

 
facilitating the “healthiest climate for business” as mayor Lindsay suggested. See: Paul Starr, “The Meaning of 
Privatization,” Yale Law and Policy Review 6 (1988), pp. 6-41; “privatization (denationalization),” in ed. Jonathan 
Law, A Dictionary of Business and Management 6 ed. (Oxford University Press, 2016); Wendy Brown, Undoing the 
Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution (Zone Books, 2015), p. 28. 
44 Joe Flood, The Fires: How a Computer Formula, Big Ideas, and the Best of Intentions Burned Down New York 
(Riverhead Books, 2010); Jonathan Mailer, Ladies and Gentlemen, the Bronx is Burning: 1977, Baseball, Politics, 
and the Battle for the Soul of the City (Picador, 2006); Joseph P. Viteritti, Summer in the City: John Lindsay, New 
York and the American Dream (John Hopkins Press, 2014).  
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he perceived as the deleterious consequences of overwrought federal intervention into social 

issues.45 Some scholars have argued that reports from RAND Corporation productivity studies of 

New York’s public services also influenced Moynihan’s policy recommendations to the Nixon 

administration.46 

 In 1973 the Nixon administration froze all federal housing monies, which halted long-

planned Model Cities programs and had devastating consequences for neighborhoods on the urban 

periphery. As historian Jill Jones has observed, “Acres upon acres that had been cleared and 

readied for new construction —at great cost to the surrounding blocks—turned to weed lots.”47 

All levels of government allowed New York City to crumble. Neglect produced the burned-out 

buildings and abandoned properties that newspapers like the New York Times so prodigiously 

reported during the 1960s and 1970s as symbols of the urban crisis.  

 New York City in the 1970s provides a case study to consider the development of so-called 

“neoliberal” policies, as the municipal government experimented with forms of privatization. 

Some programs continued beyond the Lindsay administration while others were discontinued.48 

 
45 Daniel Patrick Moynihan, The Moynihan Report: The Negro Family—The Case for National Action (Cosimo 
Reports, 2018/1965).  
46 Deborah Wallace and Rodrick Wallace, A Plague on Your Houses: How New York City Was Burned Down and 
National Public Health Crumbled (Verso Books, 1998). 
47 Jill Jonnes, South Bronx Rising: The Rise, Fall, and Resurrection of an American City (Fordham University Press, 
2002). 
48 Historians have considered the neoliberalization of American cities from various angles. Since the early 1990s, 
scholars have explored the political transformation of municipal governments over the second half of the twentieth 
century. They track what political scientist Martin Shefter has called the dissolution of the “social democratic polity” 
as collaboration between the public and private sectors grew. A second body of scholarship has analyzed the social 
and cultural consequences of this transformation. This includes scholarship on gentrification, charter schools, 
militarization of policing, and an overall disappearance of the presence working-class in shaping what historian 
Joshua Freeman calls the “moral and aesthetic fabric” of the city and nation. Over the past five years scholars have 
begun to explore the material means by which city governments have implemented neoliberal policies. This body of 
scholarship explores spatial regulation of cities as a means of enforcing neoliberal policies. This includes, primarily, 
the privatization of public spaces, and the use of municipal police to protect and promote the interests of private 
enterprise within these spaces. See Joe Merton, “John Lindsay, the Association for a Better New York, and the 
Privatization of New York City, 1969-1973,” Journal of Urban History, April 9, 2018; Jonathan M. Soffer, Ed Koch 
and the Rebuilding of New York City (Columbia University Press, 2010); Themis Chronopoulos, Spatial Regulation 
in New York City: From Urban Renewal to Zero Tolerance (New York: Routledge, 2011). 
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The reorientation of Lindsay’s public policy invariably entailed a redefinition of the meaning of 

governance, a shift that was influenced by a host of state actors. However, we cannot lose sight of 

the impact that these policies had on local communities who were not silent in this history. Rather 

as many scholars have suggested, they responded in a number of ways including forming 

community support networks and organizing politically to change oppressive power structures.  

 I argue that young people in New York City during the 1970s turned to music as a source 

of empowerment. This reaction sparked two separate but contemporaneous music movements that 

came to be known as punk rock and hip-hop. The form of empowerment sounded different in each 

group, predicated on factors such as class, race, gender expression and sexual identity. For punk, 

the predominantly white and gender queer scene in Lower Manhattan used music as a mechanism 

to critique traditional binary gender-based identities. Music and performance became platforms 

for transgender political expression. At the same time, but far uptown in the South Bronx, the 

origins of hip-hop took root in predominantly black and Latino communities. Dance parties and 

fundraisers, first used to meet living costs, became social settings in which new artists on the scene 

could experiment with mixed music, rapping, and other deejaying techniques. For each group, 

music was a mechanism to respond to overwhelming government inattention or neglect and 

operated as way to communicate each group’s claimed space, identity and sound.  

 New York’s crisis narrative was the context for a groundswell of grassroots creative 

activity that took place in the city during the early 1970s. What became known as punk rock and 

hip hop were two music movements that emerged within this tumultuous environment. As this 

dissertation argues, artists associated with these music movements reclaimed spaces of supposed 

decline as sites of music production and in re-appropriating these spaces they resisted the discourse 

of decline. They grappled with the material consequences of the crisis narrative, adapted to their 
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circumstances and in doing so pushed the boundaries of gender and race. The stories of these 

creative communities present a counter-narrative to the urban crisis. They highlight the ingenuity 

and agency of ordinary people who turned to music as a coping mechanism in dealing the host of 

issues that shook the city in the 1970s that were exacerbated by Lindsay’s privatization initiatives.  

 On the surface, this story might seem like the typical “declension” narrative that has shaped 

conversations in Post-World War Two urban historiography for decades.49 This is a story about 

the neglect of public spaces; how the media and politicians pinned this decline to minorities; and 

how government disinvestment and abandonment allowed portions of New York City to physically 

collapse. But by focusing on grassroots music scenes in New York, this story presents an 

unexpected departure from the well-worn narrative of urban decline. There is a vibrant thread of 

continuity running through the history of 1970s New York in the way in which artists practiced 

creative adaptability in response to the conditions around them, and how artists revived and 

reinterpreted cultural traditions to fashion new art forms like punk and hip-hop.  

 My approach builds on an extensive literature that has explored the relationship between 

popular music and social movements like the gay liberation movement and the black freedom 

struggle during the 1960s and 1970s. It is also informed by recent work in an emerging field of 

sound studies that situate popular music within “soundscapes” in which music plays a constitutive 

role in social processes of meaning making shaped by race, gender, power, media and sound 

technologies. 50  These recent scholars have turned to the study of sound as a process of 

geographical, economic, social and political negotiations historically. For example, while some 

 
49 Bryant Simon, Boardwalk of Dreams: Atlantic City and the Fate of Urban America (Oxford, 2004). For 
commentary on the dominance of the declension narrative in urban studies, see Max Page, “Crucibles of Culture: 
Telling Stories of Urban Vitality amidst a Narrative of Decline” (Unpublished paper delivered at the Urban History 
Association Meeting, Pittsburg, Pa., September 2002). 
50 Kevin Gaines, “Music is a World: Stevie Wonder and the Sound of Black Power,” in Nico Slate (ed.), Black 
Power Beyond Boarders: The Global Dimensions of the Black Power Movement (Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), p. 
191.  
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scholars have identified the role of sound and music in both constituting and destabilizing 

imperialism, others have persuasively a demonstrated the ways in which music can expand and 

redefine social categories.51  These scholars center sound (in various forms) as a category of 

analysis.  

 My approach to the study of grassroots music production engages these recent 

historiographical trends in sound studies in an attempt to reframe a contested era of urban history. 

A number of previous scholars have attributed the creation of punk and hip-hop to the extenuating 

circumstances of living in urban America in the 1970s, but treating the origins of these art forms 

solely as a natural response to surrounding socio-economic pressure is akin to marveling at the 

creation of a diamond from a lump of coal. The idea is that anything can happen in the right climate. 

This framework not only invalidates the agency of local artists and communities, but it overlooks 

the nuanced political work of the music itself (expanding social categories of gender and race). 

Perhaps most importantly, this perspective elides the socio-economic landscape of New York 

during the 1970s. Instead, this music must be seen as intentional.  

 I argue that punk and hip-hop were not natural products of their environment, but rather 

these art forms were products of adaptation and ingenuity practiced by marginalized subjects faced 

with oppressive circumstances. By employing what cultural historian Alice Echols has called a 

“stereographic” reading of punk and hip-hip, this framework seeks to map the aural and larger 

cultural shifts taking place in New York City during the 1970s. Echols centers her analysis of 

popular music as a foil through which she reads broader narratives and themes in American history. 

 
51 Kara Keeling and Josh Kun (ed.), Sound Clash: Listening to American Studies (John Hopkins University Press, 
2012); Michael Denning, Noise Uprising: The Audiopolitics of as World Music Revolution (Verso, 2015); Ronald 
Radano and Tejumola Olaniyan (eds.), Audible Empire: Music, Global Politics, Critique (Duke University Press, 
2016) Amy Jo Goddard, “Staging Activism: New York City Performing Artists as Cultural Workers,” Social Justice 
(2007). 
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For example, Echols reads disco music in America as a “partial map of black American’s shifting 

relationship to masculinity, upward mobility, and politics in the post-civil rights era.” 52 While 

Echols places her disco music in conversation with feminism, deindustrialization, globalism, and 

struggles for racial justice and greater sexual expressiveness, I place the origins of punk and hip-

hop in conversation with a discussion of the New York’s crisis narrative, early experimentations 

with privatization and ongoing struggles of racial equality and transgender political expression. 

Overall, this approach stresses the centrality of popular music in the changing American landscape 

during the 1970s.  

 My approach challenges the dominant story of urban crisis that informs so much of our 

historical understanding of cities and political attitudes regarding cities during the 1960s and 

1970s. While much has been written about this era of crisis, a crucial analysis of this historical 

assumption begins with the foundational understanding of the urban crisis as a media-driven 

narrative that describes a supposed decline of American cities at the middle of the twentieth 

century. This dissertation attempts to highlight this narrative through an analysis of grassroots 

music movements during the 1960s and 1970s.  

 Toward this end, the subsequent chapters follow two intersecting narrative arcs. On the one 

hand, this study tells the stories of artists who created and performed in spaces that news media 

framed as one-dimensional symbols of decay. While New York’s welfare hotels were described 

as symbols of the city’s decline, the stories of artists living and performing in these spaces show 

how such hotels were also centers of creativity that were foundational for the development of new 

art forms. Artists performing in neglected or crumbling parks, schools and community centers in 

the Bronx defy similarly distorted depictions of these spaces. As with welfare hotels, such venues 

 
52 Alice Echols, Hot Stuff: Disco and the Remaking of American Culture (W.W. Norton, 2010), p. xxvi, 11-12.  
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were deeply implicated in the development of what became known as hip-hop. On the other hand, 

these grassroots activities also served as tactics with which these artists dealt with marginalization. 

In New York City during the 1970s, youth turned to music as a source of empowerment. Music 

production provided foundational networks for political engagement for transgender activism. 

Fundraising dancing parties in the Bronx provided grassroots social support for Afro-Caribbean 

immigrant communities that were virtually abandoned by the state. Ultimately, music facilitated 

camaraderie, and recuperation for marginalized groups during a moment of metropolitan 

reorganization and social and cultural flux.  

 Over the past twenty years, the concept of urban crisis has dominated academic discussions 

of postwar American urbanism and historiography. What these scholars have generally meant 

when they talk about “the urban crisis” is an era during the 1960s and 1970s when American cities 

experienced an array of problems such as the loss of working class jobs, the perceived increase of 

crime and the reduction of government spending on social programs and public infrastructure. 

Thomas Sugrue’s 1996 history of Detroit was one of the first academic works to explore the roots 

of this era of urban crisis and historians have since maintained many of Sugrue’s conclusions, 

namely that the so-called urban crisis of the 1960s and 1970s can be traced back to 

deindustrialization as early as the 1930s and was directly impacted by racist job discrimination 

and residential segregation in America. In the wake of Sugrue’s landmark thesis, historians have 

continued to look backward to understand the complexities of the urban crisis and even to redefine 

the meanings of “crisis” narratives using new sources and lenses of analysis.53 
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One group of scholars had deconstructed the concept of urban crisis into various crises that 

American cities faced during the 1960s and 1970s. While some of these scholars have concentrated 

on the impact of suburbanization and deindustrialization on urban America, some of the most 

dynamic scholarship has focused on the fiscal management of city governments during this era. 

Many of these works focus on New York City and investigate causes of the fiscal crisis of the  

mid-1970s when cities nearly went bankrupt and struggled to recover economically. For example, 

Kim Philips-Fein’s 2017 history of New York’s financial collapse traces the city’s mounting 

budget deficit from the 1950s to the rise of austerity politics as means of averting fiscal insolvency 

in the 1970s.54 Other scholars have explored the roots of housing and residential segregation and 

have emphasized the racism of real estate markets as a catalyst if not a source of the problems 

often associated with urban crisis.55 Other scholars have redefined the urban crisis in relation to 

the emergence of the carceral state. These works highlight police militarization and growth of mass 

incarceration as government responses to the increasing violence and unrest that took place in 

cities in the 1960s and 1970.56 

 Rather than focusing on a singular urban crisis with a chronology fixed in the mid-twentieth 

century, a second grouping of scholars have argued that American cities have always been sites of 
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“crisis”. These works suggest that there have been urban crises before the 1960s and 1970s and 

that future crises lay ahead. For example, historian Steven Conn has identified a deep current of 

anti-urbanism in American culture and thought and has traced this aversion to cities back to the 

Jeffersonian concept of the Agrarian Republic in the nineteenth century, which emphasized a kind 

of civic virtue associated with rural societies. This anti-urban sensibility has become intertwined 

with modern American political ideologies, animating debates around public housing, government 

social programs and education that directly impact urban areas. This anti-urbanism is inextricable 

from African American migration and racist ideology, of course. Recent urban historians and 

social scientists have also identified gentrification as a “new urban crisis” which along with 

privatization presents a host of problems cities face today and in the foreseeable future. Like the 

urban crisis of the 1960s and 1970s, these “new” crises threaten to increase social and economic 

inequality and erase local urban cultures.57 

 A third group of scholars has focused on crisis discourses that have emanated from cities 

in the 1960s and 1970s. These works read urban crisis as a media-driven narrative that was echoed 

in political rhetoric and popular culture through the last half of the twentieth century. This 

declension narrative falsely blamed minorities for urban problems, thereby reifying existing racial 

and class-based stereotypes. In doing so, news media constructed a series of symbols–including 

graffiti-ed subway cars, abandoned buildings and broken windows, etc.–that foretold the decline 

of urban American during the last half of the twentieth century and subsequently shaped urban 

governance. For example, in his 2001 study Joe Austin shows how news media interpreted subway 
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graffiti in the 1960s as a signal of New York’s demise through news coverage that trigged waves 

of anti-graffiti policies and legislation with repercussions for violators including steep fines and 

even jail time. Other scholars have shown how through the 1970s and 1980s, urban governments 

struggled to reverse this negative perception of cities particularly because it discouraged private 

investment and economic growth. Nonetheless, the association of cities with crisis continues to 

circulate in popular culture and has even spurred the development of a marketable genre of urban 

disaster films that originated in the 1960s and 1970s, including films like The French Connection 

(1971), Serpico (1973), and Dog Day Afternoon (1976).58  

 This dissertation builds upon these historiographical trends by making three key 

interventions in U.S. urban history. Following scholars like Mariam Greenberg and Joe Austin, it 

reads the urban crisis as a totalizing and misleading media-driven narrative around American cities 

in the second half of the twentieth century. There is a robust scholarship that describes how this 

narrative has reinforced racial stereotypes by blaming minorities for the perceived decline of urban 

America. This dissertation adds to these conversations by demonstrating how the crisis narrative 

was also the conceptual basis for privatization programs in New York City during the early 1970s, 

many of which ended up doing more harm than good and set the stage for even more 

comprehensive privatization projects through the 1980s and 1990s. Secondly, this dissertation 

locates the crisis narrative in specific symbols that news reports constructed in their coverage of 

New York’s decline. A critical analysis of these symbols illuminates the mechanics of the crisis 

narrative and how politicians and popular culture echoed and amplified this narrative. The crisis 
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narrative highlighted distinct spaces in New York as symbols of the city’s decline by linking 

deteriorating conditions of the city to the supposed misbehavior of minorities. This dissertation 

refutes this association by exploring the complex meanings of these spatial symbols. Finally, this 

dissertation focuses on the lives of artists in New York whose agency was discounted and denied 

by the crisis narrative but who ultimately re-appropriated symbols of crisis discursively and 

physically and in doing so they challenged the totalizing and distorted social tropes that urban 

crisis discourses helped promulgate. These artists creatively adapted to the circumstances at hand 

and created beauty resiliently in the face of urban disinvestment.  

This dissertation tells the story of urban crisis through the lives of musicians from 

marginalized communities in New York, an approach that offers a grassroots history of the city 

that illuminates the emergence of neoliberal governance that has come to shape American society 

and culture since the 1970s.  

 Nearly a quarter century has passed since the publication of Sugrue’s Origins of the Urban 

Crisis. Since that time multiple scholars have deconstructed the urban crisis framework in various 

ways. Renewed academic focus on suburban America and the rise of the American Right are just 

two examples of avenues of scholarship that emerged from Surge’s foundational study.59 But even 

these historiographical paradigms might appear dated.  

 What can yet another scholarly analysis of urban crisis discourse offer? Revisiting the 

urban crisis discourses can yield deep insight into the formation of political structures, such as 

privatized city services, the corporate restructuring of municipal governance that has shaped major 

American cities since the 1970s. John Lindsay was not the only politician to capitalize on urban 
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crisis discourses. Mayor Ed Koch (1978-1989), who was known for his reputation as another urban 

reformer, followed in this legacy, as did other New York politicians. On the national level, 

narratives of urban social pathology underlay the “law and order” rhetoric of Presidents Lyndon 

Johnson and Richard Nixon. Appearing on television in front of burned out buildings in the South 

Bronx had been a vital touchstone for several politicians in fact, from President Jimmy Carter and 

NYC Mayor Beame in 1977 to Ronald Reagan in 1980.60 Even today, echoes of urban crisis 

discourse can be heard in xenophobic rhetoric of supposedly dangerous immigrants living in 

American “sanctuary cities”. This renewed crisis discourse threatens to retrench the nativism and 

racism that was so widespread during the 1970s.  

 Urban crisis discourses have provided the ideological and cultural momentum of the New 

Right movement. More than consciousness-raising coffee sessions in the suburbs or resistance to 

desegregation in the South, the political energy of conservative activism was stoked by white fear 

of racialized social groups in Northern cities during the 1960s and 1970s.61 Urban crisis discourses 

were the basis for multiple conservative policy initiatives in the 1970s that continue to shape 

experiences in urban America. This includes the privatization of public space and municipal 

services, gentrification, and the militarization of police in urban areas. All were directly tied to 

attitudes and perceptions of American cities as dangerous places for middle-class, heteronomative 

white people.62  

  The memory of urban crisis is alive and well today. Narratives of urban social pathology 

continue to live in forms of popular culture, from urban dystopian films in the 1970s and 1980s to 
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the production gangsta rap in the 1990s. Popular culture has persistently reactivated and reified 

stereotypes based on sexuality, class and race that were rooted in the urban crisis discourses of the 

1970s. Through popular culture, the half-life of urban crisis has shaped the attitudes of two 

generations of Americans.  

 While outside observers blamed minorities for the supposed decline of New York City, 

youth creatively adapted to the conditions around them. Recovering the stories of these artists 

reframes an era of urban history that remains contested. In this analysis New York in the 1970s 

appears as a place of adaptation and dynamic creativity while also a site of devastation. Whereas 

newspaper reports of New York’s welfare hotels depicted spaces of decay and social malaise and 

their tenants as dangerous criminals, proto-punk musicians that were living and performing in 

these same hotels present a much different picture. Similarly, early hip-hop deejays defied other 

symbols of decay in Harlem and the South Bronx, including abandoned buildings, decrepit parks, 

schools and community centers. In both instances, creative people reclaimed spaces that had been 

denigrated by news media and political rhetoric.  

 Welfare hotels were critical in the punk rock movement. Fundamentally, they were 

important performance spaces. Some punks relied on welfare checks and some lived in welfare 

hotels. The Chelsea Hotel, in particular, became a haven for punks in the 1980s and 1990s, 

although it acquired a notorious reputation among its punk residents for drug use and violent crime. 

Nonetheless, the punk rock innovators that I analyze represent only a small subset of New York’s 

welfare hotel population. 

 Welfare hotel tenants and punks were entirely different populations. Punks tended to be 

young, white and middle-class artists. Meanwhile tenants in welfare hotels were typical working-

class families of color, and single elderly folks who relied on public assistance. While punks 
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experimented with sounds and performance styles, these tenants struggled to survive in decrepit 

and horrific conditions. Nonetheless, welfare hotels were spaces that both groups shared.  

 The media-driven crisis narrative targeted welfare hotels, and their tenants, as agents of 

decay. While this history is important for understanding the political economy of major American 

cities over the last forty years, this is not a central emphasis of the dissertation. Rather, I am 

interested in highlighting several under-recognized strands of creativity and innovation that arise 

from sites that were widely disparaged as loci of social decay. Welfare hotels were one of many 

spaces that fit this description in New York during the 1970s; public housing, decrepit parks and 

struggling schools were other spaces. The central aim of this dissertation is to highlight the 

alternative histories of these locations and their meaning as performance spaces in music 

movements that came to be known as punk rock and hip-hop.  

 New York’s underground rock scene flourished in welfare hotels because these spaces 

offered cheap housing and they were among the few places where these bands could perform 

because the drag performance in their acts were prohibited in most mainstream performance 

spaces. Scholars have long understood drag and gender performance as a marker for gay identity 

and community. Historians have recognized the crucial role of drag performers and “street queens” 

(cross-dressing sex workers) in gay activism from the Compton Cafeteria uprising in San Francisco 

in 1966 to the prominence of gender performance in Pride rallies today. 63 However, recent trends 

in LGBTQIA+ history have complicated this relationship. Scholars have begun to highlight the 
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complex debates regarding the historical association between gender performance and queer 

culture. A primary contention of these scholars is that gender performance historically was not 

always “gay.”64  

This dissertation builds on recent LGBTQIA+ scholarship that has highlighted the 

complexity of grander performance in the white gay male world. Although scholars have identified 

drag performance as a central cultural tradition in the white gay male world, this was not always 

the case. Drag was the creative lifeblood of the 1970s underground rock scene in New York City. 

Despite their sexual orientation, these white bohemian artists turned to drag as a means to 

destabilize and transcend binary gender-based identity constructs. This dissertation showcases the 

career of Jayne County as an example to illustrate the deeper political implications of drag 

performance within New York’s underground rock scene during the 1970s. As one of the first 

openly transgender performers in American rock music, her career also suggests that drag 

performance was a critical platform for transgender political expression. Through a cultural 

analysis of drag performance within this scene, this dissertation traces the nuanced bonds of 

solidarity within transgender communities across America.  

 The last chapter contributes to these trends in scholarship by tracing the African American 

tradition of the rent party from jazz performers in the Harlem Renaissance Era of the 1920 and 

1930s to early hip-hop performers in the Post-Civil Rights Era of the 1970s. An analysis of the 
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rent party tradition that connected these two eras highlights the critical role of Caribbean 

immigrants in facilitating these parties historically as organizers, musicians and patrons. This 

transnational approach not only situates hip-hop within a broader historical field of analysis, but 

like gender performance in early punk, this approach illuminates shared cultural practices among 

black and Latino youth that reflect modern social and political solidarities.  

 Analysis of race and ethnicity is paramount to any discussion of punk and hip-hop. With 

few exceptions, the artists and audiences of New York’s underground rock scene during the early 

1970s were white.65 On the other hand, artists and audiences in the early hip-hop scene were 

generally African American, Afro-Caribbean or Latino immigrants.66 Surprisingly few scholars 

have discussed the relationship between the punk and hip-hop scene, which emerged 

contemporaneously in New York during the 1970s. With few exceptions, scholarship remains 

divided. Hip-hop scholars focus almost exclusively on hip-hop, while punk rock scholars focus 

almost exclusively on punk rock.67 This dissertation aims to bring together these two bodies of 

literature through an analysis of urban history.  

 Punk and hip-hop are distinguished by class and geography. Hip-hop parties primary took 

place in the in working-class neighborhoods of the South Bronx where artists and audiences lived. 

Punk rock venues were primarily concentrated on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Artists and 
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audiences who participated in the nascent punk movement engaged in a tradition of migratory 

bohemianism that developed at the turn of the century. Like bohemian artist before them, Punk 

moved to Manhattan from middle-class neighborhoods on the outlying boroughs of New York 

City or New Jersey.  

 Gender representation within these two music movements was more complicated. With 

few exceptions, the hip-hop scene was predominately male during the 1970s.68 While there was a 

somewhat more balance in gender representation among artists in the punk movement, there were 

far more male performers than female. At the same transgender performers in punk complicated 

this ratio.  

 This interdisciplinary approach of this study highlights intersecting lines of power and 

defiance that did not always follow traditional channels of resistance as well as the agency of 

grassroots cultural movements and the richness of human experiences within those movements. 

Taking a cue from the late cultural historian Richard Iton, the goal of this interdisciplinary 

approach of reading urban crisis through a cultural history of music is to highlight the ways in 

which a deep engagement with popular culture might enhance our understanding of social 

formations and developments outside of the formal political arena. During the 1970s, news media 

and the New York municipal government worked hand in hand in marginalizing young Afro-

Caribbean and Latino immigrants as well as genderqueer bohemians. Denied political recognition, 

young people in both groups turned to music as a source of empowerment. Because of this music 

became a language through which they could articulate their desires, ambitions and frustrations, 

while dance parties brought them together and forged supportive social networks. Music amplified 
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the politics of a generation of marginalized youth become harmonious for the first time despite the 

agenda of the existing political establishment to deny their voice and agency.  

 Chapter one focuses on welfare hotels in New York City during the late 1960s and early 

1970s. These hotels, which the city subsidized to house tenants receiving public assistance, were 

examples of the Lindsay administration’s privatization initiatives and were symbols in the media-

driven crisis narrative. A close analysis of these hotels demonstrates some of the ways in which 

this narrative functioned in producing perceptions of decline that were linked to minorities and 

welfare recipients, which reinforced existing racial and class-based tropes and stereotypes such as 

the “welfare queen,” “dead-beat father” and “drug pusher/addict.” This chapter presents an 

alternative history to spaces of supposed decay such as welfare hotels. In particular, artists living 

and performing in these hotels demonstrated that rather than centers of crime and squalor, these 

hotels were centers of creativity. They offered affordable housing, fostered creative collaboration 

and served as debut performance spaces for eccentric artists who were excluded from mainstream 

venues in New York.  

 Chapter two delves into the grassroots creative activities of artists that lived and performed 

in New York’s welfare hotels. The art and music that these individuals created not only defied the 

crisis narrative but became an empowering tactic to deal with the marginalization and suffering 

produced by that narrative. Focusing on the music career of Jayne County as a representation of 

drag performance in New York’s underground rock scene during the early 1970s, this chapter 

argues that what became known as punk rock functioned as a platform for transgender political 

expression and solidarity. This chapter interprets County’s work as a vehicle through which artists 

and audiences explored performances of gender variance and transcended binary gender identity 

constructs. County’s advice column, which was printed in national music journals, raised 
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awareness and created a forum that spoke to transgender experience. As such, this chapter reads 

Jayne County’s career as a cultural extension of the contemporary LGBTQIA+ movement that 

linked sites of transgender activism across America.  

 Chapter three focuses another group of symbols of New York’s crisis narrative set in the 

Bronx. News reports constructed images of dilapidated public housing, decrepit public parks, 

public schools and community centers as symbols of New York’s decline. News coverage also 

linked the deteriorated condition of these spaces to the presence of minorities. However, as this 

chapter argues, the realities of public housing, parks, schools and community centers in the Bronx 

directly contradict historical understandings of urban history through the crisis framework. 

Deejays reclaimed spaces of supposed decay by organizing dance parties and creating an expansive 

culture within and around the very spaces news media blamed for destruction of the city. In the 

early 1970s, these dance parties and venues constituted what became known as hip-hop culture.  

 The fourth and final chapter analyzes the work of artists who performed in these spaces. 

As with artists in welfare hotels, these grassroots creative activities not only defied reductive 

framings in news media, but also constituted a source of empowerment, and reprieve from 

hardship. Specifically, deejays in the Bronx drew from a decades-old tradition of rent parties that 

was popular during the Harlem Renaissance era as a community-based social gathering that 

residents organized as fundraisers. By tracing the practice of dance parties from the Harlem 

Renaissance era to their resurgence in the South Bronx in the 1970s, this chapter argues that 

deejays in the early 1970s activated this rent party tradition to contend with similar socio-economic 

circumstances of material deprivation and racism. Ultimately, the rent party tradition was 

foundational to the development of hip-hop culture.  
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 Welfare hotels, public housing, public schools and parks were all potent symbols in New 

York’s crisis narrative. Since the late-1960s, this narrative has shaped a host of policies and 

political attitudes that have negatively impacted minority communities and have provided the 

justification for the defunding of social programs. Legacies of this era continue to inform 

understandings of our recent past, just as the policies and styles of municipal governance that 

emerged during this era remain in power today and continue to shape experiences of urban 

America. However, as each of the following chapters argues, these were contested symbols. Artists 

repurposed spaces and re-appropriated them discursively from symbols of urban decay to hubs of 

grassroots creative activity. Their efforts were foundational to the development of two powerful 

music movements, punk and hip-hop, that have pervaded American popular music in the last half 

of the twentieth century. Overall, the stories of these artists, like those that performed in the 

Broadway Central Hotel, illuminate the rich complexity of 1970s urban America that is obscured 

by the urban crisis narrative. Youth turned to music as a tactic to respond to overwhelming 

government neglect, and in doing so articulated the frustrations and desires of a generation.  
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Chapter I: The Sound of the City Collapsing: 

Punk Rock in Welfare Hotels 

“Welfare, Häagen Dazs, Crystal Meth, Vitabath, and a scrub brush were the essential elements in 
the tiring life of this speed queen.” 

Holly Woodlawn, A Low Life in High Heels69 

 “CBGB was the ideal place to sound a clarion call.” This was how musician and poet Patti 

Smith recalled the famous Lower East Side club during the 1970s in her 2010 memoir, Just Kids. 

Music scholars and fans remember Smith as an integral player in New York’s punk rock movement 

during the early 1970s and CBGB was one of few venues where she and others in New York’s 

underground rock scene performed. The club “drew a strange breed who welcomed artists yet 

unsung,” she recalled. The management’s only requirement was that their music was entirely 

original.70  

 CBGB was located on a desolate and impoverished stretch of the Bowery, a “street of the 

downtrodden,” as Smith recalled in her memoir. She had often come to this area to visit her friend 

and fellow poet William Burroughs who lived a few blocks South of the club. “It was a street of 

winos and they would often have fires going in large cylindrical trashcans to keep warm, to cook, 

or light their cigarettes,” Smith remembers. “You could look down the Bowery and see these fires 

glowing right to William’s door.”71  

 Whether Smith knew it or not, the “winos” to which she referred shared an intimate history 

with the rock scene she helped create. CBGB was a bar inside the Palace Hotel, one of many 

“flophouses” also known as “welfare hotels” located on the Bowery. These were private hotels in 

New York that the city subsidized to house tenants who received public assistance. Many of these 
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spaces also served as performance venues, and even homes of artists in New York’s underground 

rock scene during the early 1970s. While musicians, fans and critics have lauded CBGB as the 

epicenter of the punk rock movement, this site was also one many decrepit welfare hotels in New 

York City. 

 This chapter analyzes several so-called welfare hotels during the late 1960s and early 1970s 

in the context of New York’s urban crisis. These hotels were significant in that they were products 

of early experimentations in municipal privatization. A historical analysis of these spaces can 

illuminate the trajectory of more comprehensive municipal privatization models that followed in 

the late 1970s and 1980s. Welfare hotels were also examples of how the “city in crisis” narrative 

informed public policy and framed perceptions of the city during the Lindsay era.  

 News media depicted welfare hotels as symbols of New York’s decline from places of 

affluence in the early twentieth century that became centers of squalor. Journalists described these 

hotels as centers of crime and cast hotel residents as menaces to society. News coverage also 

blamed residents not only for destroying New York’s once grand hotels, but also for destroying 

communities surrounding hotels. This perspective ignored the systemic roots of New York’s 

welfare hotel policy and overlooked the real suffering of tenants. Perhaps most importantly, these 

depictions reinforced racial and class-based stereotypes associated with welfare recipients, such as 

the “welfare queen,” “dead-beat father,” and “drug pusher/addict” many of which persist to this 

day.72 

 
72 Ann Cammett, “Deadbeat Dads & Welfare Queens: Metaphor Shapes Poverty Law,” Boston College Journal of 
Law & Social Justice, 34 B.C.J.L. & Soc. Just. 233 (2014); Julilly Kohler-Hausmann, “Welfare Crises, Penal 
Solutions and the Origins of the ‘Welfare Queen,” JUH, 2015 Vol. 41(5), pp. 756-77; Wahneema Lubiano, “Black 
Ladies, Welfare Queens, and State Minstrels: Ideological War by Narrative Means,” in Race-ing Justice, En-
gendering Power, ed. Toni Morrison (New York: Pantheon Books, 1992): 323-63; Ange-Marie Hancock, Politics of 
Disgust: The Public Identity of the “Welfare Queen” (New York: New York University Press, 2004); and Lara 
Briggs, “La Vida, Moynihan, and other Libels: Migration, Social Science and the Making of the Puerto Rican 
Welfare Queen,” Centro Journal 14, no. 1 (Spring 2002), pp. 74-101.  
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 This chapter follows the intertwined histories of punk rock and welfare hotels in New York 

City during the early 1970s. Welfare hotels in Lower Manhattan provided artists with affordable 

housing, collaborative spaces to develop new ideas and sounds, and even debut venues for bands 

that constituted New York’s punk rock movement. Welfare hotels were private residence hotels 

(also commonly known as Single Room Occupancy, or S.R.O., hotels) that the municipal 

government subsidized to house tenants who received public assistance. However, what started as 

a temporary remedy to New York’s public housing shortage became a semi-permanent policy that 

lasted decades and created terrible conditions for tenants. Artists and audiences in New York’s 

punk movement and welfare hotel tenants were discrete groups. The nascent punk scene was 

predominantly comprised of migratory, white middleclass and working-class artists that followed 

a bohemian tradition, developed in the early twentieth century; the majority of welfare tenants, 

however, were poor people of color. Nonetheless, the intertwined histories of music production 

and public policy provide an alternative perspective of welfare hotels and other spaces that news 

media and political observers identified as catalysts of urban decay. At the same time, deejays and 

rappers in the predominantly Afro-Caribbean and Latino hip-hop movement that was concentrated 

in the South Bronx organized dance parties in decrepit parks, public schools and community 

centers. Artists, both in Lower Manhattan, and in the South Bronx, occupied spaces of supposed 

decay and transformed them into centers of grassroots creative activity.  

 This chapter acknowledges some of the ways in which news media demonized welfare 

tenants and implicated poor people in narratives of urban crisis and decline during the 1970s. 

Despite government negligence, and pathologizing media-driven discourses that framed welfare 

hotels as spaces of decay, punk bands repurposed these hotels into performance spaces where 

grassroots creative activity flourished. The stories of bands who gigged in welfare hotels reframe 
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our understanding of 1970s by challenging dominant declension narratives that revolved around 

the concept of urban crisis.  

 Punk and hip-hop flourished in spaces of supposed decay such as welfare hotels, decrepit 

parks, public schools etc. despite the stigmatism these places incurred in New York’s crisis 

narrative. The crisis discourse labeled specific spaces as sources of urban decline. Through the 

1960s and 1970s, this translated into increased disinvestment in the neighborhoods in which these 

spaces were located. Government divestment meant reduced government attention, reduced police 

surveillance and social control. The neglect of these spaces consequently opened them to be 

occupied for alternative uses. While artists in the nascent punk rock movement utilized downtown 

welfare hotels for housing and performance spaces, early hip-hop artists organized dance parties 

in other spaces of decay in the South Bronx.  

Urban Crisis and Punk Rock 

Over the second half of the twentieth century, the phrase “urban crisis” meant many 

different things. From the 1970s until the early 1990s, scholars have used the phrase to describe 

the fiscal limitations of municipal governments due to economic recession and the rise of austerity 

politics that negatively impacted the urban resources and services.73 Since the 1990s, however, 

scholars have established that the urban crisis discourse was predominantly a racist trope that 

blamed minorities for various problems that cities faced during the 1970s.74 These scholars have 

 
73 Urban crisis has framed much of the debates and discussions of American urbanism and historiography. At its 
heart it is a declension narrative that has implicated a host of actors in various problems in American cities in the 
late twentieth century. In his 1996 history of Detroit, Thomas Sugrue initiated a key inquiry that has helped shape 
urban history for the past twenty years: what were the origins of the urban crisis? Since then, historians have looked 
backward to understand the causes, origins and blame of the urban crisis with an implicit understanding of the stark 
realities of late twentieth century cities. In the words of one historian, these histories have functioned as “urban 
autopsies” searching for the “cause of death.” See: S. Paul O’Hara, “American Carnage and the Art of the Urban 
Autopsy,” Reviews in American History 46 (2018), pp. 135-143; Thomas J. Sugrue, The Origins of the Urban 
Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Princeton University Press, 1996). 
74 Many works in urban history have attempted to distinguish the perception of urban crisis from many real 
problems cities have faced. They have recognized that during the late 1960s and 1970s (and beyond) American 
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challenged the dominant declension narratives that have shaped historical discussions of New 

York’s urban crisis, and have begun to reinterpret power dynamics in American cities during the 

1970s.  

Over the past fifteen years, numerous scholars have turned a critical eye toward culture 

produced in 1970s New York City within the context of the urban crisis discourse. From the 

creation of new artforms and musical styles, to an upsurge of grassroots activism, these scholars 

have demonstrated various ways that people have responded to New York’s crisis discourse. Some 

of these scholars have centered their analyses on the role of public housing in this relationship, 

asserting the agency of recipients of public assistance fighting for their rights. These scholars have 

shown how public housing not only served as a rallying issue for activism, but also physical centers 

for activism and political action. Rhonda Williams’ landmark account of black women’s public 

housing and welfare rights activism is a key work that has set the tone for much of this recent 

literature.75 More recently, scholars have highlighted grassroots creative activities that emerged 

 
cities faced very serious issues including suburbanization, deindustrialization, racial violence etc. Yet at the same 
time these works have highlighted the ways in which politically conservative observers have associated urban 
environments with imagined qualities of chaos, crisis and danger. According to narratives that circulated in the 
media and conservative political rhetoric, urban crisis stemmed from a breakdown in law and order during the 
1970s. Fiscally hamstrung municipal governments permitted a cast of non-white villains –predominantly African-
American and Latino youth— to overwhelm cities and threaten the safety and comfortable lifestyles of white 
middle-class families. These narratives drew from a deep reservoir of racial and class-based stereotypes that had 
existed in American society and culture for decades. See: Whitney Strub, “From Porno Chic to Porno Bleak: 
Representing Urban Crisis in 1970s American Pornography,” in Carolyn Bronstein and Whitney Strub (ed.s), Porno 
Chic and the Sex Wars: American Sexual Represented in the 1970s (University of Massachusetts Press, 2016), pp. 
27, 40, 47; Bryant Simon, Boardwalk of Dreams: Atlantic City and the Fate of Urban America (Oxford, 2004), pp. 
166-167; Steve Macek, Urban Nightmares: The Media, the Right, and the Moral Panic over the City (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2006). See also: O’Hara, “American Carnage,” (2018), pp. 135-143; Robert W. 
Snyder, Crossing Broadway: Washington Heights and the Promise of New York City (Cornell University Press, 
2015); Steven Conn, Americans Against the City: Anti-Urbanism in the Twentieth Century (Oxford University Press, 
2014); Beryl Satter, How the Struggle Over Race and Real Estate Transformed Chicago and Urban America 
(Metropolitan Books, 2009); Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became and Urban Crisis in New York 
City (Columbia University Press, 2001).  
 
75 Rhonda Williams, The Politics of Public Housing: Black Women’s Struggles Against Urban Inequality (Oxford 
University Press, 2004). More recent examples include: Roberta Gold, When Tenants Claimed the City: Struggle 
For Citizenship in New York Housing (University of Illinois Press, 2014); Amy L. Howard, More Than Shelter 
Activism and Community in San Francisco Public Housing (University of Minnesota Press, 2014).  
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alongside activism around public housing. For example, Lilian Knorr has demonstrated the 

intricate role of public housing as an incubator in the development of hip-hop music.76 

 Following these trends in scholarship, this chapter focuses on a social and cultural history 

of the 1970s crisis discourse as it pertained to so-called welfare hotels during the late 1960s and 

early 1970s. This approach situates public housing issues not only within the discourse of urban 

crisis but also amid nascent neoliberal projects that the municipal government initiated at the time. 

The Lindsay administration accepted welfare hotels as a cost-effective remedy to a growing public 

housing shortage in New York, and Lindsay allowed this policy to continue despite the costs of 

human suffering and social stigmatism inflicted on tenants through media depictions.  

 The stories of artists living and performing within these hotels provide an alternative 

history to these spaces of supposed decline. These stories illustrate that welfare hotels were spaces 

where creativity flourished. The same hotels that news media framed as centers of crime and social 

deviance were foundational to the emergence of New York’s underground rock scene because they 

offered artists cheap housing and spaces for creative collaboration and performance. By tracing 

these intertwined narratives of New York’s welfare hotels and their appropriation as punk rock 

performance spaces, this chapter retells the story New York’s urban crisis through the lens of 

music. This chapter argues that artists and audiences in New York’s punk rock movement 

transformed spaces that media had designated as sites and sources of urban decay into centers of 

creativity and music production. Artists repurposed welfare hotels into performance spaces in New 

York’s nascent punk rock movement while decrepit parks, public housing and schools in the South 

Bronx became important venues in the hip-hop movement. 

 
76 Lilian Knorr, “Hip Hop and Subsidized Housing,” in Nicholas Dagen Bloom & Matthew Gordon Lasner, 
Affordable Housing in New York: The People, Places, and Policies that Transformed the City (Princeton University 
Press, 2016), pp. 239-243.  
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Welfare Hotels and Urban Crisis  

 In 1971 there were roughly 5,000 persons (around 1,100 families) living in dozens of 

welfare hotels throughout New York City, according to the city’s Department of Social Services. 

Curiously, however, there had never been an official governmental classification of such facilities. 

“The words ‘welfare hotel’ have no precise meaning,” Jules Sugarman, the city’s Commissioner 

of Human Resources, testified at a public hearing in 1971, “because there is no such thing as 

designating a hotel as a welfare hotel[.]”77 Rather, the term originated in newspapers as early as 

1965 to describe the Department of Social Service’s policy of subsidizing private hotels to house 

people receiving public assistance who had been displaced from housing due to fire or other 

emergency situations. Through depictions in news media, so-called welfare hotels became 

associated with rising crime rates, the persistence of poverty and general social deviance that 

contributed to a perceived crisis and decline of New York.78 

 Political rhetoric and news media worked hand-in-hand in constructing welfare hotels as 

symbols of New York’s crisis and decline. As a media-driven interpretive framework, the crisis 

narrative produced an image of “how things are” in New York. In turn, politicians responded and 

reified this image in actions and words.79 In the early 1970s, welfare hotels were a lightning rod 

issue that could damage the mayor’s reputation, risk political support and threaten Lindsay’s 

 
77 Jules Sugarman quoted in Edward Koch and Percy Sutton, Welfare Hotel Situation: Hearing Before a Panel of 
Legislators for Various Levels of Government … January 16, 1971, Appellate Courtroom United States Customs 
Courts (Adler Reporting Services, 1971) 96 W45 whsh, New York Municipal Archives, pp. 4-5.  
78 Tomas Sugrue, Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Princeton University Press, 
1996); Robert A. Beauregard, Voices of Decline: The Postwar Fate of U.S. Cities (Routledge, 2003); Wendell E. 
Pritchett, “Which Urban Crisis?: Regionalism, Race, and Urban Policy, 1960-1974,” JUH, January 2008; (Oxford 
University Press, 1985); Robert O. Self, American Babylon: Race and the Struggle for Postwar Oakland (Princeton 
University Press, 2005); Matthew J. Countryman, Up South: Civil Rights and Black Power in Philadelphia 
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006); Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became an Urban Crisis 
(Columbia University Press, 2001). 
78 Brian Tochterman, The Dying City: Postwar New York and the Ideology of Fear (University of North Carolina 
Press, 2017), pp. 6-8. 
79 Joe Austin, Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became an Urban Crisis (Columbia University Press, 2011), pp. 
10-11.  
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project of promoting New York as a “fun” and favorable place for private development. “By 

January 1971, the press fell upon a sensitive issue,” Barry Gottehrer, Mayor Lindsay’s executive 

assistant from 1966 to 1971 and former editor of the New York Herald Tribune, recalled in his 

1975 memoir. 

[T]he welfare lists had been growing […] and for lack of sufficient public housing, the 

Housing and Development Administration was putting up families in hotels. Gradually more 

and more people were put into these once-genteel hotels whose owners were eager to take 

the city’s business so long as the rents were high enough. The old Broadway Central Hotel 

[…] alone charged the city a million dollars a year to house three hundred families in squalid 

and dangerous conditions.80  

Gottehrer’s recollections suggest that the city’s policy of housing people in hotels was a 

complicated issue that was bound up with the national economy and with the financial 

management of New York’s municipal departments.  

 The construction of the welfare hotel as a symbol of urban crisis was also a product of 

conservative political ideology. Since the high-water mark of Great Society anti-poverty programs 

in the 1960s, conservative theorists and politicians have launched attacks on social programs, 

especially the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, commonly known as 

“welfare.”81 As a self-avowed “liberal” Republican, Mayor John Lindsay’s stance on “welfare” 

surprisingly aligned with the beliefs of these conservative critics. Speaking to New York’s 

Chamber of Commerce in 1969, Lindsay described “welfare” as an “irrational and uncivilized 

system” that “encourages that condition which has caused much of the urban crisis: the massive 

migration of poor, uneducated, unskilled rural Americans—in large measure Southern black 

 
80 Barry Gottehrer, The Mayor’s Man: One Man’s Struggle to Save Our City (Double Day, 1975), p. 297-300.  
81 Ann Cammett, “Deadbeat Dads & Welfare Queens: How Metaphor Shapes Poverty Law,” Boston College 
Journal of Law & Social Justice, Vol. 34 (2014); Julilly Kohler-Hausmann, “Welfare Crises, Penal Solutions and 
the Origins of the ‘Welfare Queen,’” Journal of Urban History, Vol. 41:5 (2015), pp. 756-771.  
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families—to the north, in desperate search for opportunity[.]” On the other hand, Lindsay 

continued, the system “actively discourages recipients from going off welfare, into productive 

jobs.” The “welfare problem,” as Lindsay understood it, was at the root of various problems 

bundled within the urban crisis and was responsible for the decline of New York foretold in news 

media. “Welfare” had failed New York City and failed urban America. Lindsay insisted that “it 

should be junked, and something better built in its place[.]”82 

 In 1967 the Lindsay administration hired the RAND Corporation to conduct a series of 

systems analyses of New York’s public services. The New York City-RAND Institute, a joint 

endeavor of the city and the think tank, immediately began studying the city’s “welfare problem.” 

Their analysis highlighted “welfare hotels” as a target issue and traced the city’s use of welfare 

hotels back to 1965 as a remnant of a federal program of subsidizing private hotels to quarter 

sailors during World War Two. 83  In theory, hotels were supposed to serve as temporary 

emergency housing for people receiving public assistance while the Department of Social Services 

sought other accommodations. Over the years, however, the city’s welfare hotel program became 

a semi-permanent remedy to an increasing public housing shortage, as average stays in these hotels 

increased from 30 days in 1965 to nearly 5 months in 1971.84 In the end NYC-RAND’s analysis 

 
82 Text of Address by Mayor John V. Lindsay to the Monthly Meeting of the New York Chamber of Commerce, 
January 16, 1969. Box 165, Folder 615, MS 582 Record Group Part II Series XX John V. Lindsay Papers Yale 
University.  
83 Joe Flood, The Fires: How a Computer Formula Burned Down New York City (Riverhead Books, 2010), pp. 108-
112.  
84 In 1969 New York City lost housing at the rate of 30,000 units per year, and constructed housing at the rate of 
fewer than 17,000 units per year. This deficit (later exacerbated by President Nixon’s 1973 moratorium on public 
housing spending), in part, accounted for the exponential growth of the City’s so called “welfare hotel” program. By 
the winter of 1970-1 the Human Resource Administration listed roughly one thousand-two hundred families (five 
thousand people in all) receiving public assistance housed in ninety-seven hotels the City had subsidized as ad hoc 
public housing facilities. See: George S. Sternlieb, The Economy of Welfare: Housing Crisis in New York City 
(Rutledge, 1973); NYC Municipal Archives. Box 117. Folder 2223. Micofilm 45059. “Status Report on Relocation 
Project for Long Term ‘Welfare Hotel’ Families,” July 20, 1971; See also, Nicholas Dagen Bloom, Fritz Umblach, 
and Lawrence J. Vale (ed.s), Public Housing Myths: Perception, Reality, and Social Policy (Cornell University 
Press, 2015). 
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supported the Lindsay administration’s continued use of welfare hotels on the basis that the 

program alleviated the demand for housing and was a cost effective alternative to the construction 

of new public housing facilities.85 

 The city’s welfare hotel program had real costs, however, in terms of human suffering. 

Lack of government regulation and oversight allowed living conditions in these semi-public 

housing facilities to deteriorate rapidly. An investigation conducted by the Community Service 

Society of New York revealed that most tenants in welfare hotels had no access to kitchen 

facilities. Tenants at the Hotel Endicott, for example, cooked meals with hot plates in their rooms. 

In some cases, three households shared a single refrigerator on one floor. Inadequate trash disposal 

at the Hamilton Hotel caused rat and cockroach infestations. Combined with the lack of cooking 

facilities, such conditions resulted in significant rates of malnutrition and disease. Typically, there 

were no washing machines or dryers, so tenants washed clothes in shared bathtubs and hung their 

laundry in their quarters or in the halls. Rooms in the Martinique Hotel were insecure. Robberies 

were a common occurrence; muggings and assaults often occurred on elevators and in stairwells 

and maintenance staff tried to solicit sexual favors in exchange for services.86 To avoid spending 

money on structural improvements hotel owners allowed buildings to deteriorate to unsafe 

conditions. Children were occasionally injured, sometimes fatally, falling from stairs with missing 

 
85 Christopher Wren, “For S.R.O. Hotel Roomers, It’s a Precarious Life,” NYT, Jun. 27, 1973.Martin Arnold, 
“Spiraling Welfare Costs: No End in Sight Here,” New York Times, April 2, 1971; David K. Shipler, “Welfare 
Housing: Reluctance to Landlords to Take those on Welfare Called Major City Problem,” New York Times, January 
26, 1971; Charles S. Morris, “New York’s Great Society,” in Sam Robert (ed.), America’s Mayor: John V. Lindsay 
and the Reinvention of New York (Columbia University Press, 2010); Charles R. Morris, The Cost of Good 
Intentions: New York City and the Liberal Experiment, 1960-1975 (Norton, 1980).  
86 Richard I. Towber, A One-Day “Snapshot” of Homeless Families at the Forbell Street Shelter and Martinique 
Hotel (Human Resources Administration. Office of Program Evaluation, Oct. 1986) H88.95 odsohg New York 
Municipal Archives; Prepared by John H. Simpson, Margaret Kilduff, co-principal investigators, C. Douglas 
Blewett, project associate, Struggling to Survive in A Welfare Hotel/ Prepared for the Department for Services to 
Families with Individuals (Community Service Society of New York, 1984?) 86. C73 New York Municipal 
Archives. 
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banisters and steps or through open elevator shafts. In the worst cases buildings collapsed and 

killed tenants, as with the case of the Broadway Central Hotel.87 Despite these human costs, the 

Lindsay administration continued the program into the early 1970s and subsequent administrations 

carried the program into the 1990s.  

 In addition to these horrible conditions, news media and observers pathologized and 

demonized tenants of these hotels. News reports covering welfare hotels blamed tenants for 

destroying New York’s grand hotels. Hotels like the Endicott, Chelsea and Broadway Central 

Hotel were among the most luxurious hotels in the country at the turn of the century and rivaled 

the grand hotels of Europe. Newspapers explained the fall of these grand hotels in the 1960s when 

hotels began accepting “welfare tenants,” suggesting that tenants themselves not only ruined the 

reputations New York’s celebrated buildings, but also were symptomatic of the larger decline of 

the city. News reports depicted these hotels as centers of crime that threatened the safety of 

communities throughout the city. They villainized welfare tenants as ex-convicts, drug dealers, 

degenerate parents and violent criminals. Finally, news reports ignored the systemic issues that 

contributed to the physical dilapidation of hotels and instead highlighted the social behavior of 

tenants as the cause of the structural deterioration of these buildings. Politicians echoed and 

amplified these indictments in news media and in the process bolstered racialized tropes and 

stereotypes like “welfare queens” and “deadbeat fathers” that were associated with welfare and 

poverty.88  

 
87 Edward Koch and Percy Sutton, Welfare Hotel Situation: Hearing Before a Panel of Legislators for Various 
Levels of Government… January 16, 1971, Appellate Courtroom, United States Customs Court. (Adler Reporting 
Service, 1971) 96 W45 whsh. New York Municipal Archives, pp. 4-5. 
 
88 Herbert J. Gans, The War Against the Poor: The Underclass and Anti-Poverty Policy (Basic Books, 
1995);Michael B. Katz, The “Underclass” Debate: Views From History (Princeton University Press, 1993); 
Michael B. Katz, Undeserving Poor: America’s Enduring Confrontation with Poverty (Oxford University Press, 
1989/2013). 
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 News coverage of so-called welfare hotels typically began with a description of the hotels’ 

illustrious past. Most of the structures were built in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 

and catered almost exclusively to an elite cosmopolitan clientele. They represented the height of 

luxury and affluence. However, reports explained that by the late 1960s these hotels had fallen into 

disrepair soon after the arrival of welfare tenants. Newspapers conveyed this narrative of decline 

through descriptions of the physical deterioration of the hotels. They explained how elegant 

features, such as marble staircases, theaters and some of New York City’s earliest elevators, 

literally crumbled and became eminent dangers to hotel residents and to the surrounding 

community. 

 Hotel Chelsea (also known as the Chelsea Hotel), on West 23rd street in Manhattan, remains 

one of the most famous hotels New York City. It is remembered mostly as the residence of famous 

twentieth century writers, artists and thinkers, from Mark Twain to Ethan Hawke. However, it was 

also known in the 1960s and 1970s as one of several so-called welfare hotels throughout New 

York City. News reports of the Chelsea at that time constructed a particular narrative of its decline 

from a symbol of urban affluence and luxury at the beginning of the twentieth century to a symbol 

of urban decay by the late 1960s when it started accepting welfare clients. Such stories described 

how the hotel descended from luxurious origins to a tattered remnant of its illustrious past. This 

declension narrative was typical of most news coverage of welfare hotels. 89 

 
89 Accounts in news media often referred to the Chelsea Hotel’s origins as a “showplace” for New York’s elite since 
its opening in 1884. These accounts highlighted the hotel’s rosewood fixtures, ornate banister staircases and iconic 
cast-iron balconies as markers of its formerly affluent clientele in the first half of the twentieth century. However, 
according to this narrative much of that luster and “Victorian aura” had faded from the Chelsea by the late 1960s. 
“In its present form,” one report in Esquire observed in 1964, the hotel’s “dirty-brick… put one far more in mind of 
the tenement-fire-escape era than the sumptuous post-bellum past out of which if first sedately rose.” Elderly 
residents of the Broadway Central Hotel at 637 Broadway in Greenwich Village remembered “better days, when the 
name Broadway Central was respected,” according to a 1971 report in the New York Times article. Journalists 
celebrated the Broadway Central’s famed origins as New York’s “oldest hotel” and as home to international 
luminaries through the first half of the twentieth century. See: Georgia Dullea, “Welfare Hotel: Once Gilded, Now 
Grim,” New York Times, November 18, 1986; Robert Fleming, “Life at the Chelsea Hotel,” Daily News, October 26, 
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 After newspaper reports explained the decline of grand hotels from the height of affluence 

and luxury at the turn of the century to their unofficial designation as welfare hotels by the 1960s, 

they typically delved into the details of this decline. Reports described welfare hotels as epicenters 

of crime by linking welfare tenants with violence, drugs and prostitution that would occur either 

within the hotel or in the surrounding areas. 

 News reports framed these hotels as catalysts of community disintegration by linking them 

directly to a rise in crime rates during the early 1970s. Despite any statistical analysis of crime 

rates during that time, stories created an image of hotels as sources of various crimes from 

prostitution, theft, and drug sales to assault, murder and rape, which not only endangered tenants, 

but also threatened residential and business communities around the hotel. Journalists described 

hotels as “sources of crime,” or as “bases of operation” for criminals and “market places” for illegal 

drugs.90 “[C]rime spills out from the hotels into the streets, terrorizing nearby neighborhoods” 

causing residents to “live in fear,” one report pointed out in 1966.91 These hotels “used to be islands 

of alcoholics,” another news article explained in 1972, “[n]ow drug addicts and murderers are 

moving in to prey on the elderly alcoholics.”92 News articles suggested that hotels had fostered a 

“climate of fear” that was rooted in the criminal behavior they supposedly generated.93  

 Newspapers identified tenants receiving government assistance as agents of social decay. 

One report found that “single men on welfare” were a “major cause of crime” in Greenwich Village 

in 1970. “75 per cent of arrests” made in that neighborhood that year were residents of the 

 
1983. NYPL Performing Arts Library; Elaine Dudy, “Crane, Masters, Wolfe, etc. Slept Here,” Esquire, October 
1964, pp.101. NYPL Performing Arts Library Archives; Michael Knight, “Squalor is a Way of Life at a Welfare 
Hotel,” New York Times, January 28, 1971, p. 39. 
90 Max Seigel, “Wide Community Crime Traces to ‘Singles’ in Welfare Hotels,” New York Times, November 16, 
1972, pp. 1, 52.  
91 “City Cracks Down on Cheap Hotels,” New York Times, December 18, 1966, p. 84.  
92 Max H. Seigel, “Limit Proposed on Singles in Any Welfare Hotel,” New York Times, November 28, 1972.  
93 Grace Lichtenstein, “Modern Perils Distress Old ‘Village’,” New York Times, September 28, 1970, p.1.  
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Greenwich Hotel where a journalist explained “most of the clients are on welfare[.]” Another story 

from 1970 linked the rise of crime to “alcoholics, drug addicts, ex-convicts, and homosexuals” 

who also lived in the Greenwich Hotel. “90 per cent of them are black, many of them released 

convicts, who live in several run-down Village hotels.” 94  One report blamed “bored and 

mischievous” unsupervised children living at the Broadway Central Hotel for vandalizing and 

setting fires throughout the building.95 Reports about Hotel Endicott linked crime to “undesirable” 

and “problem” tenants, most of who were unemployed and received “welfare checks.” These 

tenants “have little to live for,” the report explained, “they have no friends and few relatives [and] 

alcohol and narcotics become substitutes for personal relationships.”96 Another report blamed 

“drug addicts, former convicts and mental patients” living at the Endicott for fostering the hotel’s 

reputation “as a center of crime and danger.”97 News reports not only villainized welfare tenants 

by portraying them as uncontrollable criminals. They also demonized people receiving 

government assistance as social pariahs and catalysts of the city’s decline. 98  

 There is a vast literature that addresses the perception of poor people and people of color 

as agents of urban decay. Much of this scholarship has focused on debates regarding the 

“deserving” and “underserving” poor. Historians and social scientists have traced the origins of 

modern poverty discourse to the early 1970s, a period when real wages declined; income inequality 

 
94 Grace Lichtenstein, “Modern Perils Distress Old ‘Village’,” New York Times, September 28, 1970, p.1; Francis X. 
Clines, “Hotel in “Village’ Step to Nowhere,” New York Times, July 16, 1970, p. 35.  
95 Michael Knight, “Squalor is a Way of Life at a Welfare Hotel,” New York Times, January 28, 1971, p. 39. 
96 “Welfare Workers Help Once-Elegant West Side Hotel Improve Its Image,” New York Times, November 5, 1967, 
p.17  
97 Alan S. Oser, “Endicott Conversion Leads Columbus Avenue Revival,” New York Times, April 27, 1979.  
98 Journalists often referred to hotels in pejorative and demonizing language that mirrored the rhetoric of public 
officials. For example, one report from 1970 called the Greenwich Hotel at 160 Bleeker Street a “nest of 
panhandlers, muggers and wanders who besmudge and frighten the community.” Another news article from 1972 
described the Hotel Kimberly on Broadway and 74th street as a “filthy and crime-ridden… center for panhandlers, 
muggers and wanderers.” See Max Seigel, “Wide Community Crime Traces to ‘Singles’ in Welfare Hotels,” New 
York Times, Nov. 16, 1972, pp.1, 52; Robert Fleming, “Life at the Chelsea Hotel,” Daily News, Oct. 26, 1983. 
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widened; inflation and unemployment increased. Since that time, three major issues have 

dominated poverty discourse. Both liberal and conservative political observers have been 

concerned with the categorization of poor people; the impact of government assistance (welfare) 

on the motivation, and family life of poor people; and the limits of social obligation. The modern 

poverty discourse blames poor people and people of color for a host of social problems and 

reinforces their mistreatment as “undeserving” people in American society. In the past twenty 

years, poverty discourse has centered on “the underclass,” a behavioral term invented by 

journalists and social scientists to describe poor people who are accused of failing to behave in the 

mainstream ways of the culturally dominant, white, straight middle-class social groups in 

America.99 

 “Underclass” has been a quite flexible term that journalists, social scientists, and political 

observers have used to describe a wide array of supposedly deviant behavior. They have also used 

other pejorative labels to stereotype, stigmatize, and harass the poor by questioning their morality 

and values.100 Tropes including homelessness, beggars, panhandlers, drug addicts, alcoholics, and 

street criminals all fall under this categorization. More specific tropes, such as welfare mothers, 

deadbeat fathers, and illegal immigrants, identify poor people in terms of race, gender and country 

of origin.101 Since the 1970s, scholars have recognized how poverty has been described in terms 

of “family, race and culture” rather than inequality, power, and exploitation. In regard to welfare 
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hotels –an underclass trope in itself— the primary targets of poverty discourse have been described 

as welfare dependents, welfare recipients or welfare tenants.102  

 As part of the broader “city in crisis” narrative, news media framed so-called welfare hotels 

as symbols of the social and economic decline of New York City. Welfare tenants, according to 

this narrative, were agents of urban decay. In historical context we can see these reports as part of 

a larger propaganda effort undertaken primarily by conservative theorists and policymakers who, 

at the high-water mark of the anti-poverty programs of the Great Society in the 1960s and 1970s, 

launched attacks on of economic safety nets.103 These critics have been most vehemently opposed 

to the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, commonly known as “welfare,” 

which constituted the primary funding source of welfare hotels in New York and elsewhere.104 In 

their own way, news media reports of welfare hotels contributed to the stigmatization and 

pathologization of poor people and people of color by associating the arrival of welfare tenants 

with the deterioration of New York’s celebrated grand hotels. Reports of the decline of hotels 

equated welfare with urban crisis.  

 Political rhetoric and news media worked hand-in-hand in promulgating a crisis discourse 

around welfare hotels. In October 1972 New York State Attorney General Louis J. Lefkowitz sued 

to close the Broadway Central Hotel. He ordered an investigation of the hotel after news reports 
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suggested that crime emanated from the building. Lefkowitz was outraged by the conditions he 

found. The Broadway Central was a “squalid den of vice and iniquity,” he asserted in his claim to 

the New York Supreme Court. He called the hotel “an open and notorious public nuisance and a 

den of thieves,” denouncing the moral character of residents. He cited a litany of crimes that 

developed in the first six months of 1971 after the hotel began accepting tenants on government 

assistance, including forty-nine burglaries, twenty-two robberies, seven petty larcenies, five grand 

larcenies, three rapes, six felonious assaults, eighteen drug-related crimes, six miscellaneous 

offences and one homicide. In the end Lefkowitz’s suit was unsuccessful. The court deemed that 

the owners could remain in control of the Broadway Central as long as they maintained a twenty-

four-hour security force and promised to run a “decent hotel.”105 While his efforts failed to close 

the Broadway Central, the State Attorney General’s outcry over the conditions of so-called welfare 

hotels joined a chorus of complaints by outspoken public officials.  

 In 1970 then U.S. Congressman Ed Koch (D-N.Y.) launched his own investigation into 

what he called the “Welfare Hotel Situation.” After visiting numerous hotels in Greenwich Village, 

including the Broadway Central, the Earl Hotel and the Sanford Hotel in Queens, Koch was 

“shocked” by the conditions he found. “They are not hotels,” Koch said at a public hearing in 

1971, “they are squalid, unheated, rat-infested firetraps.”106 In a letter to New York’s Human 

Resources Administrator, Koch explicitly cited the Broadway Central as a “Godforsaken Hotel” 

that was not “fit for habitation.”107 Even Mayor John Lindsay publicly recognized the conditions 

of the hotels. Speaking at a press conference in 1970, the Mayor denounced welfare hotels as 
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“notorious sore spots in the city” that have “created community tensions and deteriorating 

conditions” in many residential areas. The worse cases, Lindsay observed, were “synonymous with 

human degradation.” 108  Lindsay’s statements echoed Lefkowitz’s indictment of the moral 

character of welfare tenants. Public outcry over deteriorating physical conditions of welfare hotels 

were frequently paired with indictments against the character of residents.  

 Despite such testimonies, the city’s policy of placing welfare recipients in hotels continued 

through the 1970s. In fact, the public statements of authorities only reified the city in crisis 

narratives, with the rhetoric of officials echoing and amplifying media assumptions about welfare 

hotels.  

 Newspapers and political observers identified tenants receiving government assistance as 

agents of social decay and linked welfare tenants to the physical deterioration of the hotels in which 

they lived and the perceived social deterioration of the neighborhood in which they were 

ensconced.109 However, part of the mechanics of this crisis narrative was that it obscured the 
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systemic political and social issues that created real conditions of suffering in cities. In regard to 

welfare hotels, this narrative ignored austerity budget cuts to vital aspects of New York City’s 

Social Services and Buildings departments, which primarily oversaw the relocation of welfare 

recipients into hotels. The reduced operating capacity caused overworked buildings inspectors to 

overlook numerous violations, which contributed to the structural deterioration of hotels and put 

tenants in immediate danger. Hotels fell apart as a direct consequence of this government neglect. 

110 

 By the late 1960s the area that encompassed the Broadway Central Hotel, Hotel Greenwich 

and Hotel Earl had acquired a notorious moniker. It was known in the buildings and fire 

departments as “Hell’s Hundred Acres” – a name that was perhaps informed by media depictions 

of so-called welfare hotels there, but which referred directly to the structurally unsafe conditions 

of many buildings in this area.111 For decades, column-style construction (common among older 

structures built at the turn-of-the-century) had been the primary cause of building collapses in 

Lower Manhattan; uneven distribution of weight, often compounded by fire damage one or two 

columns, causing the building to collapse.112  
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 However, austerity cuts to municipal budgets also impacted building safety. By the late 

1960s, Charles Moerdler, NYC Commissioner of Housing and Buildings (1966 to 1977) warned 

the Lindsay administration of the potential repercussions of budget cuts in the Department of 

Buildings. “[T]his department cannot hope to function adequately unless its staff is permitted to 

reach authorized strength,” Moerdler wrote the newly elected Mayor Lindsay in February 1966. 

He urged Lindsay not to continue a “penny-wise and pound-foolish” policy when it came to 

building safety. To do so would “compound the asininity of an already dangerous situation,” 

Moerdler wrote again in March 1966. Without the adequate number of building inspectors, he 

warned, the Department of Buildings lacked the fundamental ability to protect the public safety.113 

Complaints like these fell on deaf ears. The Lindsay administration responded to such warnings 

with arguments about placing the fiscal health of the city before other concerns.  

 In his correspondence with Lindsay, Moerdler cited an investigation conducted from 1965 

to 1966 after a series of buildings collapses in Lower Manhattan. The investigation found 

numerous buildings and fire violations that went unchecked due to inadequate inspector personnel; 

roughly one third of the buildings in the area known as “Hell’s Hundred Acres” contained 

conditions that violated safety regulations.114 Conditions like these throughout the city were an 

immediate result of insufficient municipal budgets. As economic historian Joe Flood has argued, 

the “cash-strapped” buildings department and fire department did not have the time or manpower 

to perform inspections or enforce safety codes. “[K]eeping City Hall in the dark about building 
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renovations was standard operating procedure,” in New York during the late 1960s and 1970s, 

according to Flood. Without inspectors to stop or fine them, building owners routinely cut corners 

to save money.115 Austerity cuts to municipal budgets and profit motives of property owners 

translated into willful neglect of building conditions in New York.  

 Willful neglect had deadly consequences. On August 3, 1973 one third of the Broadway 

Central Hotel suddenly collapsed killing four residents, injuring nearly twenty and leaving more 

than one hundred homeless. The investigation conducted by the buildings department in the 

aftermath revealed years of overlooked violations including defective brickwork in the building’s 

loadbearing walls and improper structural alterations as far back as 1940. Inspectors discovered 

violations as early as 1970, but the fines they issued were negligible and the building owners did 

nothing to fix these issues.116  

 Newspapers at the time ignored many of these systemic issues when it came to welfare 

hotels. Instead, articles focused on the perceived social decline around the hotels and linked tenants 

receiving government assistance to the physical deterioration of the hotels and surrounding 

neighborhood. According to such reports, “undesirable tenants” destroyed hotels by filling rooms 

with trash, urinating and defecating in the hallways and vandalizing the building in other ways. In 

their coverage of the structural deterioration of New York’s buildings, newspaper reports 

transposed the neglect of city authority and building owners onto welfare tenants, blaming 

occupants for the deterioration of hotels. 
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 Welfare hotels were not the catalysts of crisis that political observers and news media made 

them out to be. The stories of artists living and performing in these hotels present an alternative 

perspective to these spaces of supposed decline. These hotels offered cheap housing collaborative 

environments where artists in New York’s underground rock scene could explore new ideas. 

Artists and audience in the emerging punk rock movement transformed welfare hotels into 

performance spaces where the scene thrived. The appropriation of welfare hotels helped New 

York’s punk rock movement blossom.  

Hotel Chelsea  

 In the 1970s, young artists in New York’s underground rock scene found affordable 

housing in welfare hotels. Once esteemed hotels that news media and political observers had now 

designated as spaces of decay and hotbeds for crisis, these spaces actually represented sites of 

collaboration and creation for a small subset of the hotel residents. While the emerging punk scene 

was rooted in New York’s welfare hotels, artists and audiences comprised only a small subset of 

the hotel resident population. New York’s emerging punk movement was a predominantly a white 

subculture; with few exceptions, the artists and audiences were white youth.117 In contrast, hotel 

residents were predominantly poor African American and Latino families who were not connected 

to the punk movement. These minorities found other means of expression via political activism 

for better public housing conditions and welfare rights.118 Nonetheless, New York’s underground 
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rock scene and hotel resident occupied the same spaces. Despite the stigmatizing and pathologizing 

description of welfare hotels in news media, the re-appropriation of hotels in the punk movement 

defied New York’s crisis narrative.  

 The Chelsea Hotel “seemed to combine two atmospheres,” Arthur Miller wrote in 2002, 

recalling his time as a tenant in the famous hotel during the 1960s. There was at once a “scary 

optimistic chaos, which predicated the hip future,” he said and the “feeling of a massive old-

fashioned, sheltering family.”119 This is perhaps the same dynamic that had drawn artists of all 

sorts to the Chelsea since it opened. Offering cheap housing, opportunities to collaborate with 

other artists, or the option of remaining solitary, the Chelsea Hotel facilitated artistic communities 

throughout the first half of the twentieth century. 120 By the late 1960s it was home to several 

musicians who became the forerunners of punk rock.  

 For residents, the primary appeal of the Chelsea, beyond the allure of living in the historic 

hotel, was that it was cheap. This was a major consideration for Patti Smith and Robert 

Mapplethorpe, who moved there in 1969. They had been living for some time in the Allerton Hotel 

around the corner on West 22nd street, another single-room-occupancy residence hotel. According 

to Smith’s 2010 memoir, a small room at the Chelsea cost them fifty-five dollars. For that amount 

they could have rented a generously sized railroad flat in the East Village at that time, but they 

chose the Chelsea specifically for the artist communities for which it was known to foster. 

Management at the Chelsea had a long history of encouraging (and sometimes subsidizing) artists 

to stay at the hotel. The hotel was originally designed as a cooperative residence hotel that included 

high-market rental units to help defray rents for approved artist residents. In effect, it functioned 
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as an informal artists’ colony through the first half of the twentieth century. In the 1960s and 1970s, 

the hotel management under Stanley Bard had maintained this model allowing artists like Smith 

and Mapplethorpe to negotiate a reasonable rent. “Once you secured your room at the Chelsea,” 

Smith recalled, “you weren’t immediately kicked out if you got behind on the rent.”121 There were 

no leases and management would sometimes accept artwork from tenants in lieu of rent, or even 

waive the deposit. The rooms were small and dirty, but cheap.122 

  According to Patti Smith, “to dwell in this eccentric and damned hotel provided a sense of 

security as well as a stellar education.” 123  Artists learned from one another, and sometimes 

collaborated. One example of this collaboration was Andy Warhol’s 1967 experiment film Chelsea 

Girls, which featured shots in various rooms and locations inside the hotel. The film starred actor 

and musician Eric Emerson among other figures within Warhol’s circle. By the early 1970 

Emerson fronted The Magic Tramps, a drag punk band that like the other bands performed in other 

welfare hotels like the Diplomat and Broadway Central.124  

 Nico and John Cale of the proto-punk band Velvet Underground were also deeply 

ensconced within Warhol’s circle and the Chelsea Hotel in particular. The hotel served as a 

rehearsal studio, where the band jammed with other artists and sometimes lived. Other punk 

rockers were known to reside in the hotel from time to time including Johnny Thunders, guitarist 

for the New York Dolls and later the Heartbreakers and bassist and Dee Dee Ramone of the 

Ramones. Sid Vicious of the Sex Pistols lived there briefly in 1978 before he was arrested for the 
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alleged murder of his partner Nancy Spungen. Patti Smith, a punk rock forerunner in her own right, 

penned lyrics in the room she shared with photographer Robert Mapplethorpe.125 By the late 1960s 

and early 1970s, the Chelsea Hotel had become a touchstone for artists, particularly for New 

York’s proto-punk crowd.126 However, punk rock and the welfare hotels in which the music 

emerged, were deeply implicated in the urban crisis discourse.  

 The late 1960s and 1970s was a period of disinvestment and abandonment for urban 

America. Richard Nixon was elected in 1968 on the tide of conservative politics that represented 

a backlash to the Great Society initiatives under President Lyndon Johnson. Nixon and other 

conservative politicians sought to defund many of these government programs that centered on 

federal support to poor urban (predominantly non-white) communities while diverting federal 

spending to (predominantly white) suburban areas. Throughout the postwar era, white middle-

class families left American cities and relocated to suburbs as deindustrialization eliminated 

thousands of working-class jobs in urban areas.127  

 Three primary social groups remained in cities in the wake of white flight, 

deindustrialization and urban divestment. Poor African Americans who could not afford to move, 

or were otherwise excluded from white suburban communities, found themselves trapped in urban 

areas with diminishing resources and employment opportunities. The Immigration and Nationality 

Act of 1965, which removed racist immigration restrictions, increased non-white immigration to 

America. During the late 1960s thousands of Caribbean immigrants settled in Afro-Caribbean and 
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Latino enclaves that had already existed in New York. With the majority of white middle-class 

families now living in suburban America, these non-white urbanites became the primary targets of 

a crisis narrative that blamed them for the decline of the city.  

 White middle-class bohemians represented a third social group that remained in cities 

during the 1960s and 1970s. New York had been a gathering point for bohemians since the late 

nineteenth century. Between 1890 and 1920, artists, radicals and intellectuals from Europe and 

other parts of America congregated in the city with the hopes of reconstructing society in small 

communities that they created and promoted through journalism, fiction literature, music and 

theater. The bohemian class rejected materialism and injected into the politics of the American left 

a new cultural dimension with institutions and perceptions nurtured by artistic experiments. They 

were “unmoored from social conventions and loyalties to traditional family roles” according to 

historian Christine Stansell; they embraced fluid gender expression in an effort to address gender-

based inequality that was partnered to an equally intense desire to bridge the class divide.128 New 

York’s bohemia overlapped an immense gay world that was rooted in networks in the city’s 

bathhouses, cafeterias, and saloons. According to historian George Chauncey, those worlds 

celebrated their existence at regularly held communal events such as “massive drag (or 

transvestite) balls” that attracted thousands of participants during the first half of the twentieth 

century.129 

 By the 1950s and 1960s, New York’s avant-garde theater had become one of me central 

hubs of both bohemians and the gay male world, which followed some of the radical praxis of their 
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predecessors. Like bohemians, New York’s avant-garde theater rejected traditional gender norms 

and used performance to deconstruct and critique gender-based identity constructs that anchored 

social inequality.130  Drag performance was often at the center of these performances, which 

quickly spilled over into New York’s underground rock scene that grew out of artist collectives 

like the Andy Warhol “factory” in the late 1960s. Drag performance and the long tradition of 

bohemianism provided the basis of New York’s gender queer punk rock movement in the early 

1970s.  

 When Smith and Mapplethorpe moved into the Chelsea Hotel in 1969 the tenant population 

was deeply stratified along socio-economic lines. These divisions corresponded to the building’s 

vertical elevation and room sizes. Of the hotel’s two hundred and fifty units in twelve stories, 

rooms on the top floors were by far the largest in size. The penthouse apartments comprised two 

whole floors and were the most expensive. The apartments directly beneath them were also quite 

large with square footage running in the several thousands. Arthur Miller, who lived on the 6th 

floor among the more moderately sized apartments, remembers that these apartments in the 1960s 

were reserved for the wealthiest clients and were furnished with new plumbing fixtures, and 

furniture. Price point, size and condition decreased as one descended.131 

 Units on the lower levels were cheaper (Smith recalled paying fifty-five dollars a month) 

and designated for tenants who relied on government assistance to meet living costs. These units 

were not as well maintained as those on the top floors. Smith and Mapplethorpe first occupied 
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room 1017, among the more decent units, which Stanley Bard let to them temporarily. By 1970 

they moved to the second floor, room 204. It was a dark room located in the back of the hotel with 

two windows overlooking the old brick buildings to the rear of the hotel. Smith recalled that four 

rooms on this floor shared one “gritty” bathroom. Unlike most floors, however, there were no 

baths, only a sink and toilet.132 

In contrast to newspaper reports about welfare hotels, Smith’s recollections suggest tenants 

on welfare were not to blame for the poor conditions of their rooms. Rather, her account suggests 

the culpability of hotel management who permitted these poor conditions to fester. According to 

Smith, the second and third floors were designated for tenants who received public assistance. 

Other tenants referred to these floors as the “dump floors,” which gives some sense of their 

disrepair. They lacked new plumbing fixtures, had no kitchen and a single bathroom in the hall 

shared between four rooms.133 This portion of the Chelsea showed signs of tremendous neglect.  

 In her memoir, Smith paints a dreary scene when recalling these so-called “dump floors” 

of the Chelsea. Long fluorescent tubes dimly lit the hallways; wall plaster cracked, paint peeled, 

and exposed wire and pipes jutted out from the ceiling. The rooms themselves were even worse. 

They had cheap old furniture that was rotting and falling apart and stained and dirty carpets. While 

some rooms were in better condition than others, all rooms in this lower portion were infested with 

roaches and mice.134 Rooms were over-crowded, unsanitary, and hazardous. According to long-

term resident, Dimitri Mugainis, it was common for a family of four to live in a single room. 

“There’s a guy we shared the bathroom with in the hall,” Mugianis recalled, “a little man and his 

wife and their daughter, who seemed sort of developmentally challenged, living in this very small 

 
132 According to Arthur Miller, the second-floor rooms had no bath. Patti Smith, Just Kids (2010), p.119.  
133 Barbra Gold, “May Wilson’s One-Room World of Wall-to-Wall Art,” NYT, Jan 16, 1972. 
134 Ed Hamilton, Legends of the Chelsea Hotel: Living with the Artists and Outlaws of New York’s Rebel Mecca 
(Thunder’s Mouth Press, 2007), pp. 20. 
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room, probably without any fresh air or circulation.”135 These recollections demonstrate the gross 

negligence on the part of hotel management and the degree to which city authorities permitted 

hotels to deteriorate.  

Endicott Hotel  

 Bands during the early phases of New York’s punk rock movement were excluded from 

traditional or mainstream music venues such as clubs, lounges, halls and bars because of their 

experimental style of music and their pervasive use of drag performance (which was still largely 

abhorrent to mainstream audiences). Young artists adapted to this climate by repurposing welfare 

hotels into performance spaces, since welfare hotels were one of the few venues that accepted 

these bands. As such, welfare hotels were critical to the development of New York’s punk rock 

movement during the 1970s. The history of punk rock in welfare hotels defies the reductive and 

cruel framings of these spaces and their inhabitants in news media and political rhetoric. Rather 

than associating the hotels with crime and urban decay, this alternate history shows how welfare 

hotels fostered the creation of new music.  

 The New York Dolls played their debut performance at the Hotel Endicott in 1971. The 

band had been rehearsing at Rusty’s bicycle shop across the street for three months before the hotel 

management hired them to perform for tenants at a Christmas party. “[T]hese two old guys from 

the hotel showed up and said the band hadn’t showed up for their party,” remembers lead singer 

David Johansen. “[S]o we hauled the junk across the street and played for these people.”136 This 

debut performance at the Endicott was an important moment because the exposure enabled the 

band to move to more established venues where they quickly became popular. The Endicott and 

other welfare hotels were critical venues in the development of the band as a leading forerunner of 

 
135 Dimitri Mugianis quoted in James Lough, This Ain’t No Holiday Inn, pp. 22  
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punk rock. Through 1971 and 1973 the New York Dolls played at the Endicott, Diplomat, 

Broadway Central, and the Chelsea hotels.137  

 

New York Dolls at the Broadway Central Hotel ca. 1972 

 The New York Dolls were not the only artists to get their first breaks in so-called welfare 

hotels. A band called the 42nd Street Harlots debuted at the Diplomat Hotel in 1972, as did Patti 

Smith and Lenny Kaye (the nucleus of the Patti Smith Group) in 1973. Jayne County, Eric Emerson 

and the Tramps, Teenage Lust, Street Punk and Suicide all got their start playing in these hotels. 

Even glam rock band Kiss, who began their career imitating the New York Dolls, started out 

playing at the Diplomat Hotel.138  

 
137 NYCHA Box 0063b3. Folder 23. 1971-1972. Welfare Hotel Relocation Program. To: Mel Weiss, Chief, Tenant 
Selection. From Norman Parnass, Administrator, Welfare Relocation Program July 21, 1971. 
138 “Meet the Harlots of 42nd Street,” Rock Scene, August 1974, p. 78; Lenny Kay quoted in Heylin, Velvets to the 
Voidoids, p. 112-3.  
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 Guitarist Richard Lloyd, a founding member of the punk band Television, recalled in his 

memoir the “eye-opening” and inspirational experience of seeing the New York Dolls play at the 

Diplomat Hotel in 1973. The Dolls played at the Diplomat Hotel only once on March 16th, 1973, 

with a band called the Brats (formed by Rick Rivets, an ex-Dolls guitarist) who opened for them. 

Coincidentally, it was the Brats’ debut performance. Fans crowded into welfare hotels to see their 

favorite bands and some were consequently inspired to form their own bands.139 These performers 

were at the center of New York’s underground rock scene during the early 1970s. Collectively, 

these artists created a style of music that would become known as punk rock by the end of the 

1970s. 

 

Flyer from the Hotel Diplomat ca. 1973 
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 In the late 1960s and early 1970s critics and fans saw these bands occupying the musical 

fringe of the New York underground rock scene. Many of these early punk rock bands employed 

drag in their performances or otherwise identified with marginalized transgender communities that 

straddled queer and avant-garde art circles. As Andy Warhol recalled in his 1980 memoir, these 

drag bands “still weren’t accepted in mainstream freak circles. They were still hanging around 

where they’d always hung around—on the fringes, around big cities, usually in crummy little 

hotels, sticking to their own circles—outcasts with bad teeth and body odor and cheap makeup and 

creepy clothes.”140 The “crummy hotels” to which Warhol was referring were in fact so-called 

welfare hotels that were scattered throughout the city. 

Broadway Central Hotel and Palace Hotel  

 Welfare hotels played an important role in the development of New York’s punk rock 

movement by providing affordable housing for artists, facilitating creative communities, and 

serving as performance spaces for numerous punk bands. In the 1970s, punk rock venues that 

emerged within welfare hotels also fashioned novel images and décor that transformed music in 

New York. Mercer Arts Center, housed within the Broadway Central Hotel, became an important 

nexus for New York’s punk rock movement. Many performances followed the aesthetic lead of 

the venue before it ultimately collapsed. This alternate perspective of welfare hotels defies New 

York’s crisis narrative. Despite the stigmatizing and pathologizing descriptions of welfare hotels 

in news media, New York’s punk rock movement flourished in these hotels. Artist and audiences 

transformed spaces of supposed decay into incubators for new art forms and aesthetics.141 

 
140Andy Warhol and Pat Hackett, POPism: The Warhol Sixties (Mariner Books, 1980/2006).  
141 In an essay on the New York’s pornography industry in the 1970s, historian Whit Strub argues that urban crisis 
created opportunities for gays to assert control over public space. To the extent that the urban crisis represented a 
breakdown in social order, Strub writes, “this fracture provided increased freedom for queer people, who were now 
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 In 1966 Art D’Lugoff and Seymour Kaback began leasing a rear portion of the Broadway 

Central Hotel. Since the 1930s the space had functioned as a banquet facility but through the first 

half of the 1960s it had been vacant. D’Lugoff, who owned and managed a nearby nightclub called 

the Village Gate since 1958, began renovating the space with Kaback by 1970. D’Lugoff and 

Kaback planned to convert the former catering hall into a multi-media performance venue they 

would call the Mercer Arts Center which would include seven cabaret-theaters, a rehearsal space, 

two acting schools, and film editing rooms.142 According to promotional pamphlet they printed in 

the early 1970s, Mercer Arts Center would be a collaborative arts space that would serve as a 

“touchstone” for the development of new art forms. The pamphlet boasted: “The most creative 

imaginations and intellects of the time are gathering and working productively, exchanging ideas 

and skills with each other in a conducive environment.”143 This all would take place within a 

welfare hotel. 

 
less subject to [state] surveillance and control… What the straight, white middle class read as a narrative of threats 
from poor people of color also contained in its interstices a collapse of heteronormative structures that had mandated 
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 Structurally, the Mercer Arts Center part of the Broadway Central Hotel. While they had 

separate entrances (Broadway Central Hotel at 637 Broadway and the Mercer Arts Center at 240 

Mercer Street), the Mercer Arts Center occupied the first three levels of the hotel and even shared 

an elevator that serviced tenants above. The Mercer Arts Center also experienced the same 

structural neglect and deterioration that plagued the Broadway Central Hotel and other buildings 

in the area. When D’Lugoff and Kaback started leasing the property in 1966 they found exposed 

pipes and electrical wiring, cracked plaster, missing steps on the central stairs and several broken 

windows. Yet it also retained some of its original Victorian charm: old chandeliers mirrored 

chambers, marble fireplaces, winged cupid statue vases.  

 Kaback, who oversaw renovations from 1970 to 1971, repaired what his meager budget 

could afford. “We take care of disasters today and the emergencies tomorrow […] I’m making 

everything legal,” he proudly told reporters in 1971 (possibly in reference to the building and fire 

violations found in the Broadway Central that year). “I’m taking a run-down rat-ridden pestilence 

and making it into an oasis.” What resulted from the renovations was a unique aesthetic that ran 

through the Mercer Arts Center and informed many of its productions in the early 1970s. Kaback 

called it “Bronx Renaissance Rococo,” comparing the condition of the Broadway Central to the 

physical deterioration of the Bronx at that time. D’Lugoff and Kaback embraced the dilapidated 

state of the Broadway Central Hotel and incorporated its condition into their concept for an arts 

space.144 When completed in 1971, the Mercer Arts Center held five off-Broadway theaters, a bar 

and restaurant, two acting studios and an experimental video theater called “The Kitchen” (housed 

in what was the kitchen of the Broadway Central Hotel). 

 
144 McCandlish Phillips, “Mercer Stages Are a Supermarket,” New York Times, November 2, 1971.  
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 After hours, the Mercer Art Center functioned as an experimental music performance space 

that ultimately became associated with “trash rock,” a proto-punk style of music. Pauline Kael first 

used the term “trash” to describe an aesthetic to contrast cheaply made b-movies from what she 

considered high-brow and more pretentious reviewer-approved films in the late 1960s. By the early 

1970s, music critic Lester Bangs identified “trash rock” as a crude and aggressive style of rock 

that he saw in New York’s early punk scene. According to music critic Simon Reynolds, the 

“trash” aesthetic had multiple meanings. The name connoted disposability, but also low-class (i.e. 

“white trash,” “trailer trash”). “Trashy” suggested badly made, or bad manners. The verb “to trash” 

might mean to vandalize to destroy. “Trash talk” is offensive or violent language; “getting trashed” 

means getting drunk and losing dignity. “All these meanings relate to the core idea of waste: 

squandering energy, dearth of worth,” Reynolds argues. “Trash is the lumpen version of 

decadence.”145  

 Early punk rock embraced the idea of “trash” in multiple forms. “Trash rock,” an early 

name for punk rock, took shape in welfare hotels that audiences and artists transformed into 

performance spaces. As a primary locus of New York’s underground rock scene in the early 1970s, 

“trash rock” was more than a mere style. According to music historian Clinton Heylin, “[a]ll the 

bands playing at Mercers adopted a camp/glam image and trash-rock aesthetic, giving the fans a 

sense of common identity.”146  

 The creative activity of the Mercer Arts Center was not specific to the Broadway Central 

Hotel but was representative of other examples of welfare hotels functioning as artistic hubs. In 

1973, CBGB opened nearby at 315 Bowery. The acronym stood for County Bluegrass and Blues, 

but CBGB quickly became known in New York’s underground rock scene as a punk venue. Like 

 
145 Reynolds, pp. 402-4, 406-07.  
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the Mercer Arts Center, CBGB was located within a welfare hotel (Palace Hotel) and was known 

as “Palace Bar” before it was renamed in 1973. As punk rocker Richard Hell recalled in his 2013 

memoir, the Palace Bar was an “adjunct drink dump to the Palace Hotel flophouse […] The dark 

booze cave, renamed, retained its resigned rejected Bowery clientele for quite a while after we 

arrived.”147 The bar was typical of the rows of “flophouses” on Bowery, Hell recalled in 2015. 

“[L]ow-rent restaurant supply stores, a sprinkling of struggling avant-garde theater venues, and, 

most abundantly and notoriously, countless ultra-cheap alky dives that like civic backwater tidal 

wash up, littered the Bowery, keeping it disreputable, dirty, dangerous, poor, and interesting, back 

then.”148  

 

CBGB OMGFUG ca.1977 

 The physical dilapidation of CBGB (the Palace Bar) and its environs appealed to artists 

precisely because of its lack of luster. The club was “a world away from the Ziegfeld,” Patti Smith 
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recalled in 2010. “The absence of glamour made it seem all the more familiar, a place that we 

could call our own. As the band played you could hear the whack of the pool cue hitting the balls 

[…] bottles clinking, the sounds of a scene emerging.” Physical dilapidation gave these artists a 

sense of creative “freedom,” according punk musician Elda Gentile, a founding member of The 

Stilettos.149 From these accounts we get a sense of how the physical dilapidation of New York City 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s inspired “trash rock” which would become known as punk rock 

by the end of the 1970s.  

 While these musicians embraced their distressed surroundings, their stories also speak to 

real human suffering around them. Nearly every account of CBGB recalls the Palace Hotel 

attached to the club and the dejected tenants that congregated outside. As music critic James 

Walcott recalled in his 2012 memoir, there were crowds of “scraggly panhandlers… who didn’t 

bother to work up an inventive line of patter to go with their outstretched palms would pester 

anyone stationary, even though CBGB’s customers themselves were the very portrait of slim 

pickings and linty pockets.”150 The human toll of government negligence and the emergence of 

punk took place side-by-side. Jim Carroll, who later became famous as a novelist, poet and 

musician, recalled vivid images of the Bowery in his memoir of the early punk scene in New York. 

“The bodies are either sprawled on the sidewalk freezing with no way or intention of fighting the 

cold, or keeping warm by scratching at us either for spare change, or because we’re sober enough 

to be abused,” Carroll recalled. “Their faces are blotched, toothless and swollen. It’s the Middle 

Ages. It’s New York City. It’s a truly fucked situation.”151 If punk rock was a reflection and even 
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a celebration of “trash” and the neglected cityscape that surrounded artists, it was also recognition 

of the suffering that neglect entailed. 

Conclusion  

Following the collapse of the Broadway Central Hotel, Art D’Lugoff and Seymour Kaback 

debated reopening the Mercer Arts Center. Two thirds of the building and most of their theaters 

remained intact. According to Cynthia Kaback, the wife of Seymour Kaback and co-manager of 

the Center, Mayor Lindsay called Kaback and personally explaining that the buildings department 

could rule to save the building or demolish the remaining portions. Lindsay felt that the Mercer 

Arts Center was worth saving as an economic and cultural resource for the city. However, Kaback 

and D’lugoff decided not to renovate the complex due to the belief that news of the collapse would 

keep audiences away. The remains of the Mercer Arts Center, along with Broadway Central Hotel, 

was demolished later that year. They decided to tear it down due to the belief that news of the 

collapse would keep business away irrecoverably.152  

 The site was leveled and in its place, New York University built a dormitory for law 

students by the end of the 1970s. The experimental video theater group called “The Kitchen” 

(originally located in the kitchen facilities of the Broadway Central Hotel) still exists. It moved to 

SoHo following the collapse where it continues to function as multi-disciplinary art and 

performance collective.153 The nascent punk rock scene that developed at the Mercer Arts Center 

subsequently gravitated to two alternative venues within New York’s underground rock scene: 

 
152 John Donohoe, “The Life and Times of Sy Kaback: The Man and His Machines,” 2001 -- 
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Max’s Kansas City in Gramercy and CBGS on the Bowery (also housed within another “welfare 

hotel” called the Palace Hotel). Neither exists today.  

 An investigation conducted by the buildings department in the aftermath of the collapse 

revealed numerous overlooked safety violations that ultimately brought the hotel down. “I 

constantly warned the city about the conditions of the Broadway side of the hotel,” Kaback, told 

reporters after the collapse. “I noticed a bulge in the outside wall, and I noted large cracks in one 

of the interior arches. I sent a letter to the Buildings Department, and absolutely nothing was done. 

I warned the hotel management time and again. It was stupid as well as tragic.”154 The collapse 

killed four tenants, injured seventeen and left over one hundred homeless. The Department of 

Social Services relocated the surviving tenants to other hotels in the city. Independent 

investigations later revealed that living conditions of some of these hotels, like the Martinique 

Hotel in Herald Square, were far worse than those at the Broadway Central.155 

 The history of the Broadway Central Hotel was not unique. Like dozens of welfare hotels 

scattered throughout New York City during the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Broadway Central 

was not exactly what it seemed in newspapers. Its cultural history defies the reductive framings in 

news media and in political rhetoric that cast the Broadway Central and other hotels as symbols of 

New York City’s decline, as centers of vice and crime or tenants as social deviants and villains.  

 CBGB at the ground floor of the Palace Hotel was quintessential example of this alternative 

history of New York’s welfare hotels. “It was the kind of place where you felt you could do 
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anything you frickin’ wanted, because it was so trashed to begin with,” recalled Elda Gentile, lead 

singer of the band the Stilettos. She and others recalled a sense of “freedom” at CBGB and other 

welfare hotel venues. “It made a great playground for us—We owned the city. We felt like we 

owned that part of New York,” recalled Alan Vega from the band Suicide. “We felt like outlaws; 

we made the music, we owned the street. There was a sense that we could create something 

amazing out of this thing, and we did.” This sentiment of reclamation is echoed in many memories 

of artist from that time.156  

 The story of artists who lived and produced music in these hotels demonstrates the 

complicated realities of these spaces and of New York City in general at that time. The Broadway 

Central among other welfare hotels, was a center of creative activity, where artists collaborated, 

performed and fashioned new art forms and styles like punk rock. These stories reveal how in 

fashioning this new music, artists attempted to reflect and interpret their surroundings. This music 

was quite literally, in words of one music critic, “the sound of the city collapsing.”157 
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Chapter II: “Man Enough to Be a Woman”: 

 Drag Performance and Transgender Political Expression in New York’s Underground 

Rock Scene, 1972-1976. 

 The Haven was one of half a dozen all night, after-hours bars operating in Greenwich 

Village in the early 1970s. Formally called The Sanctuary, The Haven opened under new 

management in September 1970, but the physical space had been a nightclub as far back as the 

Prohibition era when it was a speakeasy. By 1970 the site was still bustling with nightlife. The 

crowds that gathered outside the club’s doors were so large that police had to close down 8th Street 

on three consecutive Saturdays after the official opening. According to one profile of the club, 

youths “packed the sunken dance floor, gyrating to piped-in rock music while strobe lights flashed 

in the semi-darkness.” It was a “teen club” according to a profile in the Village Voice, “for the 

super-hippie teeny bopper who doesn’t drink, is beyond grass and acid, and is looking for kicks.”158  

 Most newspapers, however, did not describe The Haven with such zeal. According to some 

reports, The Haven was one of many clubs that, along with welfare hotels, contributed to the 

“climate of fear” in Greenwich Village. Some articles explained that many of these clubs were 

operating illegally by serving liquor without a license or violating legal closing times for bars. 

Other reports echoed depictions of welfare hotels in describing the danger the clubs presented to 

the surrounding area. According to the New York Times, such clubs were “drawing hordes of noisy 

patrons into quiet neighborhoods” like Greenwich Village. “Kids are roaming the streets, carrying 
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weapons, high on drugs at all hours of the night,” reported a local boutique owner who described 

the patrons as “sinister-looking freaks.”159 

 News articles also suggested an even greater danger associated with these clubs. Located 

a block away from the Stonewall Inn, The Haven was one of many known gay bars and clubs in 

the area. News reports associated these “mingling places for homosexuals” with other “deviant” 

behaviors including pervasive drug use and violence that caused Sheridan Square residents to “live 

in fear.” By the early 1970s, newspapers had constructed a range of symbols within the “city in 

crisis” narrative-- including welfare hotels, abandoned buildings and decrepit parks etc.—that 

indicated the decline of New York. After-hours bars and gay clubs were yet another set of symbols 

in this narrative, linking queer culture to “urban crisis.”160  

 The complicated realties of these clubs and the patrons who frequented them defied these 

reductive framings. As the previous chapter discussed, this narrative belied a whole range of 

creative grassroots activities performed by people whose agency was (and is today in many cases) 

discounted and denied. This was particularly true for musicians in New York’s underground rock 

scene, some of who lived and performed in welfare hotels. Despite marginalizing and 

pathologizing narratives that linked queer culture to urban decline, genderqueer youth in an 

emerging punk rock movement empowered themselves through artistic innovation. Drag 

performer and protopunk rock singer, Jayne county epitomized the relationship between New 

York’s underground rock scene and the broader political economy of the city during the early 

1970s. 
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 Jayne (f.k.a. Wayne) County was closely associated with queer culture within New York’s 

underground rock scene. Not only did County become one of the first openly transgender 

performers in rock ‘n’ roll, but County also represented a tradition of drag performance that shaped 

this proto-punk scene from the late 1960s. Examining County’s performances in New York’s 

underground rock scene from 1972 to 1976 offers tremendous insight into the meanings of this 

music and performance in New York’s punk rock movement. In historical context we can see 

County’s music was a vehicle through which she and others explored performances of gender 

fluidity. Through such performances County attempted to fashion identities beyond binary gender 

constructs. This exploration was explicitly stated in the lyrics of the songs she performed as well. 

Finally, a close analysis of County’s advice column reveals that the communities she helped create 

and support through her music reached beyond New York. Fans from across the across the county 

solicited advice from County on various transgender issues. As such we can read Jayne County’s 

career as a musical and performance-based aspect of the contemporary LGBTQIA movement as 

her fan base linked sites of transgender activism across American. By 1973, anti-transgender 

activists within the broader gay liberation movement had begun to set themselves apart from 

transgender people. In response, some genderqueer youth like County found empowerment in New 

York’s emerging punk rock movement where bands utilized drag performance and song lyrics to 

critique binary gender-based identity constructs. For a generation of genderqueer artists, punk rock 

became a soundtrack for liberation and a platform for political expression.161 

 
161 The conceptual parameters of “transgender” as a historical category are porous. Transgender is not a fixed 
category per se, but rather denotes a transgression of a socially and cultural inscribed gender identities onto 
historical subjects. Transgender is a self-proscribed and subjective social category that changes over time.  

In 1987 American transgender activist and writer, Virginia Price coined the term “transgenderist” to 
describe herself as a person who “lives full time in the gender opposite of their anatomy.” While there is a rich 
history of scholarship parsing sex and gender in American, Prince’s definition is generally what many people think 
of as the meaning of transgender. Later scholars have developed more expansive definitions. In Transgender 
Warriors (1997) Leslie Feinberg defines transgender as an “umbrella” term to include everyone who challenges the 
boundaries of sex and gender. “The range of experiences, expression, and identities that fall under this umbrella are 
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 A number of scholars have commented on how glam rock movement of the 1970s 

embraced gender-bending to challenge traditional binary gender concepts reinforced by the 

previous generation in Eisenhower America. Despite the possibilities of being labeled a 

homosexual, or perhaps because of it, gender-bending performers like Iggy Pop, David Bowie, 

and Lou Reed, gave popular expression to this changing picture of gender. While some performers 

adopted extreme makeup and outfits, others turned to cross-dressing and androgyny as part of their 

acts. Paralleling the rise of gay and lesbian political activism in America, these performers 

represented a cross-fertilization between a new generation of rock musicians and gender-bending 

in the gay community.162 Through androgynous stage personas, and lyrics that highlighted the 

plasticity of socio-cultural gender constructs, glam rockers transformed music into a vehicle to 

critique traditional gender conventions. Although most glam rockers identified as heterosexual 

men, glam rock postulated a radically fluid model for sexuality identify for the 1970s that was no 

longer defined by permanence, but by constant change and reinvention.163 

 As a subset of the popular gram rock movement of the early 1970s, New York punk rock 

was attuned to these sensibilities. However, for both New York’s underground rock scene and the 

 
vast,” she writes, “from bearded women and women bodybuilders to drag queens, feminine men, intersexuals, 
androgynes, transvestites, transsexuals, transgenders, transgenderists, bigenders, drag kings, cross-dressers, 
masculine women, cross-genders,  shape-shifters, passing women, passing men, gender-benders, and gender 
blenders.”  

Most recent scholarship has followed this expansive historiographical definition of transgender to identify 
subjects who challenge reductive social categories based on binary gender constructs. See: Leslie Feinberg quoted in 
Jen Manion, “Transgender Representations, Identities, and Communities,” in Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor and Lisa G. 
Matterson, The Oxford Handbook of American Women’s and Gender History (Oxford University Press, 2018). See 
also: Abram Lewis, “Trans History in a Moment of Danger: Organizing Within and Beyond ‘Visibility’ in the 
1970s,” in Gossett, Stanley, and Burton (ed.s) Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility 
(MIT Press, 2017); Susan Stryker, Trasngender History: The Roots of Today’s Revolution (Seal Press, 2017); Vern 
L. Bullough and Bonnie Bullough, Cross Dressing, Sex and Gender (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1993).  
162 Vern L. Bullough and Bonnie Bullough, Cross-Dressing, Sex and Gender (University of Pennsylvania Press), p. 
246-7.  
163 Philip Auslander, Performing Glam Rock; Gender and Theatricality in Popular Music (University of Michigan 
Press, 2006). See also: Simon Reynolds, Shock and Awe: Glam Rock and Its Legacy, from the Seventies to the 
Twenty-First Century (Dey Street Books, 2016). 
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broader glam rock movement, there was a clear social delineation between performers who 

identified as transgender (or more commonly, “transvestite”) and performers who employed 

androgynous appearance. For the purposes of this chapter, I define “androgyny” as an ambiguous 

gender expression achieved through forms of self-presentation such as fashion, diction and 

grooming. Androgynous appearance did not always denote transgender subjectivity. Some 

performers, like Jayne County, Holly Woodlawn, and Candy Darling, consistently identified as 

female despite being socially presented as male at birth. Other artists, like New York Dolls, Eric 

Emerson and Patti Smith, retained their original gender identity and experimented with 

deconstructing that identity through aspects of drag and otherwise androgynous self-presentation. 

A number of historians have linked transgender punk musicians and drag queens to the burgeoning 

LGBTQIA+ activism in America during the 1970s. 164  Drag performers in New York’s 

underground rock scene were allies, if not active participants, in the LGBTQIA+ movement.  

 This chapter follows the early career of Jayne County, a transgender musician, to illustrate 

how youth in New York’s nascent punk movement turned to music and performance as platform 

for transgender political expression. County and other artists of the punk movement emerged from 

avant-garde theater circles and artist collectives like Andy Warhol’s “factory” during the late 

1960s and early 1970s. These artists followed a migratory bohemian tradition in New York that 

went back decades. They came from across the country (and Europe) to New York where they 

sought to make their values and hopes tangible in the gender queer artistic community they created 

and promoted. Unmoored from social conventions and loyalties to traditional gender norms, 

County and other musicians used rock music and drag performance to destabilize binary gender-

 
164 Vern L. Bullough and Bonnie Bullough, Cross Dressing, Sex and Gender (University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1993); Philip Auslander, Performing Glam Rock: Gender and Theatricality in Popular Music (University of 
Michigan Press, 2006); Susan Stryker, Trasngender History: The Roots of Today’s Revolution (Seal Press, 2017). 
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based identity constructs. Artists and audiences in New York’s punk movement found 

empowerment through the fellowship they shared at parties, shows, and through nationally 

syndicated rock magazines that spoke to transgender experience.  

Punk Rock and Queer Culture 

 Drag and gender performance have long histories as markers of gay identity and 

community. Early LGBTQIA+ historians identify this correlation as early as World War Two. 

During the 1950s and 1960s, female impersonation increasingly became associated with gay 

culture, although not all impersonators were gay. Historians of the gay liberation movement have 

recognized the crucial role of drag performers and “street queens” (cross-dressing sex workers) in 

gay activism in San Francisco during the  mid-1960s and in the 1969 uprising at the Stonewall Inn 

in New York City. Since the 1970s, drag queens have played headlining roles in gay pride parades 

and celebrations. Scholars have highlighted how drag performance continues to be a beacon of gay 

cultural visibility in the U.S.165 However, recent trends in LGBTQIA+ history have complicated 

this historical consensus, specifically regarding historical debates regarding the association of gay 

culture with gender performance. Many of these historians have noted that as the homophile and 

the Gay Liberation movements gained traction during the early 1970s, gender performance, and 

drag queens specifically, became a source of contestation among gay activists as early as 1973 due 

 
165 Vern L. Bullogh and Bonnie Bullough, Cross Dressing, Sex and Gender (University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1993), p. 236-237, 245-246; Martin Duberman, Stonewall (Plume, 1993); David Carter, Stonewall: The Riots that 
Sparked the Gay Revolution (St. Martin’s Griffin, 2004); Tim Retzloff, “Eliding Trans Latino/a Queer Experience in 
U.S. LGBT History: José Sarria and Sylvia Rivera Reexamined,” Centro Journal 19, No. 1 (2007), pp. 140-
161;Elizabeth Armstrong, Forging Gay Identities: Organizing Sexuality in San Francisco (University of Chicago 
Press, 2002), pp. 102-20; Catherin Chermayeff, Jonathan David, Nan Richardson (ed.s) Drag Diaries (Chronicle 
Books, 1995); Suzanna Danuta Walters, All the Rage: The Story of Gay Visibility in America (University of Chicago 
Press, 2001), p. 17. 
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to the increasing anti-transgender stances of some LGBTQIA+ activists.166 Another major shift in 

scholarship stipulates that drag has not always been associated with gay culture.167  

 This chapter contributes to these trends in LGBTQIA+ scholarship in three distinct ways. 

As a cultural history of New York’s underground rock scene during the early 1970s, this work 

highlights the complex realities of drag performance. Jayne County was one of many artists who 

incorporated drag performance in shows. The scene also included bands like the New York Dolls, 

the Miamis, the Patti Smith Group, Sniper, Suicide, Eric Emerson and the Magic Tramps, among 

others. Not all of these artists identified as gay, but most rallied behind the concept of gender 

variance and transcendence of binary gender-based identity constructs.  

A cultural history of this music demonstrates the nuanced bonds of solidarity within the 

transgender community historically. Jayne County raised a number of transgender issues in an 

advice column published in Rock Scene magazine that fielded various concerns from fans across 

the country. County’s column connected sites of transgender activism and paved the way for 

transgender activist organizations. Situating this cohort of artists within the context of “urban 

crisis” links drag performance in New York’s underground rock scene with other grass roots 

creative activities taking place throughout the city during the 1970s. Despite pathologizing and 

 
166While some activists appropriated drag as a symbolic criticism of gender norms, others saw drag as bolstering 
stereotypes of “effeminate” homosexuality. See: Abram Lewis, “Trans History in a Moment of Danger: Organizing 
Within and Beyond ‘Visibility’ in the 1970s” and Grace Dunham, “Out of Obscurity: Trans Resistance, 1969-2016,” 
in Gossett, Stanley, and Burton ed.s, Trap Door: Trans Cultural Production and the Politics of Visibility (MIT 
Press, 2017); Jen Manion, “Transgender Representations, Identities, and Communities,” in Ellen Hartigan-
O’Cononnor and Lisa G. Materson, The Oxford Handbook of American Women’s and Gender History (Oxford 
University Press, 2018); Finona Moore, “One of the Gals Who’s One of the Guys: Men, Masculinity and Drag 
Performance in North America” in Alison Shaw and Shirley Ardener (ed.s) , Changing Sex and Bending Gender 
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2005); David Román, Performance in America: Contemporary U.S. Culture and 
the Performing Arts (Duke University Press, 2005); Philip Auslander, Performing Glam Rock: Gender and 
Theatricality in Popular Music (University of Michigan Press, 2006).  
167 Clare Sears, Arresting Dress: Cross-Dressing, Law, and Fascination in the Nineteenth-Century San Francisco 
(Duke University Press, 2015). 
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marginalizing narratives that circulated in news media, young genderqueer artists and performers 

empowered themselves through artistic innovation.  

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, artists, radical thinkers, and writers, 

collectively known as “bohemians,” from Europe and other parts of America had moved to New 

York City. They sought to transform society in small communities they created and promoted 

through writing, journalism and art. They rejected materialism, capitalism and embraced fluid 

gender and sexual expressions as a goal to bridge class divide. New York’s bohemia also 

overlapped an expansive gay world, a network that was rooted in the city’s bathhouses, cafes and 

saloons.168 The individuals who comprised these overlapping worlds were predominantly white, 

middle-class and queer.  

 Bohemian political attitudes and radical lifestyles defied straight, middle-class 

sensibilities. These writers, artists and thinkers created an alternative to an established cultural elite 

that brought outsiders and their energies into the heart of the American left-wing intelligentsia.169 

News media and political observers have labeled individuals involved with New York’s queer 

bohemia world as “figures of deviance.” But while the gay, lesbian and gender-queer bohemian 

world were targets of derision and criticism in news media and political rhetoric, poor people of 

color were the primary targets of New York’s urban crisis narrative.  

 In the 1960s, New York’s avant-garde theater became a central hub New York’s bohemian 

and gay worlds. Theatrical drag performance became the primary vehicle artists and directors used 

to deconstruct and critique binary gender-based identity constructs that anchored social inequality 

 
168 Christine Stansell, American Moderns: Bohemian New York and the Creation of a Century (Princeton University 
Press, 2010); George Chauncey, Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 
1890-1940 (Basic Books, 1994). 
169 Christine Stansell, American Moderns: Bohemian New York and the Creation of a Century (Princeton University 
Press, 2010). 
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in America. By the late 1960s, the avant-garde theater had spilled over into New York’s 

burgeoning underground rock scene that grew out of artist collectives like Andy Warhol’s 

“factory.” Drag performance and the bohemian tradition provided the basis for New York’s gender 

queer punk movement in the early 1970s.170  

 Examining Jayne County’s artistic career provides a number of insights about the cultural 

complexities of life in New York City during the John Lindsay era. Building on Richard Iton’s 

formulation of popular culture (and music specifically) as a political language of last resort for 

black folk who have been excluded from formal political arenas, this chapter considers the 

sociopolitical function of music in New York’s transgender communities during the late 1960s and 

early 1970s. It is helpful to recall cultural theorist Barry Shank’s argument that music can forge 

communities based on identity. In so doing, music can both constitute and disrupt the political, 

where “the political” is understood as that arena within which diverse identity clusters can come 

together to define themselves as a group. 171  Exploring Jayne County’s career through these 

conceptual foundations, this chapter argues that what came to be known as punk rock functioned 

as a platform for transgender political expression and solidarity.  

 At a typical show in New York, County would appear in outlandish drag wearing heels, 

fishnet stockings, a gold lamé leotard and an enormous blonde wig. Her audience would also 

expect to see strap-on dildos and rubber vaginas, props that echoed the lyrics of her songs, which 

consciously highlighted the plasticity of gender identity. Eccentric as this performance may have 

 
170 Reynolds, Shock and Awe: Glam Rock and Its Legacy, From the Seventies to the Twenty-first Century (Dey 
Street Books, 2016), pp. 376-77; See also: Sean Edgecomb, Charles Ludlam Lives!: Charles Busch, Bradfor Louryk, 
Taylor Mac, and the Queer Legacy of the Ridiculous Theatrical Company (University of Michigan Press, 2017); 
Stephen J. Bottoms, Playing Underground: A Critical History of the 1960s Off-Off-Broadway Movement 
(University of Michigan Press, 2006). 
 
171Richard Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic: Politics and Popular Culture in the Post-Civil Rights Era (Oxford 
University Press, 2008); Barry Shank, The Political Force of Musical Beauty (Duke University Press, 2014).  
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seemed at the time, County was one of many rock musicians who performed in drag. Backed by a 

band that drove an aggressive rhythm, Jayne County’s shows represented a sound associated with 

New York’s underground rock scene that music critics by the spring of 1976, had begun to call 

“punk” rock.172 

 When referring to New York City’s “underground rock scene,” scholars and critics have 

generally identified a particular group of rock bands performing in New York from 1971 to 1976. 

This period began with the formation of a number of bands devoted to a genre later known as punk 

rock; it closed when many of these bands secured record contracts and their music developed into 

a commercially viable genre. The term “underground” refers to the unsigned status of bands when 

they performed in small venues centrally located in Lower Manhattan. These venues included 

Max’s Kansas City, CBGB’s (housed within the Palace Hotel, formerly the Palace Lodging 

House), Le Jardin (within the Diplomat Hotel) and the Mercer Arts Centers (within the Broadway 

Central Hotel). Although bands performed in other venues, these sites were the most notable and 

most frequented by artists and audiences within the so-called underground rock scene.173 

 Artists and audiences within the scene were predominantly white male teenagers from 

working and lower middle-class families living among New York’s outlying boroughs and New 

 
172 Susan Whithall, Creem, June 1976; “Coming! To CBGBs: Wayne County,” Village Voice, March 8, 1976.  
173 This chapter opts for the designation of “scene” over “subculture” to minimize the connotation of deviance. As 
music scholar Joseph C. Ewoodzie has suggested, “a scene is a social arena in which actors gather to express 
themselves about something that matters to them, to establish conventions regarding those expressions, and to 
compete for fame and notoriety.” See: See Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-
Hop’s Early Years (University of North Carolina Press, 2017), p. 52; Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of 
Style (Routledge, 1979). See also: Legs McNeil, Please Kill Me: The Uncensored Oral History of Punk (Grove 
Press 1996/2006); Clinton Heylin, From the Velvets to the Voidoids: The Birth of American Punk Rock (2005); Jon 
Savage, England’s Dreaming: Anarchy, Sex Pistots Punk Rock and Beyond (St. Martin’s Griffin, 1991/2002); Will 
Hermes, Love Goes to Buildings on Fire: Five Years in New York That Changed Music Forever (Farrar, Stause and 
Giroux, 2012); Lester Bangs, Psychotic Reactions and Carburetor Dung: The Work of a Legendary Critic (Anchor 
Press, 1987); Greil Marcus, Lipstick Traces: A Secret History of the Twentieth Century (Harvard University Press, 
1990/2009).  
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Jersey.174 David Johansen, the lead singer of the New York Dolls (formed in 1971), for example, 

came from Staten Island. The band’s bassist Arthur Kane was born in the Bronx, and the guitarist 

and drummer Johnny Thunders and Billy Murcia were from Queens (in 1972 Murcia was replaced 

by Jerry Nolan from Brooklyn). The founding members of the Ramones also hailed from Queens, 

while Debbie Harry and Patti Smith came from New Jersey. Jayne County migrated to New York 

from Dallas, Georgia, in 1968, and therefore stands as an outlier in this early phase of the scene. 

Later in the scene, other artists migrated to New York City after forming in various locations. For 

example, The Talking Heads formed in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1975, and the Dead Boys formed 

in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1976. 

 Music journalists ascribed the term “punk rock” to these bands as early as 1971. This 

classification denoted a particular style of rock ‘n’ roll that typically incorporated short, fast-paced 

songs with stripped down instrumentation, which was popular among New York’s underground 

rock scene, but not exclusively.175 Critics and scholars have come to understand this style of music 

as a rejection of the stylistic excesses that were characteristic of mainstream rock ‘n’ roll at that 

time. However, the term “punk” had previous connotations regarding homosexuality.176 Indeed 

this initial connotation corresponded to the early composition of New York’s underground rock 

scene. Many performing artists and members of audiences identified in one way or another as gay, 

 
174 Exceptions include the bands Death formed in Detroit, Michigan in 1971 by three African-American male 
teenagers and Suicide a duo of which one member, Alan Vega is of mixed Puerto Rican ancestry. While the original 
scene was mostly comprised of males a substantial number of bands included and were led by women.  
175 Many scholars have noted the proliferation of punk rock bands in the United Kingdom and Australia during this 
same time.  
176 In 1976 Peter Crowley (the art director at Max’s Kansas City during the early 1970s) referred to original meaning 
of the term “punk” as a “prison word meaning the boys who give up their ass to the ‘wolves’.” See Punk Vol. 1. No. 
3, April 1976, NYU Fales Library and Special Collections.  
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bisexual and/or gender-nonconformist.177  During this early phase, queer culture shaped New 

York’s underground rock scene. 

 To trace the political currents of this music and understand how punk rock functioned as a 

platform for transgender political expression and solidarity, we must first outline the cultural 

context in which Jayne County and other artists emerged. Drag performance was foundational to 

County’s career as a proto-punk rock singer and artistic development. For many artists in New 

York’s underground rock, drag was a critical part of stage persona.  

Drag Rock 

 The roots of Jayne County’s stage persona are complex. While we might trace these roots 

back to her earliest drag performances imitating 1960s English pop singer Dusty Springfield in 

Dallas, Georgia in the mid-1960s, County’s more politically satirical performances did not develop 

until she came to New York City in 1968. New York’s avant-garde theater was critical to County’s 

artistic trajectory during this early phase.  

 What came to be known as “the theater of ridiculous” was a driving force in many forms 

of experimental theater in New York City during the mid-1960s. These productions commonly 

incorporated parodies of popular culture, surrealistic stage settings and props as part of a conscious 

effort to disturb or shock audiences. Plays and musicals entailed healthy doses of improvisational 

acting, which contributed to the chaotic nature of most “ridiculous” performances as a means of 

conveying satirical social commentary.178 Commentary within these productions critiqued issues 

 
177 In the words of photographer, and band manager Leee Childers, “gay people made up most of the audience.” See 
Jon Savage, England’s Dreaming, Revised Edition: Anarchy, Sex Pistols, Punk Rock, and Beyond, (St. Martin’s 
Griffin, 2002), p. 139.  
 
178 “Ridiculous” theater revolved around two primary production companies: John Vaccaro’s Play-House of the 
Ridiculous and Charles Ludlam’s Ridiculous Theater Company. Reynolds, Shock and Awe: Glam Rock and Its 
Legacy, From the Seventies to the Twenty-first Century (Dey Street Books, 2016), pp. 376-77. See also: Sean 
Edgecomb, Charles Ludlam Lives!: Charles Busch, Bradfor Louryk, Taylor Mac, and the Queer Legacy of the 
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related to gender and sexuality. Cross-gender casting was key. “Ridiculous” productions cast non-

professional actors and often drag queens to play out scenarios that would illuminate the absurdity 

of constructed gender norms and homophobia. Drag performers were the lead actors, writers and 

directors of many of these productions. 

 For example, County wrote and starred in one “ridiculous” play called World: Birth of a 

Nation produced by the New York Theater Ensemble in 1970. Billed as a “homosexual fantasy,” 

the play described the “castration” of the human race, and gender roles were reversed through drag 

performance; Male actors wore high heels, glitter and ribbons in their hair, while female actors 

wore beards. “All the characters were androgynous,” County later recalled, “all genders were 

blended.”179 Jayne County also appeared in another notable “ridiculous” play, Femme Fatale: The 

Three Faces of Gloria, written by and starring the famous drag queen Jackie Curtis, produced by 

La MaMa Theater in 1970. 

 Such “ridiculous” theater productions were foundational to the origins of the drag 

performance in New York’s underground rock scene during the early 1970s and the music that 

became known as punk rock. Many of the key players in the scene emerged from these avant-garde 

theater circles, working either as actors or in production. These players incorporated routines and 

methods of satirical performances from the “ridiculous” theater in their own musically based social 

critiques.  

 A number of scholars have traced the development of punk rock back to the New York 

City during late 1960s when artists like Andy Warhol experimented with combining rock music 

with ridiculous theater productions. A prime example of this experimentation was the Velvet 

 
Ridiculous Theatrical Company (University of Michigan Press, 2017); Stephen J. Bottoms, Playing Underground: A 
Critical History of the 1960s Off-Off-Broadway Movement (University of Michigan Press, 2006). 
179 County quoted in Reynolds, Shock and Awe, pp. 374-5. 
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Underground, the band that Andy Warhol organized, managed and produced from 1964 to 1973. 

Reflections of “ridiculous” theater appear in songs like “Lady Godiva’s Operation,” written by 

Lou Reed and recorded by the Velvet Underground in 1968. The title actually borrows from a 

“ridiculous” play, The Life of Lady Godiva (1967), which alluded to gender reassignment 

surgery—exactly the kind of shocking subjects one could expect to find in a “ridiculous” 

production. In 1969, the band released “Candy Says,” also written by Reed, which told the story 

of transgender actress Candy Darling and her desire to escape the gender assigned to her at birth. 

By 1972, Lou Reed’s debut solo album Transformer made even more explicit transgender 

references with songs like “Walk on the Wild Side” and “Make Up.” While the former again 

referred to Candy Darling, and told the story of Holly Woodlawn (another transgender actress) the 

latter explored the utility of drag in transforming gender identity.180  

 Patti Smith, another foundational player in the New York’s underground rock scene, made 

her performance debut not as a rocker, but as a drag performer in Jackie Curtis’s 1970 play Femme 

Fatale, in which she wore artificial facial hair and an enormous strap-on dildo. Androgyny – albeit 

in much more subtle forms—became foundational to her musical career.181 David Johansen, singer 

and founding member of the band New York Dolls, was sixteen years old when he made costumes 

for the Charles Ludlam Ridiculous Theater Company. This experience had a “profound influence 

on me as far as how to put on a show,” Johansen later recalled.182 The name of his band, the New 

York Dolls, originated from a “ridiculous” interpretation of children’s Barbie and Ken dolls, as a 

means of exploring the plasticity of gender. “It was something you could mold into whatever you 

 
180 Velvet Underground, “Lady Godiva’s Operation,” White Light/White Heat (Verve, 1968); Velvet Underground, 
“Candy Says,” The Velvet Underground (MGM, 1969); Lou Reed, “Walk on the Wild Side,” and “Make Up,” 
Transformer (RCA, 1972). 
181 Flyer for Femme Fatale: The Three Faces of Gloria (1970). OBJ.1970.0086,La MaMa Archives; Tony Fletcher, 
All Hopped Up and Ready to Got: Music From the Streets of New York 1927-77 (W.W. Norton & Company, 2009), 
pp. 303-4.  
182 Peter Galvin, “David JoHansen on cross-dressing & the ‘third sex’,” Bay Area Reporter, July 18, 2006.  
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wanted ta be! That was the idea,” Johansen told Punk magazine in 1979. “[D]olls was supposed to 

be a name that you couldn’t define because it was whatever you wanted it ta be.”183 The New York 

Dolls became famous for drag performance and for songs that expressed frustrated transgender 

subjectivity while exploring and flouting the artificial construction of binary gender categories.184 

 By 1972 the New York Dolls had cultivated a tremendous following while performing in 

dilapidated hotels. As the previous chapter argued, so-called “welfare hotels” provided housing 

and performance space and helped cultivate community among artists who were otherwise 

excluded from the mainstream performance circuits. The popularity of their drag performance 

galvanized New York’s underground rock scene during the early 1970s. By 1973, when the New 

York Dolls secured a residency at the Mercer Arts Center (within the Broadway Central Hotel), 

they had spurred the formation of a host of bands that would constitute the punk rock scene in New 

York City through the 1970s.  

 Drag performance became the lifeblood of New York’s underground rock scene. Bands 

that were founded in the early 1970s (like the Harlots of 42nd Street, Street Punk, Teenage Lust, 

the Miamis), many of whom modeled themselves after the New York Dolls, employed drag as a 

critical component of their stage performance. While drag was not as pervasive for bands that 

emerged later in the scene (such as Kiss formed in 1973, Television formed in 1973, and even the 

Ramones in 1974) it was still a foundational element in their formation. Drag was “just some kind 

of way of disassociating yourself from your own past, a way to be something that you wanted to 

be,” according to Tom Verlaine, a founding member of the band Television along with Richard 

 
183 David Johansen, quoted in “The Punks Have it Out With The Notorious Davis Johansen,” Punk Vol. 1 No. 3, 
April 1976.  
184 Songs such “Personality Crisis,” “Jet Boy” and “Frankenstein,” which all appear on their debut album, speak to 
these themes. New York Dolls (Mercury, 1973).  
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Hell. Both Verlaine and Hell, like David Johansen of the New York Dolls, used drag as a vehicle 

of social critique, a means of rethinking gender-based categories of social identity.185 

 Drag performance in the 1970s was more than a form of entertainment. It was a critical 

means of interpreting society and culture. It was “about pushing people’s buttons,” performance 

artist John Kelly explained in his 1991 essay “In Praise of Drag” which recalled the drag scene in 

New York during the 1970s. It was about having people “question their relationship to gender and 

how they judge people purely on what they see.” It was “punk” Kelly maintained. The increasing 

centrality of drag performance in New York’s underground rock scene during the early 1970s 

reflected the utility of drag as a vehicle of social critique. 186  

Transgender Political Expression  

 During the early 1970s it was difficult to find a band among New York’s underground rock 

scene that did not in some way incorporate drag in their performance. An August 1973 issue of 

Creem magazine identified “androgyny” as the most “conspicuous trend” in rock ‘n’ roll that year. 

The magazine featured a timeline of gender blending in rock that stretched from 1950s rockers 

such as Elvis and Little Richard to 1970s glam icons such as Marc Bolan and David Bowie. Most 

importantly, it highlighted a number of New York-based bands at the cutting edge of this trend. 

Not least of these were the New York Dolls, which the magazine described as a “sleazy, slurred, 

and consummately sexy… pack of ex-actors, ex-clothes designers, ex-dope dealers.” The 

magazine cited the band’s iconic drag rock performances as “the freshest, hardest” in rock ‘n’ 

roll.” According to Dick Clark, 1973 was “the year of the transsexual tramp.”  

 
185 While they never performed in drag in the fashion of the New York Dolls, Verlaine and Hell would go out, 
dressed as women, and even published articles and poems as women before forming Television in 1973.  
186 John Kelly, “In Praise of Drag,” Movement Research Journal: Gender Performance, #3, September 1991. See 
also David Román, Performance in America: Contemporary U.S. Culture and the Performing Arts (Cleis Press, 
2004). 
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 Building on the groundswell of gender blending rock performances, Jayne County, who by 

the 1970s, began identifying as a “transsexual” woman, formed her own band called Queen 

Elisabeth in 1972.187 What set her performances apart from those of the New York-based bands 

was the outrageousness of County’s live shows. In addition to drag, County utilized various sex 

toys and prosthetic genitalia borrowing directly from “ridiculous” theater productions. For 

example, County started shows spraying the audience with a penis-shaped water gun full of milk. 

Typical performances also involved County wearing a curly blonde wig, a skintight flesh colored 

body suit, false breasts with pasties and tassels, and a fake rubber vagina while simulating a 

blowjob on a large dildo. For some songs like “It Takes a Man Like Me to Fuck a Woman Like 

Me,” County wore both a strap-on dildo and artificial vagina, using each interchangeably or 

together. As one fan recalled, half of County’s show was rock ‘n’ roll, and half the show was 

theater.188 

 “It was very bizarre,” County remembered of her own performances, “very out there. 

Pornographic, but it wasn’t real porno—it was satire.”189  If County’s shows were grotesque 

spectacles, they were also self-consciously produced with a political edge. Drawing from the 

tradition of satirical drag she acquired from the “ridiculous” theater, County purposefully startled 

audiences into re-evaluating the world around them, specifically regarding gender and sexuality. 

 
187 County changed her name from “Wayne” to “Jayne” and publicly identified as a woman for the first time in 1979 
when she moves to Berlin-- Claude J. Summers, The Queer Encyclopedia of Music, Dance, & Musical Theater 
(Cleis Press, 2004), p. 220. 
188 In other performances County might have worn a “dress” of inflated condoms, with “shoes” that featured a penis 
at the tip and heals in the shape of testicles. These were typical routines. This description of a County show comes 
from Crawdaddy, an American rock music magazine that ran from 1966 to 1979—quoted in Clinton Heylin, From 
the Velvets to the Voidoids: The Birth of American Punk Rock (Chicago Review Press, 2005). See also: Gary 
Valentine, New York Rocker: My Life in the Blank Generation with Blondie, Iggy Pop, and Others, 1974-1981 (Da 
Capo Press, 2006), p. 11; Reynolds, Shock and Awe (2016), pp. 376-377.  
189 County quoted in Reynolds, Shock and Awe (2016), p. 377.  
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“To me, it was [about] blurring the sexes,” County later recalled.190 The use of sex toys and 

prosthetic genitalia were instrumental to performances that highlighted the irrelevance of 

anatomically grounded gender constructs. In this sense, the musical stage for Jayne County was 

more a political platform than a performance space.  

 Few recordings of Jayne County’s New York shows from the 1970s exist today. While 

directors Amos Poe and Ivan Kral briefly captured a County show in their 1976 film The Blank 

Generation, most were not recorded.191  One show, however, from the summer of 1974 was 

recorded and released for the first time as a live album in 2006.  

In this rare recording, County performed with a band called the Backstreet Boys (no longer Queen 

Elizabeth) at the Westbeth Artists Community, a public housing complex for artists located in the 

converted Bell Laboratories Building in the neighborhood currently known as the West Village. 

This recording offers a rare glimpse at how County utilized grotesque stage antics in what Rock 

Scene magazine described in August 1974 as a “penetrating… socio-political commentary on our 

times.”192 

 The 1974 show opens with County’s signature theatrical flair. Rhythmic drums beat away 

as the band chants “man-made woman in a man-made world/ man-made boys, man-made girls.” 

The band summons County from backstage like a deity. The audience erupts and the band kicks 

into the hard driving riffs of the first song of the set, “Wonder Woman.” The opening chant 

 
190 George Petros, “Jayne County: Transformer,” Seconds Issue #24, 1993-- 
http://www.secondsmagazine.com/articles/24-county.php. 
191 The fact that County did not produce a studio album in America during the 1970s is perhaps telling of the 
constrictive gender norms of society during the late-1960s and early-1970s. Despite her musical debut in 1972 with 
the band Queen Elizabeth, it was not until 1978 that County released her first studio album, eponymously titled The 
Electric Chairs under Safari Records, an independent label based in London. County was originally signed to 
MainMan Artistes, David Bowies’ management firm as early as 1972, though records were ever produced. The 
Electric Chairs, The Electric Chairs (Safari, 1978). 
192 The Blank Generation. Amos Poe and Ivan Král (dir.s). 1976. Formed in 1974 Wayne County and the Backstreet 
Boys included drummer Marc Bell (later Markey Ramone). “Wayne County at the Trucks,” Rock Scene, August 
1974. 59287-4; Jimi LaLumia, “Review: Wayne County, At the Trucks!” (Munster Records, 2004). 
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establishes a theme that carries throughout the show, the idea that gender categories are artificial 

or “man-made.” County’s stage persona, replete with prosthetic genitalia, drives home this 

message. Stage performance provided Jayne County and other artists within New York’s emerging 

punk rock movement with a language through which they could articulate and celebrate 

transgender experience. County’s show at the Westbeth Artists’ Housing complex was just one 

example of many shows that empowered audiences in the underground rock scene.  

 “Stuck on You (Just like Elmer’s Glue),” one of the more popular songs in their set, 

explores a similar plasticity of gender identity. The song is about the transformation of identity 

though fashion and attitude. “You don’t comb your hair like you did before,” the song begins. 

“You don’t wear those dirty old Beatle boots no more.” Instead, make-up and high-heeled shoes 

replace this look. Who was County addressing? A friend? Lover? An enemy? Where once the 

antagonist of the song combed their hair and wore dirty black Beatle boots, they now wear 

women’s clothing. County is ecstatic about this change: “you look like a battered whore. I love 

you!” she screams in the live recording.  

 We might read this song as a sign of the popularity of drag performance in New York’s 

underground rock scene during this time. As cultural critic Will Hermes has observed, by the early 

1970s “boys with long hair were no longer shocking, at least in New York. But add lipstick, panty-

hose, and high heels… people notice […] What, after all, was more badass and transgressive than 

a New York tranny?” 193  Hermes’ sentiment suggests the potency of County’s gendered 

performance. According Jimi LaLumia, a fan who attended the show, County’s performance of 

the song “Stuck on You” was “like a mad scientist in drag[.]”194 It was a spectacle with far reaching 

 
193 Will Hermes, Love Goes to Buildings on Fire: Five Years in New York That Changed Music Forever (Farrar, 
Straus and Giroux, 2012), pp.15-16.  
194 194 Jimi LaLumia, “Review: Wayne County, At the Trucks!” (Munster Records, 2004). 
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implications. LaLumia recalled: “Nowhere in the history of rock had such straightforward 

declarations been pronounced.”195 

County covered the song “Are you a Boy or Are You a Girl?” originally written and 

performed by the Barbarians, an American rock band from the  mid-1960s. It was a regular song 

in County’s repertoire that expressed her own ambivalence toward gender constructs. “I would tie 

that song into what happened to me when I was growing my hair long in Georgia,” County 

explained in an interview conducted in 1993. “[P]eople screamed at me, ‘Are you a boy or a 

girl?’”196 A closer look at County’s interpretation of this song further reveals the ways in which 

she used performance to complicate gender binaries and express a transgender subjectivity that 

resonated with audiences.  

 At first, County’s rendition remains true to the original version. The initial stanza of the 

song speaks to the emergence of gender-bending trends in rock that began to manifest in the early 

1960s: “Are you a boy? Or are you a girl?/With your long blond hair you look like a girl/Yeah, 

you look like a girl/You may be a boy, hey, you look like a girl.” County offers a queer 

interpretation of the second stanza. Whereas clothes blur the gender of the subject in the original 

version of the song (“You’re always wearing skin tight pants and boys wear pants/ but in your skin 

tight pants you look like a girl”) there is no confusion in County’s interpretation. The “boy” 

decidedly looks like a “girl”: “You’re always wearing skintight pants to put the boys in a trance/ 

with your bleach blonde hair, you sure do look like a girl.”197 In County’s interpretation, there is 

no question that a boy could dress like a woman, appear sexy and seduce other boys.  

 
195 Jimi LaLumia, “Review: Wayne County, At the Trucks!” (Munster Records, 2004). 
196 Jayne County quoted in George Petros, “Jayne County: Transformer,” Seconds issue #24, 1993; The Barbarians, 
“Are You a Boy or Are You a Girl,” (Laurie, 1965).  
197 Wayne County, “Are You A Boy or Are You a Girl,” Wayne County: At the Trucks! (Munster Records, 1980). 
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 County’s performance style was not unique, but representative of a broader trend of 

recursive culture in the underground rock scene in which bands interpreted earlier music. For 

example, New York Dolls covered Bo Diddley’s 1961 song “Pills” on their debut album New York 

Dolls (1973). They drew tremendous inspiration from The Shangri-Las, a Queens-based pop girl 

group also from the  mid-1960s, and often covered their songs. Their live sets often featured the 

Shangri-Las’ “Give Him a Great Big Kiss” (1965). They performed in drag and over-enunciated 

lyrics to mimic 1960s girl groups. Similarly, Patti Smith offered a peculiar interpretation of Them’s 

“Gloria” (1964) in her debut album Horses (1975). On both album covers, New York Dolls (1973) 

and Horses (1975), the artists appear androgynously dressed. The Dolls are in full drag, wearing 

high-heels, styled hair, makeup and lipstick. Smith’s cover (photographed by Robert 

Mapplethorpe) assumes a similar genderless appeal in which Smith appears with an un-done 

necktie and suit jacked draped over her shoulder in the manner of Frank Sinatra.198 

 County’s 1974 performance was representative of the gender critiques of many of the bands 

performing within this scene. Located at the temporal and stylistic juncture between glam and 

punk, androgynous rockers like County “amplify[ed] the androgynous and homoerotic currents 

already present in fifties and sixties pop, flirting with new fissions of deviance and decadence,” 

according to music critic Simon Reynolds.199 Much like the New York Dolls, and Patti Smith, 

Jayne County’s performances provocatively challenged gender constructs. The 1974 show at the 

Westbeth Artist Community provides a basis for understanding County’s later recordings that 

more specifically expressed her politics and transgender subjectivity. The lyrics of songs like “Man 

Enough to Be a Woman” (released in 1986) are exemplary in this regard:  

 
198 Simon Reynolds, Retromania: Pop Culture’s Addiction to Its Own Past (Farrar, Straus and Girouz, 2011). 
199 Simon Reynolds, Shock and Awe: Glam Rock and Its Legacy from the Seventies to the Twenty-First Century 
(Dey Street, 2016), pp. 4-5. 
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I got a transsexual feeling/ It’s hard to be true to the one that’s really you/ 

I got a scandalous feeling/ It’s hard to be true when they point and stare at you 

Conditioned to portraying the mask of masculinity 

Another blend of different shading/ 

I am what I am/ I don’t give a damn … 

XY, XXY/ Gender identity, I got the power to be it 

Voice in my head/ will not be dead.200 

Where County’s live performance subtly suggests these ideas, “Man Enough to be a Woman” 

proudly asserts a transgender perspective. “I wanna know,” County challenges her audience, “Are 

you man enough to be … a woman?”  

“Dear Wayne: Tips and Advice from Wayne County to You”  

County’s performance makes sense within a moment of increased transgender visibility 

and activism during the early 1970s. Transgender political activism had developed rapidly since 

the 1966 Compton Cafeteria Riots in San Francisco when a transgender woman resisted arrest and 

triggered a massive surge of protest against police. This marked the beginning of transgender 

activism in San Francisco, which preceded the more famous 1969 Stonewall Riots in New York 

City. By 1970, New York drag queens Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P. Johnson formed Street 

Transvestite Action Revolutionaries (STAR). Sometimes joining forces with other radical groups 

like the Black Panthers and the Young Lords, STAR was a transgender activist vehicle with the 

goal of providing food, clothing and shelter to gender-variant (or genderqueer) youth. Jayne 

County stood alongside Rivera and Johnson, among others in the 1969 Stonewall uprising, and her 

musical career paralleled the formation of STAR and other transgender organizations. County 

 
200 Jayne County, Private Oyster (Revolver Records, 1987). While the song was produced and recording during in 
the 1986, sources indicate that County performed this song live numerous time New York before moving to London.  
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carried these political impulses through her career as a drag performer in New York’s underground 

rock scene.  

 County’s drag performances and the pervasiveness of drag within New York’s 

underground rock scene helped foster a climate for the development of transgender political 

activism. County appears to have had a much wider reach than most trans activist groups like 

STAR, which were localized in cities like New York City in San Francisco. An advice column 

County wrote for Rock Scene magazine from 1974 to 1977, “Dear Wayne: Tips and Advice from 

Wayne County to You,” featured letters from fans across the country, and was read by fans as far 

away as the UK. This column was not a fan forum per se but a space where County’s followers 

could solicit guidance regarding various transgender issues such as tips for dressing in drag or 

coping with the emotional trauma of coming out. A close analysis of County’s advice column 

demonstrates the degree to which New York’s underground music scene facilitated and even 

enhanced transgender awareness during the early 1970s. In some ways, County’s musical career 

even prefigures transgender activist groups. 

 Fans often wrote to County expressing their interest in exploring drag and transgender 

lifestyle. They wanted to know how to apply make-up, what clothes to wear and where to buy 

them. County responded warmly and encouraged fans to pursue their interests. “Do you think boys 

should wear make-up,” J. Johnson from Lewis, Georgia asked in August 1974. “If so, what kind 

and how should it be put on? Please answer. I’ve got to know.” County’s response was 

enthusiastically positive and she explained where the reader might purchase makeup and women’s 

clothes without being accosted.201  In October 1974 David Jones from San Diego, California 

expressed his ambivalence about wearing women’s heels. “If you’re going to wear heels wear 

 
201 “Dear Wayne: Tips and Advice from Wayne County to You,” Rock Scene. August 1974, p. 64.  
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spikes or else go back to penny loafers,” County responded curtly. “I have a pair of heel boots 

which I wear either dressed as a boy or a girl.”202 In this way, County inspired her fans to probe 

their interests in drag and transgender lifestyles and challenge binary gender constructs.  

 Some fans wrote to County concerned about their bodies not fitting socially accepted 

gender ideals. In response, County emphatically urged fans to know their bodies and accept 

themselves physically and emotionally. “Unfortunately my organs are over developed,” Bobby 

Hart from the Bronx wrote in January 1975, “and I don’t know what to do about this private 

problem. I am an amateur ballerina and I like to wear tight body suits. The only problem is that I 

cannot hide that tell-tale [sic.] bulge you know where. Any suggestions on how to hide or cover-

up?” County responded by explaining that Bobby’s situation was not unique. Rather than hide, 

County suggested that Bobby might “take pride in what you’ve got.” 203  F. Francis from 

Philadelphia considered himself a “pretty regular guy” who never had any desire to dress in drag 

until he saw one of County’s shows. “[Y]ou have inspired me to dress in drag!,” he wrote in 

November 1975, “the only thing is that I have a hairy stomach and it doesn’t look good.” County 

suggested using a hair remover and using copious amounts of baby powder. “DRAG ON!!!,” she 

exclaimed.204 County’s advice promoted body positivity among her fans regardless of gender 

ideals. 

 County’s advice column dispensed practical wisdom about navigating the treacherous 

social terrain of a transgender lifestyle in the early 1970s. Some fans wondered which bathrooms 

to use while others expressed more existential crises at the intersection of sexual and gender 

identity. In September 1975, one fan solicited advice about how to a lead a transgender lifestyle 

 
202 “Dear Wayne,” Rock Scene, October 1974, p. 64; “Dear Wayne, Rock Scene, March 1975, p. 59. 
203 “Dear Wayne,” Rock Scene, January 1975, p. 48.  
204 “Dear Wayne,” Rock Scene, November 1975, p. 63. 
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while remaining bisexual. “This problem has ruined my relationships with both men and women,” 

the reader wrote, “[which] has made me very depressed, and I have turned to drugs for the answer.” 

County’s response was honest and tender: “The best advice that I can give you is to be true to 

yourself. Or I should say to ALL of yourselves!!! [...] Let yourself go!! Don’t be afraid to be ALL 

of yourselves!! Don’t dream your fantasies, LIVE THEM!!” Identity is multifaceted, she 

explained, and depression is a consequence of dominant heteronormative constraints. County 

urged fans to resist: “Don’t let straight society get you down. You’re not depressed because you 

are bi-sexual or different from the majority. You are depressed because THEY tell you that you 

can’t act a certain way or be your real and other selves. Be fair to ALL of yourselves,” County 

wrote. 

As long as you are honest with yourself and your friends about your sexuality, they will 

respect you… This is my secret, but it’s really not a secret at all is it? Drugs are not the 

answer. The answer is inside. Love yourself!!! Be proud of what you are and exercise your 

rights as an individual and don’t let the straight, uptight, segment of the population tell you 

that you are not anything but FABULOUS!!!205 

County’s advice column provided clarity for readers figuring out their own identities while 

navigating a binary world and was also a source of empowerment that encouraged resistance to 

that binary world.  

 The advice column was a direct line of communication between County and her audiences 

that served as an extension of County’s performances by facilitating a dialogue about gender-based 

identity constructs. More than any live performance, however, the advice column promoted 

awareness about transgender issues by providing a forum where County’s fans could voice their 

concerns. It was a forum in which fans like Sammy from Fargo, North Dakota, who identified as 

 
205 “Dear Wayne,” Rock Scene, September 1975, pp. 54-55.  
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a “15 years old chick who wished that she was a guy,” could voice their frustration with binary 

gender constructs. “Guy, chick, boy, girl, it’s all the same,” County responded, “We are all 

people.” 206 County’s artistic career emerged within the same social and political milieu as the 

various transgender political activist organizations. During the early 1970s, County’s music, stages 

performances and advice column fostered raises awareness and fostered conversations around 

transgender issues. As a result, County linked sites of queer activism across the country and paved 

the way for transgender activism at the very moment that the broader LGBTQIA+ movement 

began to marginalize genderqueer people from its ranks.  

Conclusion 

 By the mid-1970s American popular culture had begun to reflect a proliferation of gender 

expressions. This cultural shift challenged the more rigid gender codes that were still in place 

during the 1960s, as historian Susan Stryker has argued. We can see manifestations of this change 

in New York’s underground rock scene. However, this moment was quickly met by two 

conservative impulses that changed the scene altogether. On the one hand, the  mid-1970s marked 

a perceived lack of meaningful connections between transgender and gay and lesbian communities. 

The breakdown in political solidarity threatened to undermine the work of artists like Jayne County 

and the New York Dolls in helping to foster acceptance and awareness. This moment also marked 

an uptick in hostility toward drag performers and transgender people generally.207 

 Despite the critical role drag queens and transgender actors played in mobilizing gay 

activism during the late 1960s they became the pariahs of the gay liberation movement by the  mid-

 
206 “Dear Wayne,” Rock Scene, May 1976, p. 61.  
207 Stryker, Transgender History (Seal Press, 2008); Finona Moore, “One of the Gals Who’s One of the Guys: Men, 
Masculinity and Drag Performance in North America,” in Alison Shaw and Shirley Ardener (ed.s), Changing Sex 
and Gender Bending (Berghahn Books, 2005), pp. 108-109; Jen Manion, “Transgender Representations, Identities, 
and Communities,” In Ellen Hartigan-O’Connor and Lisa G. Materson (ed.s), The Oxford Handbook of American 
Women’s and Gender History (Oxford University Press, 2018) p. 325.  
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1970s. This change occurred partly as a result of the gay liberation movement’s attempt to garner 

more mainstream appeal.208 As Jayne County recalls, the gay liberation movement became “very 

anti-transvestite.” It was not uncommon, for example, for members of the Gay Liberation Front, a 

radical gay activist organization, to hold demonstrations at shows by the New York Dolls or other 

bands that employed drag performance. Some gay activists denounced drag bands as “transvestite 

scum” and accused them of spurring violence toward women. Protesters even shut the power off 

at one of Jayne County’s performances at New York University in the winter of 1973. “I had 

greased the dildo up and was sticking it into my rubber pussy when all of a sudden the power went 

off,” County recalled in her memoir. Protesters denounced her performance as a “disgrace to 

homosexuals,” shouting in the darkness, “We will not allow NYU to be turned into a 42nd Street 

porno show.” For even a liberal audience, County’s performance crossed a line of decency. “I 

remember thinking at the time how ironic it was that this … little Gay Liberation queen was pulling 

the plug on me when I’d been at the Stonewall Riots and everything,” County recalled. “[B]ut little 

did I know that I’d get this reaction from gay people throughout the rest of my career.”209 

 These protests also coincided with a moment of anti-transgender hostility among bands 

within New York’s underground rock scene. This reaction was in itself precipitated by a stylistic 

transformation, namely the decline of drag performances among bands. By 1974, the New York 

Dolls, whose image was founded on their drag performance, eliminated this element from their 

image altogether.210 Other artists who were deeply inspired by the New York Dolls by 1974 had 

similarly eliminated drag from their performances. “Everyone cut their hair and took their platform 

shoes off, walked up the Bowery and put on leather jackets,” recalls Clem Burke, drummer for 

 
208 Stryker, p. 119. 
209 Jayne County, Man Enough to Be a Woman, pp. 87-88; Richard Robinson, “Media Exploitations,” Rock Scene, 
March 1973.  
210 Heylin, Velvets to the Voidoids, p. 170; Fletcher, pp. 330-1. 
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Blondie (a band who like the Ramones, formed in 1974). “That’s when so-called punk rock 

started.”211 

 The story of County’s artistic career in the underground rock scene adds to our 

understanding of the queer culture and popular music during the early 1970s. While County and 

other performers used music as a vehicle to explore gender variance, County’s advice column 

fostered discussion and raised awareness of transgender issues and even linked sites of transgender 

activism across the country. As this chapter has argued, the music in New York’s underground 

rock scene functioned as a platform for transgender political expression and solidarity. Young 

genderqueer artists and performers in New York’s emerging punk rock movement, like Jayne 

County, turned to music to empower themselves despite marginalizing and pathologizing 

narratives that linked queer culture to urban decline. 

 
211 The Ramones are a great example of this. Before they achieved their iconic black leather jacket and blue jeans 
ensemble, the band’s image was largely modeled off of the drag aesthetic that the New York Dolls celebrated. 
Before forming the Ramones in 1974, Jeff Hyman (Joey Ramone) was the lead singer for a band called Sniper in 
which he performed in women’s silver gloves and make-up, a black satin-like jumpsuit, with a bullet chain hanging 
around the groin and pink-lavender boots with six-inch platform heels. In addition to dressing like Wayne County or 
the New York Dolls, Sniper performed in the same venues such as Mercer Arts Center and the Sanctuary.211 “I 
identified with the Dolls crowd,” John William Cummings (Johnny Ramone) recalled in his 2012 memoir. “I liked 
the effect the band hand on them, and the look of the audience.” When Ramones formed in 1974, the band was “still 
dressing in partial glitter because the Dolls were still the big thing in New York,” Cummings further explained. “I 
had these silver lamé pants made of Mylar and these black spandex pants[.] We were still evolving into the image 
we’re known for, but it was trial and error at first. We didn’t know what to do because glitter was still in. So for the 
first month or two, we were a little torn on how to get away from the platform boots and so on, and our look was 
developing[.]” Over a period of nearly six months, the Ramones redefined their image. In an effort to appear more 
palatable to “Middle America” the Ramones streamlined their image in jeans, T-shirts, leather jackets, and tennis 
shoes. “We wanted every kid to able to identify with our image,” Cummings recalled. “And there’d be no problem 
for kids coming to the shows dressed like us, or anything like that.”  

The stylistic transformation of the band Blondie is yet another example of the decline of drag performance 
in New York’s underground scene during the mid-1970s. Before forming Blondie in 1974, lead singer Debbie Harry 
and guitarist Chris Stein played in the Stilletos, a band managed by drag queen Holly Woodlawn. When Blondie 
formed they were “still holding on to the rags of camp,” according to bassist Gary Valentine. Some of their outfits 
included turquoise stretch leotards red stockings, or a gold lame dress. Their whole approach then “heavily 
influenced by the gay camp scene that eddied around the Andy Warhol crowd,” Valentine explained. See: Johnny 
Ramone, Commando: The Autobiography of Johnny Ramone (Harry N. Abrams, 2012), pp. 35, 43; Gary Valentine, 
New York Rocker: My Life with Blondie, Iggy Pop, and Other, 1974-1981 (Da Capo Press, 2006), pp. 45, 46; Clem 
Burke quoted in Weiss, Stranded in the Jungle: Jerry Nolan’s Wild Ride: A Tale of Drugs, Fashion, the New York 
Dolls and Punk Rock (Backstreet, 2017), pp. 99-100; Holly Woodlawn quoted in Chatherin Chermayoff, Jonathan 
David, and Nan Richardson, Drag Diaries (Chronicle Books, 1995), p. 117. 
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Chapter III: “A Place for Our Crowd”: 

Spatial Politics of Hip-Hop in New York City, 1973- 1977. 

 Joe Conzo Jr. was only ten years old when the Broadway Central Hotel collapsed in the 

summer of 1973. He likely never visited the Mercer Arts Center, but he had seen his fair share of 

ruined buildings in the Bronx. Between 1970 and 1980, seven census tracts in the Bronx lost more 

than 97 percent of their buildings to fire and abandonment; 44 tracts (out of the 289 in the borough) 

lost more than 50 percent. “Those abandoned buildings,” Conzo later recalled, “That was our 

playground.”212  

 Conzo grew up in in the St. Mary Projects on 149th Street in the South Bronx where his 

Puerto Rican-Italian family had strong roots. His grandmother, Avelina Atonetty, arrived in 

Harlem from Salinas, Puerto Rico, in the late 1940s. By the early 1950s she moved to the Bronx 

along with many other Harlem residents who were looking for more green space and better schools. 

In the 1960s she became a well-known activist for education reform and is credited with starting 

bilingual education in New York City public schools, among other accomplishments. Conzo’s 

father was also well regarded in the Bronx as a famous mambo performer.  

 Conzo first picked up a camera at eleven years old as a photographer for his junior high 

school in 1975. “Back then I was a chubby kid with an Angela Davis afro,” Conzo remembered in 

a 2006 interview. “I wasn’t into sports or anything, but I got into photography. My camera became 

my best friend and I took it everywhere.” Conzo’s Minolta SRT 200 was the conduit through which 

he interacted with and interpreted the environment around him.213 

 
212 Interview with Grandmaster Caz and Joe Conzo, “The Birth of Hip-Hop in New York,” Museum of the City of 
New York, May 14, 2015--https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUlkJcghTR8; Digital Soul, “Joe Conzo—Old 
School Hip Hop Photo Legend” – www.digital-soul.com. 
213 Conzo, Joe Jr. May 9, 2006. Interview with the Bronx African American History Project. Digital Archive at 
Fordham University.  
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Joe Conzo Jr. 1977-1982. Self-portrait holding his Minolta SRT 2000 

 “I just started to document my surroundings,” Conzo remembers, “It was my way to escape 

from the drugs and the gangs in the city[.]” In his early teens, Conzo captured the burned-out shells 

of apartment buildings and vacant lots overgrown with weeds and random debris. One photo 

depicts a solitary man lighting a cigarette standing on the stoop of one such building at Prospect 

Avenue and 152nd Street. Stray graffiti marked the building’s plywood-covered windows. Other 

photos depict young kids smiling directly into the camera, to Conzo, to us.214 

 

Joe Conzo Jr. 1977-1982. Prospect Ave. and 152nd St. 

 
214 Digital Soul, “Joe Conzo—Old School Hip Hop Photo Legend” – www.digital-soul.com.  
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 Conzo also photographed early hip-hop parties. What came to be known as hip-hop 

developed as a set of interrelated cultural practices, including improvisational deejaying, MCing 

(rapping), break dancing and graffiti.215 These elements developed into a culture that coalesced at 

deejay parties in the Bronx during the 1970s. These were community-based social gatherings 

where youth came together to mingle, dance and produce art. Conzo’s photographs are among the 

few documentary traces left from these parties and are widely acknowledged as the single best 

visual record of hip-hop’s early years.216 The parties were rarely recorded otherwise.  

 
215 Hip-hop scholarship over the past twenty years has taken two different approaches. The first, and more developed 
body of literature is comprised of music, literature and cultural criticism, which engage the entanglement of cultural 
production and its social-political context. Hip-hop, these scholars agree, originated as a product of post-modern 
urbanism that critiqued dominant social and cultural paradigms, and continues to inform our understanding of race 
and ethnicity in American, and globally. The second body of work includes African American History, which 
historicizes this cultural production. While the majority of this work presupposes hip-hop as a black culture 
exclusively, a growing body of work speaks to the silences of its multicultural and diasporic in music and dance. 
Similarly, scholars have begun examining the absence of women in the hip-hop subculture. More questions remain 
about the implications of its ever-present gendered power differential. Furthermore, few scholars have explored 
sexuality in hip-hop, which is surprising considering the consensus that the subculture originated and remains highly 
sexualized.  
 Few historians, in either group, have analyzed hip-hop through the lens of urban history. And while cultural 
critics, and literary theorists have employed spatial analyses, few have considered the transformation of American 
cities in the development of hip-hop.215 The argument presented in this paper seeks to bridge the gap between this 
disciplinary divide. See Reagan Kelly, “Hip-Hop Chicano: A Separate But Parallel Story,” in That’s the Joint!: The 
Hip-Hop Studies Reader 2nd. Ed., ed. Mark Anthony Neal and Murray Forman (Routledge, 2004); Raquel Z. 
Rivera, New York Ricans from the Hip Hop Zone (Palgrave Macmillan, 2003); Michael P. Jeffries, Thug Life: Race, 
Gender, and the Meaning of Hip-Hop (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2011); T. Denean Sharpley-Whiting, 
Pimps Up, Ho’s down: Hip Hop’s Hold on Young Black Women (New York: New York University Press, 2007); 
Rabaka, Reiland. Hip Hop’s Amnesia: From Blues and the Black Women’s Club Movement to Rap and the Hip Hop 
Movement. (Lanham, Maryland: Lexington Books, 2012); Jeffrey Ogbar, Hip-Hop Revolution: The Culture and 
Politics of Rap, Culture America (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2007); Patricia Hill Collins, From Black 
Power to Hip Hop: Racism, Nationalism, and Feminism, Politics, History, and Social Change (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2006); Nelson George, Hip Hop America (London: Penguin, 1999). 
216 This chapter draws from a specific set of archives, which, like any archive, is rife with historical silences. The 
evidentiary spine of my argument consists of collected oral histories and interviews with urban youth who came of 
age during the early 1970s, and who participated in the development of what came to be known as hip-hop, both as 
audience and creators. Collections like Yes Yes Y’all: The Experience Music Project Oral History of Hip-Hop’s First 
Decade, edited by Jim Fricke and Charlie Ahearn, tells a specific narrative about the origins of hip-hop. It attempts 
to include the voices of women in this story in a short ten-page section within chapter six, “Fresh, Wild, Fly and 
Bold: The Scene: 1980-1981.” To be sure women were part of the development hip-hop earlier than 1980, however, 
it is clear that women played a minor role in this subculture, which was and remains a male-dominated.216 Interviews 
conducted by Charlie Ahearn present their own biases. Respondents in this collection are exclusively black and 
Latino men, and have achieved relative degrees of success and fame as hip-hop artists. We don’t hear, for example, 
about the artists who did not become famous, nor do we hear about those artists who died young from drugs, gang 
and police violence. This story follows several individuals from these archives, all from the South Bronx. See Jim 
Fricke, Charlie Ahearn, and Experience Music Project, Yes Yes Y’all: The Experience Music Project Oral History of 
Hip-Hop’s First Decade (Da Capo Press, 2002); Charlie Ahearn Hip-Hop Collection, 1977-2012. Division of Rare 
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 Unlike popular disco parties, which took place in privately owned clubs, bars and 

established venues, these deejay parties occurred in public spaces. Conzo took photos at parties in 

public housing, public schools, public parks and even community centers through the  mid-1970s. 

Conzo’s photos reveal the appeal of these parties held among Bronx youth. One of Conzo’s photos 

from a party at the Theodore Roosevelt High School depicts black and Latino teens dancing to a 

performance from the Cold Crush Brothers (an early hip-hop crew). In this photo a field of faces 

bubbles in the audience. Their eyes are fixed on the performers out of view. The focus and attention 

of the audience is palpable from this snapshot. 

 

Joe Conzo, Jr. 1981 

 
and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library; Ernie Paniccioli Collection, 1960-2012. Division of Rare 
and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library; Joe Conzo, Jr. Archive, 1977-1982. Division of Rare and 
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Joe Conzo, Jr. 1981 

 Conzo’s photographs capture the pleasure and power of such parties, which represented 

extraordinary creativity and community resilience under challenging circumstances. Hip-hop 

dance parties were avenues through which young people could reclaim and repurpose urban space 

that had been effectively abandoned by the City. The dance parties were a kind of grassroots “urban 

renewal” project that reveals the ways in which young people in the South Bronx turned to music 

as a means of navigating everyday life. 

 Using these photos as a point of departure, this chapter explores dance parties in the Bronx 

during the 1970s as forms of cultural resistance to the marginality and community damage 

produced by government disinvestment. Young people organized dance parties within housing, 

parks, schools and community centers that had been defunded and neglected by the City. Young 

people of color constructed each venue as an autonomous space in which they felt empowered. 

Confronting stark realities, they developed cultural practices in defiance of the conditions they 

faced. 

 The racial and ethnic dynamics of the early hip-hop scene are critical to understanding the 

grassroots dance party circuit that emerged in the South Bronx during the 1970s. Artists and 

audience of these parties were generally African American, Afro-Caribbean or Latino and lived in 
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lower-middleclass and working-class neighborhoods in the Bronx. From 1973 to 1978 the parties 

primarily occupied public spaces within these neighborhoods, including public housing projects, 

public parks, schools and community centers.217 

 This chapter makes two key arguments. First, the stories of young artists who lived and 

performed in the South Bronx during the early 1970s defy the reductive framing of New York’s 

crisis narrative. Newspapers and political observers depicted place-based symbols like abandoned 

buildings, decrepit parks and schools as sources of urban decay and linked this decline to African 

American and Afro-Caribbean communities in the South Bronx. Yet, young people utilized these 

spaces to host parties where artists developed entirely new styles of music, dance and fashion that 

would later become the embodiment of hip-hop. Artists transformed symbols of decay into centers 

of creativity that lifted spirits. Second, these artists demonstrated powerful acts of creative 

resilience when faced with oppressive circumstances. When organizing parties, young people 

refurbished and re-imagined public spaces that were neglected by city authorities. Through the late 

1960s and early 1970s, the Lindsay Administration employed austerity policies and privatization 

initiatives that severely damaged the South Bronx. The administration’s reforms led to the 

reduction or elimination of many public services. The youths of the area adapted by reimagining 

public spaces, repurposing parks and urban centers as sources of community and creativity. Above 

all, they established environments in which they could rise above the consequences of municipal 

abandonment. 

 
217 Richard Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic: Politics and Popular Culture in the Post-Civil Rights Era (Oxford 
University Press, 2010); Barkai Kitwana, The Hip-Hop Generation: Young Blacks and the Crisis of African-America 
Culture (Civitias Books, 2008); Jeffrey O.G. Ogbar, Hip-Hop Revolution: The Culture and Politics of Rap 
(University of Kansas Press, 2007); Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (St. 
Martin’s Press, 2007). 
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 This chapter maps New York’s hip-hop movement in the South Bronx during the early 

1970s. The movement was predominantly comprised of young deejays and party organizers from 

working class and lower-middle class African American and immigrant Afro-Caribbean and 

Latino families. Hip-hop was rooted in dance parties that deejays organized in neglected public 

spaces in the South Bronx such as public parks, public housing facilities, schools and community 

centers. Government neglect allowed public spaces to fall into disrepair while disinvestment and 

harmful privatization programs exacerbated their physical deterioration. Yet, South Bronx youth 

creatively transformed sites of government neglect into foundations for a new art form that became 

known as hip-hop. Aspiring deejays repurposed uncollected trash and electrical components found 

in abandoned cars into makeshift deejay equipment. Just as genderqueer punks reimagined welfare 

hotels as performance spaces downtown, deejays and audiences uptown reimagined dilapidated 

public spaces as dance party venues, occasionally even siphoning electricity from streetlamps to 

power deejay equipment. Despite overwhelming government neglect, and racist narratives 

circulating in news media that linked the physical deterioration of neighborhoods like the South 

Bronx to black and brown people living there, young artists turned to music to empower 

themselves. As a result of their creative adaptability, South Bronx youth laid the foundation for a 

brilliant new art form that came to be known as hip-hop.  

 Over the past fifteen years, scholars have centered space as a category of historical analysis. 

Some of the most dynamic applications of this methodology have appeared in scholarship on New 

York City hip-hop culture in the 1970s. Since Murray Forman’s 2002 pioneering study of hip-hop 

as a spatial discourse, hip-hop scholars have had to account for the culture’s place and space-based 
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dimensions.218 As Forman argues, the genesis of hip-hop in the South Bronx was directly related 

to the spatial organization of gang territories (and many gang members later became some of the 

first hip-hop deejay and rap crews). From this perspective, one can see hip-hop as a means of 

claiming territories through cultural practices, from spraying graffiti tags to hosting hip-hop dance 

parties. Forman traces the “cultural boundaries” of hip-hop that consequently constructed place-

based identities among artists and audiences within specific “social geographies” that were, in 

Forman’s words, “inhabited and bestowed with value, they are understood as lived places and 

localized sites of significance.” Artists from the Bronx, for example, distinguished themselves 

culturally and aesthetically from those in Queens.219 Cultural approaches to the spatial construction 

of hip-hop music have since become a critical foundation for work on hip-hop. 220 Recently, Joseph 

Ewoodzie Jr. has relied on this spatial analysis in a unique approach that combines cultural 

geography and sociology to re-examine the “internal logic” of hip-hop’s early years in New 

York.221 

 This chapter seeks to contribute to recent historiographical trends by exploring the social 

and political implications of hip-hop dance parties during the early 1970s while emphasizing the 

spatial dimensions of these grassroots creative activities. 222  The primary historiographical 

 
218 Murray Forman, “‘Represent’: Race, Space and Place in Rap Music,” in Foreman, Neal (ed.s) That’s the Joint! , 
p. 250—originally published in Popular Music, Vol. 19, No. , [Place Issue] (Jan., 2000), pp. 65-90; republished in 
The ‘Hood Comes First: Race, Space, and Place in Rap and Hip-Hop (Wesleyan University Press, 2002). 
219 Murray Forman, “‘Represent’: Race, Space and Place in Rap Music,” in Foreman, Neal (ed.s) That’s the Joint!: 
The Hip-Hop Studies Reader (Routledge, 2004).  
220 Eithne Quinn, Nuthin’ But A G Thang: The Culture and Commerce of Gangsta Rap (Columbia University Press, 
2004); Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip Hop Generation (Picador, 2005).  
221 Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (UNC Press, 2017), p. 
3. 
222 Since the 1990s, historians have adopted geographical methods and perspectives to center space as a category of 
analysis. This shift is scholarship has constituted a historiographical trend known as the “spatial turn.” These works 
have centered historical analyses of place and space as repositories of social and cultural meaning in which power 
dynamics are constantly renegotiated over time. See: Edward Soja, Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of 
Space in Critical Social Theory (Verso, 1981); David Harvey, Consciousness and the Urban Experience (John 
Hopkins University Press, 1985); Henri Lefebrve, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Oxford 
University Press, 1991) Doreen Massey and Pat Jess (eds), A Place in the World? Places, Cultures, and 
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intervention of this chapter is in situating the production of hip-hop culture within a discursive 

analysis of “urban crisis.” This perspective yields two critical insights about New York City during 

the early 1970s. First, it demonstrates some of the ways in which hip-hop as a spatial discourse 

defies dominant narratives that circulated in news media and political rhetoric. The accounts of 

creative individuals living and performing in the Bronx during this time present a very different 

picture of public parks than that rendered in newspapers; rather than site of decay and social 

dissolution, parks were vibrant centers of creative activity and dance parties. Second, framing hip-

hop as a spatial discourse within the context of “urban crisis” reveals a more expansive spatial 

understanding of hip-hop’s origins. Hip-hop was not just a way of negotiating gang territories. It 

was a means of reclaiming and repurposing urban space that the municipal government had 

abandoned through policies that were predicated on an urban crisis framework.  

 New York’s crisis narrative was the context for a great outpouring of creative activities. 

Dance parties in the Bronx were foundational to the music that came to be known as hip-hop as 

the constitutive elements of that culture coalesced at these community-based social gatherings. Re-

examining early hip-hop parties in historical context renders hip-hop as a culture that originated 

out of sustenance and self-empowerment. This approach conveys a story of youth practicing a 

politics of reclamation. When housing projects burned to the ground, youth occupied and 
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revitalized decrepit parks. When their electricity was shut off, youth appropriated it from 

streetlamps. When their schools failed, youth employed school gyms and cafeterias. When police 

failed, youth constructed alternative security units to protect themselves. Deejay Parties in similar 

ways became mechanisms for replacing vanishing public amenities.  

 This is a complicated story, however. While parties presented a positive force among youth 

in Bronx communities, they also presented a catalyst for informal economies including the illicit 

sale of drugs and alcohol. While security crews at times curbed gang violence at parties, other 

times they seemed to have bolstered its presence. This complexity reveals a dynamic portrait of 

urban youth contending with a changing environment in which they employed music and parties 

tactically to deal with the conditions they faced.223  

Public Housing and the Symbol of the Abandoned Building 

 Newspapers from the late 1960s and early 1970s were riddled with descriptions of 

abandoned apartment buildings in New York City. Reports often recalled the illustrious histories 

of neighborhoods throughout the city where in the early twentieth century affluent residents lived 

in grand apartment buildings, many of which were located on urban periphery in neighborhoods 

like Harlem, North Brooklyn and the South Bronx. Over time, newspapers explained, these 

buildings succumbed to disrepair and abandonment along with much of the surrounding areas. 

Often these reports described this process pathologically, using words like “endemic” and 

describing the “cancer” that seemed to eat away at the city. However, few journalistic accounts 

acknowledged the systemic roots of this transformation.  

 
223 The presence of illicit economies and street gangs in and of themselves should not be equated with criminality. 
While illicit economies were also a way of dealing with a contracting job market, so-called “street gangs” provided 
structure and guidance to marginalized youth. See: Eric C. Schneider, Vampires, Dragons and Egyptian Kings: 
Youth Gangs in Postwar New York (Princeton University Press, 1999). 
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 Newspapers portrayed the abandoned apartment building as a symbol of the “decay” that 

was killing the city. These symbols bolstered a narrative of the crisis that circulated in news media 

and political rhetoric as a way of making sense of New York City’s struggle to maintain fiscal 

solvency and delivery of vital public services. This narrative naturalized the decrepit conditions of 

public spaces such as public housing, public parks, public schools and community centers, which 

were often located on the urban periphery in areas like the South Bronx. The crisis narrative 

ignored the systems of power that created these conditions in the first place, whether through 

neglect or policies that intentionally diverted resources.224 

 The stories of artists living and performing in these spaces, however, in many ways 

suggests a reality that contradicts the themes of degeneration that circulated in newspapers. While 

the media was rife with accounts of abandoned buildings and ruined neighborhoods, artists 

represented a different existence. These neighborhoods, discarded by the administration, contained 

vibrant elements of creativity. The dance parties that young people organized in public housing 

units in the South Bronx were far removed from the themes decay that the media heralded. These 

parties were community affirming social gatherings that emphasized collectivity and fellowship, 

even as tenement buildings and surrounding neighborhoods showed signs of government 

divestment and abandonment. By organizing dance parties in public housing units, artists 

transformed putative symbols of decay into centers of creative expression. 

In 1969 the five-story walk-up at 29 West 104th Street was “typical of decay” in New York 

according to the New York Times. The article explained that the building was constructed in 1913 

with thirty-six apartments. The building housed a number of middle-class families through the first 

half of the twentieth century and was managed well until 1965 when the owner was summoned to 

 
224 Joe Austin “Tale of Two Cities,” in Taking the Train: How Graffiti Art Became an Urban Crisis in New York 
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court for a series of building violations and ultimately abandoned the property for financial 

reasons. Subsequently, the neglected building descended into near ruin. Four years later, ten of the 

apartments were vacant and wrecked, one burned out.225  

The New York Times and other newspapers published numerous stories describing the 

decline of housing conditions through the late 1960s. By the early 1970s newspapers made it seem 

as if much of the urban periphery, including neighborhoods such as Brownsville, Brooklyn, 

northern Manhattan, the Lower East Side and the Bronx, had been abandoned, leaving only the 

remnants of empty and burned-out buildings. Such stories framed these conditions as emblematic 

of a broader decline of the built urban environment. As white middle-class urban residents 

relocated to the suburbs, these reports explained, urban properties deteriorated due to abandonment 

by landlords.226  Beginning in the 1940s, these same neighborhoods experienced an influx of 

African American, Afro-Caribbean and Latino families. Newspapers suggested a causal 

relationship between the influx of communities of color and the physical deterioration of these 

neighborhoods.227  

To be sure, New York City did experience significant fiscal problems that stemmed from 

suburbanization and deindustrialization during the 1960s and 1970s. One of these issues was acute 

physical deterioration of neighborhoods due to government neglect and residential abandonment. 

However, black and Latino residents – many of them recent immigrants from the Caribbean—had 

inherited these conditions when they arrived during the 1950s and 1960s. The stories of artists 
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living and performing within these communities demonstrate creative adaptability people in the 

South Bronx during the late 1960s and early 1970s.  

Many of these young artists were immigrants from the Caribbean or the children of 

immigrants. In 1967, twelve-year old Clive Campbell (later known as “Kool Herc”) arrived in 

New York City from Kingston, Jamaica, with his mother, father and five siblings. They moved 

into the Sedgwick Houses, a mixed income public housing residence in Morris Heights, a 

neighborhood that by the late 1960s had become one of several Caribbean enclaves that emerged 

in the Bronx.228 This neighborhood also experienced significant rates of abandonment. Of the 

3,304 housing units located in this neighborhood, 42 (1.271%) were vacant according to the 1970 

census. By 1980 this number more than doubled to eighty-seven vacant housing units (census tract 

205). This rate of abandonment was not specific to Morris Heights but occurred in other sections 

of the South Bronx.  

Curtis Fisher (later known by his deejay name, “Grandmaster Caz”) lived with his family 

five blocks north of the Campbells. The Fishers were also a Caribbean family newly settled in the 

Bronx in the late 1960s, and their neighborhood 2,894 had also experienced significant rates of 

residential abandonment. Of the housing units in this neighborhood 35 units (1.2 percent) were 

vacant in 1970. By 1980, this number increased to 324.229 

Gene Livingston (later known as “Mean Gene”) and his younger brother Theodore (later 

known as “Grand Wizard Theodore”), both of whom became deejays and MCs, grew up in the late 
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1960s on Boston Road near P.S. 63 on East 169th Street. Keith Wiggins (later known as “Cowboy”) 

and Joseph Saddler, born in Barbados (later known as “Grandmaster Flash”) also lived in this 

neighborhood.230 Housing vacancies in this area jumped from 431 in 1970 to 734 in 1980.231  

It is clear from census data that these neighborhoods had experienced similar rates of 

housing abandonment through the late 1960s and early 1970s. This data also explains that the 

majority of the housing stock in these areas was already quite old and subject to disrepair. 

However, newspapers ignored systemic issues of abandonment and disinvestment and instead 

identified the influx of recent Caribbean and Latino immigrants as a cause of the abandonment and 

disrepair in the South Bronx. Reports linked minorities to the physical deterioration of the built 

environment. The actual systemic causes of abandonment had more to do with the City’s mounting 

fiscal crisis. First, government divestment reduced operating budgets for the maintenance of 

housing conditions and other public infrastructure in the South Bronx.  

The Lindsay administration also experimented with ways of reducing municipal operating 

costs while increasing the productivity of the private sector through collaboration with the RAND 

Corporation. The Lindsay administration encouraged neighborhoods to maintain urban services 

through “Do-It-Your-Self” campaigns, which essentially left people to fend for themselves, 

abandoned by the state. 232  In part, this contributed to the significant rates of residential 

abandonment and disinvestment reflected in census data. Recent immigrants, including youth like 

Clive Campbell, Curtis Fischer and Joseph Saddler, bore the brunt of these systemic problems. 

 
230 Melle Mel (Melvin Glover). Ahearn Interviews. Charlie Ahearn Hip-Hop Archive, 1977-2012. Division of Rare 
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As historians have demonstrated, the Lindsay administration’s efforts to reduce municipal 

operating budgets damaged neighborhoods on the urban periphery including the Lower East Side 

of Manhattan, Brownsville, Bed-Stuy and East New York, and the South Bronx. Budget cuts to 

the buildings department translated to widespread negligence that produced structurally dangerous 

living conditions. Meanwhile budget cuts to the fire department dramatically reduced response 

times, which allowed small fires to become uncontrollable. As sports announcer Howard Cosell 

famously observed during the 1977 World Series when an abandoned schoolhouse caught fire, 

“the Bronx is burning.” The city government did little to extinguish these fires, but in fact fueled 

them by neglect.233  

In 1973 the Nixon administration froze all federal housing monies. The federal government 

halted long-planned Model Cities programs, which had devastating consequences for urban areas 

like the South Bronx. As historian Jill Jones has observed, “Acres upon acres that had been cleared 

and readied for new construction —at great cost to the surrounding blocks—turned to weed 

lots.”234 All levels of government allowed the Bronx to crumble. This neglect created the burned 

out buildings and abandoned properties that newspapers like the New York Times so prodigiously 

reported upon during the 1960s and 1970s.  

 Government neglect had real consequences for the people living in the affected areas. 

Residents of the South Bronx reported lack of running water, inoperative sanitary facilities, 

ineffective disposal facilities, lack of electricity and lack of heat due to defective boilers and 

furnaces among other health violations.235 In just three days from December 31 1969 through 
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January 2 1970, South Bronx residents filed 6,820 complaints using New York City’s special 

complaint number. No heat and no electricity were among the most frequent complaints. Residents 

also called the Buildings Department with complaints of plaster falling from ceilings, water pipes 

in the walls leaking into living rooms and blown fuses due to old electrical wiring.236 The Buildings 

Department failed to respond to most of these complaints and news media crafted a narrative that 

linked minorities to the deteriorating conditions throughout the city.  

 Newspapers depicting these conditions offered a singular narrative of minorities as agents 

of urban decay. However, the stories of artists living and performing within these neighborhoods 

depict a generation of youth adapted to a changing political and economic landscape. By 

organizing dance parties in housing projects, parks, schools and community centers, artists asserted 

resilient creativity in the face of government negligence and abandonment. Artists defiantly 

reclaimed these spaces and refurbished them to host elaborate dance parties that would become 

the basis of hip-hop culture. While hip-hop dance parties predominantly originated in the South 

Bronx, there are examples of similar creative activities in other areas of the city.  

George Lee Quinones (later known by his graffiti tag “LEE”) was born in Ponce, Puerto 

Rico in 1960. He immigrated to New York City with his family during the  mid-1960s and settled 

on the Lower East Side of Manhattan in the Alfred E. Smith Projects, a public housing complex 

constructed in the early. By the early 1970s Quinones remembered the “leftover racism, and 

neglect” from the 1960s as he described tensions between older Italian, Irish, and Jewish tenants 

and incoming Puerto Rican immigrants. “The Puerto Ricans and the blacks had a very rough time 

in the projects,” Quinones recalled. Quinones’s insight sheds light on broader issues of systemic 
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racism that plagued growing black and Latino communities throughout New York City during the 

1960s.237  

Quinones’s memory of the LES was also laden with images of abandonment. “There were 

just these like decrepit buildings that were deserted for years,” he recalled. However, this 

abandonment accompanied a tremendous amount of creative expression from local artists. “It was 

very decrepit, the projects were very much neglected at that time, but at the time there was a lot of 

creativity, a lot of constructivism happening with youth.” Quinones identified these conditions as 

an inspiration for his own output as a graffiti artist. He started painting murals on the exterior walls 

of the housing projects where he lived. Later, Quinones joined other artists in spray-painting 

subway cars through the late 1970s and 1980s.238  

The stories of artists like Quinones demonstrate the way in which creative people produced 

art to help transform their environment despite the harsh realities of disinvestment and 

abandonment. Artists emerged under these circumstances simply because people are creative and 

adaptive; they were responding to the need to express themselves and create beauty. However, 

they were also demonstrating the resilience and creative drive of marginalized neighborhoods 

throughout New York City during the late 1960s and early 1970s. While Quinones made graffiti 

in the LES, Clive Campbell, Joseph Saddler and others produced new styles of music and dance 

in South Bronx. These creative practices and art forms coalesced at deejay parties and later became 

what we know today as hip-hop culture.239 

Similar instances of creative activity took place outside of the LES. The Sedgwick Houses 

in the Morris Heights section of the South Bronx, like the Alfred E. Smith projects in the LES, 
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238 (George)Lee Quinones quoted from Ahearn Interviews. Charlie Ahearn Hip-Hop Archive, 1977-2012. Division 
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was a complex of multiple buildings. With seven hundred and eighty-four apartments they housed 

approximately one thousand six hundred and twenty-six residents.240 The complex was completed 

in 1951 and was only sixteen years old when the Campbells moved in. The entrance to 1520 

Sedgwick Avenue where the family lived faced the Harlem River at the crux of the Major Deegan 

Expressway and Cross Bronx Expressway (not yet completed when the Campbells settled). Both 

freeway systems were conceived and carried out by public works builder Robert Moses and both 

have been credited with destroying (or in Moses’ words “taking a meat axe” to) neighborhoods in 

the Bronx.241 By the  mid-1960s, even before the Campbells arrived in New York, signs of this 

destruction were evident. According to newspaper reports a walk through the nearby neighborhood 

of Highbridge “revealed a contrast in occasionally lovely mansions and boarded-up stores” with 

“occasional heaps of litter” in the streets.242 These conditions were similar to —if not worse than—

those that Quinones remembers in the LES. 

Like Quinones, Clive Campbell began his artistic career by painting graffiti murals under 

the tag “Kool Herc”. This eventually became his deejay name as he explored musical forms of 

creative expression in the early 1970s. In the summer of 1973, Cindy Campbell (Clive’s sisters) 

organized a party in the recreation room of the building in which she lived. She circulated 

promotional flyers, bought food and soda, and Clive deejayed and mixed a variety of musical styles 

from gospel and soul, to reggae and disco. Dancing and partying were an adaptive means of 

bringing together disparate youth amid the divestment and abandonment of their neighborhoods. 

In the same week that local fire companies in the South Bronx closed in April 1974 due to lack of 

funding, Joseph Saddler (later known as “Grandmaster Flash”) attended his first Kool Herc party 
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in Cedar Park near the Harlem River. Like so many other artists, Herc would inspire Saddler to 

host his own parties in parks, schools and community centers in the Bronx through the 1970s.243 

Public Parks and the Symbol of Ruined Infrastructure 

 Newspapers framed not just abandoned buildings but also public parks as symbols of urban 

decay. Within the “city in crisis” narrative, deteriorating parks signaled the degree to which New 

York City’s public infrastructure had crumbled. To be sure, city government had allowed other 

types of urban infrastructure —including roads, bridges and tunnels—to deteriorate to unsafe 

conditions. For example, in 1973 an elevated section of the West Side Highway collapsed under 

the strain of everyday traffic, injuring drivers and homeless people who had taken refuge under 

the overpass.244 Yet newspapers focused on public parks as symbols of a broader urban decline. 

Media reports gave readers a visceral sense of dilapidated conditions. They described parks as 

dangerous and unsafe, structures that were a far cry from the centers of civic virtue and community 

they were associated with earlier periods in the life of the city. As with reports of abandoned 

apartment buildings, these accounts ignored the systemic roots of the disrepair and suggested that 

such decay reflected characteristics of the communities in which it occurred.  

 Through the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Lindsay administration employed austerity 

policies and privatization initiatives that severely damaged the South Bronx. Based on analyses 

conducted by NYC-RAND, Lindsay closed multiple firehouses, which reduced response time to 

building fires and contributed to the abundance of abandoned buildings in the area. Lindsay also 
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halted park maintenance and allowed parks to fall into disrepair. Young people in the South Bronx, 

seeking areas to congregate, turned towards the dilapidated commons with an eye to remake these 

areas on their own. Working together and at their own expense, they removed broken fencing from 

the grass, swept shattered glass off of basketball courts and cleared away rubbish. To power deejay 

equipment, artists siphoned electricity from streetlamps or “rented” electricity from local residents. 

Young people refurbished, re-imagined, and reclaimed spaces that the Lindsay administration had 

cast aside. In doing so, they transformed symbols of urban decay into centers of creative 

expression. Park parties became critical institutions that brought artists and audiences together and 

contributed to the development of hip-hop culture. Nonetheless, such activities are no replacement 

for adequate state services.  

There was no mention of these creative activities in New York’s crisis narrative. Racist 

newspapers made a walk to public parks in the Bronx seem like a treacherous and life-threatening 

journey. Descriptions detailed routes through gritty “glass-strewn” streets through a “holocaust of 

empty or near-empty buildings, separated by patches of demolition.” They described homeless 

people on stoops or sidewalks, and abandoned cars stripped, gutted and crammed with garbage or 

burned out. Reports depicted a wasteland of trash in gutters and on sidewalks. With these 

descriptions, newspapers made the Bronx seem like “another country” to most Americans.245 

Racism always essentializes, distorts, and imposes reductionist and one-dimensional tropes. News 

coverage of the South Bronx in the 1970s directly followed this pattern.  

Newspapers described parks as threatening and lifeless spaces. For example, reports 

described the ruined conditions of the playground of P.S. 60 near the William McKinley Houses 
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in the Morrisania section of the South Bronx. Like the streets, the park was littered with broken 

glass. A twelve-foot-high chain link fence torn down and dragged onto the playground posed an 

obstacle for youth. Reporters also described the schoolyard adjacent to P.S. 52 in Hunts Point.246 

The wire fence surrounding Highbridge Park directly across the river from Morris Heights was 

ripped to shreds, wooden seats were removed from concrete bench frames, and the blacktop was 

awash with broken glass. The park house was burned-out, and the grass cluttered with hundreds 

of auto parts that were allegedly discarded by people who used the street alongside the park as a 

makeshift body shop. Reports of Devoe Park on University Avenue explained how the pool was 

“virtually destroyed” by vandals who somehow managed to break apart the steel-reinforced 

slabs.247 These newspaper reports of public parks followed the descriptions of housing. While the 

image of the abandoned building symbolized the decay of housing, descriptions of public parks 

conveyed the decline of infrastructure.  

There was a lot wrong with New York City’s public park system during the late 1960s and 

early 1970s. Parks had deteriorated along with city infrastructure and services that supported urban 

communities. However, the poor conditions of parks were the product of the Lindsay 

administration’s political decisions. Austerity cuts to stem the City’s fiscal deficit negatively 

impacted the maintenance of city infrastructure such as roads, bridges and subway tunnels. Public 

parks were perhaps the most visible and ubiquitous forms of this disinvestment. By the early 1970s, 

the Lindsay administration reduced the park department’s operating budget by one fourth, which 

diminished its workforce by fifty percent.248  
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Other budget-cutting strategies included closing fire companies on the urban periphery in 

order to optimize response times in more populated areas of the city. Based on analysis conducted 

by NYC-RAND, the Lindsay administration also attempted to conserve municipal operating costs 

by hiring private contractors to perform garbage collection in outer boroughs like the Bronx. As 

many historians have emphasized, these decisions had negative consequences for many 

communities. Closing firehouses in the Bronx may have increased response times in other areas 

of the city, but this choice accounted for the pervasive building fires many remember in the Bronx 

during the 1970s. Similarly, privately contracted trash collection may have reduced the municipal 

deficit, but it also resulted in the illegal dumping of waste in vacant lots throughout the South 

Bronx.249 Newspapers ignored these systemic issues and constructed a narrative in which local 

people willfully destroyed public parks. Such destruction was supposedly representative of the 

broader decline of the city.  

Rather than destroy his local park, Clive Campbell transformed the neglected space into a 

vibrant dance party venue. After the success of their first party in the recreation room of the 

Sedgwick Houses in the summer of 1973, Clive and Cindy Campbell decided to organize another 

party. This time, to account for a large turnout they chose to host their party at a nearby park. Cedar 

Playground was a small park adjoining P.S. 226 in Morris Heights, one block West from where 

Curtis Fischer (“Grandmaster Caz”) grew up. An ideal venue, it could accommodate a large 

number of people and was centrally located among Clive and Cindy’s friends. After refurbishing 

the park by clearing debris and removing trash, Clive and Cindy again circulated flyers and spread 

the word for their next party. “[W]ord went around – just word of mouth that this guy was coming 

out in the park, that you had to go see this guy,” remembers Joseph “Grandmaster Flash” Saddler. 

 
249 Joe Flood, The Fires, pp. 194-195; David Rogers, “Management versus Bureaucracy,” in Joseph P. Viteritti, 
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“We used to do block parties uptown in Cedar Park,” remembers Deejay “Baron.” “Herc was the 

one who played in there first, and then everybody else played there. If you didn’t play at Cedar 

Park, you weren’t happening.”250 In this way Clive and Cindy transformed Cedar Park into a 

cultural hub where youth gathered to produce parties nearly every weekend through the 1970s.  

Such parties inspired other artists to perform in parks throughout the Bronx. The “usual 

circuit,” as James “Whipper Whip” Whipper remembers, was “118 Park, 82 Park […] and 63 

Park.” These were school numbers, and the parks served their associated schools as well as the 

surrounding neighborhoods.251 “The first block party I ever went to was in 23 Park,” remembers 

Theodore Livingston (“Grand Wizard Theodore”). South Bronx parks like 23 Parkhurst Forest 

Playground, along Tinton Avenue just north of the William McKinkley Houses, had a history of 

public performance. Doo-wop groups harmonized there in the 1950s, but by the early 1970s much 

of that culture no longer existed. The park, two blocks from where Joseph Saddler (“Grandmaster 

Flash”) grew up on Boston Road, was empty and unused when Saddler began organizing his own 

parties there in 1974.252 “The park was the natural set up,” Saddler recalled in his 2008 memoir. 

“It was where everybody went when the weather was nice. It was where all the girls could be 

found. It was also where more people were gonna hear me do my thing[.]”253  

Stories from these parties also demonstrate how artists navigated the realities of urban 

divestment. In order to cut municipal expenditures, the Lindsay administration began hiring private 

contractors to collect garbage in outer borough communities like the South Bronx. Unfortunately, 

these contractors regularly dumped waste in vacant lots instead of taking it to the scrapyard or city 
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landfill. This was both improper and illegal. However, Saddler and other youths used this practice 

to their advantage by transforming discarded electronics into deejay equipment.  

  “People would make noise about how it was illegal and unsafe for the kids,” Saddler 

recalled in his memoir, “but for me it was like they turned my neighborhood into a gold mine. All 

I had to do was dig.” With wire cutters in one hand and a screwdriver in another, Saddler 

rummaged through refuse for usable circuitry and other electronic materials with which to build 

sound systems. “[O]ld cars were always the best,” Saddler recalled, “fortunately there were 

burned-out jalopies all over the place.” Rooting among abandoned cars, Saddler often struck gold. 

Speaker systems, electrical resistors, capacitors and good quality wiring could be salvaged from 

the wreckage. Saddler then used skills he gleaned from his high school shop classes to fashion 

makeshift deejaying equipment. 254  

 Setting up for a park party required complicated logistics. Transporting equipment to the 

site was one thing. Some deejays used shopping carts to wheel their speakers, records and lights 

to nearby parks.255 Other deejays borrowed cars or used their own to transport their equipment. To 

power their sound systems deejays developed methods of siphoning public electricity from 

streetlamps. “I’d break open a faceplate on a lightpole,” Saddler recalled in his memoir, “and 

thanks to what I’d learned at vocational school, I could split the wires, step the power down, and 

make it all work.” Nathaniel Glover Jr. (also known as “Kid Creole”, brother to Melvin Glover, 

also known as “Melle Mel”) recalled how Saddler set up “makeshift turntables and makeshift 

cueing that he built himself.” Saddler likely made this equipment out of material found in trash 

piles and abandoned cars. He would set up a table in the park, Glover recalled, “and use the 
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electricity from the lightpole on the street corner.” Other deejays would “rent” electricity from ice-

cream trucks or from local residents. Deejays used any of these methods for “tying in” to an 

electrical source to power their equipment.256 Such re-appropriation of electricity fits a larger 

pattern of reclamation in a time of divestment. In a sense, park parties became opportunities to 

challenge government neglect.  

Public Schools and the Symbol of a Failing Education System  

 While newspapers framed abandoned buildings and dilapidated parks as symbols of decay, 

they constructed similar images of schools as emblems of New York’s failing education systems. 

Articles described overcrowded classrooms, ineffective teachers, and low graduation rates to 

bolster this narrative during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Such accounts linked schools to parks 

and abandoned buildings as symbols of urban decline. 

 Again, South Bronx youth empowered themselves through music despite government 

neglect and marginalizing media coverage that surrounded them. Budget cuts led to school 

closings, but it was the young people of the South Bronx that saw the potential for these spaces to 

serve another purpose. School grounds, once reimagined, became dance party venues. The deejay 

parties that occurred in neighborhood parks were typically associated with nearby public schools. 

Cedar Park in Morris Heights, where Clive Campbell hosted many of his park parties, adjoined 

P.S. 226. Other popular party sites included 82 Park, which adjoined Macombs Junior High School 

in Morris Heights, and 63 Park, which adjoined P.S. 63 in Claremont Village. As park parties grew 

in size during the early 1970s, artists began organizing parties in adjacent school gymnasiums. 
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Young people took control of school centers and made these spaces their own, creating sites in 

which they could experiment with new music and styles of dance that would become foundational 

to hip-hop culture. By reclaiming school gymnasiums as performance venues, artists exerted 

control over public spaces that the Lindsay administration had defunded.  

 Journalists often described public schools as fortresses or jails. In 1969 heavy steel mesh 

coverings protected the large windows of P.S. 60 from thrown bricks and burglars. A five-foot-

high grillwork fence of black wrought iron surrounded the red brick elementary school near the 

William McKinley Houses. Journalists described inadequate education facilities. Overcrowding 

forced additional classes to be held in the teacher’s lounge, the music room and the art studio. The 

gym was also subdivided to accommodate the student population. Other schools like Herman 

Ridder Junior High School had to annex one floor of a nearby high school to house its extra 

students. Students who did not have a seat were asked to stand. Students at P.S. 61 attended classes 

in Quonset huts or other temporary quarters due to overcrowding.257 

 “We don’t have any ‘special’ problems,” Henry Schechtman the principal of P.S. 60 

explained in 1969, “We seem to have all the problems.” Newspapers reported a lack of meaningful 

connection between teachers and students. Only a handful of regular teachers at P.S. 60 lived in 

the neighborhoods they served. Most commuted from suburban Westchester or Rockland 

Counties. Jim Gelbman, who taught at Herman Ridder Junior High School during the late 1960s, 

drove home to suburban New Jersey everyday after work.258 While most of the faculty was white, 
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the majority of the student population was black or Latino. Media reports linked poor facilities and 

lack of connection between teachers and students to the school’s fifty percent dropout rate in 1969.  

 Journalists also tied poor school performance to the neighborhoods in which students grew 

up. They explained, for example, that half of the students who attended P.S. 60 lived on the eight 

hundred block of Kelly street, one of the poorest neighborhoods of the South Bronx. “Children on 

a block like this learn at a very early age by their environment that they’re not going to get very 

far in life” a resident of Kelly Street explained to the Wall Street Journal in 1969.259 Framing the 

failure of public education in such a way, newspapers suggested that the poor conditions of 

schools, housing and infrastructure were interrelated. They were all symbols of a decay that 

afflicted New York City during the late 1960s and early 1970s. By ignoring the systemic roots of 

these conditions, such reports suggested a natural and inescapable relationship between poor 

school performance and communities they serviced.  

 The conditions of schools described in newspapers were a result of political decisions and 

inaction on the part of city government rather than the negligence on the part of the communities 

in which these schools were based. Political disputes over the control of local schools continuously 

frustrated education goals.260 At the same time, budget cuts eliminated thousands of teaching 
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positions citywide. Budget cuts also decimated programs designed for economically 

disadvantaged communities like those in the South Bronx. Such austerity measures became more 

severe by the  mid-1970s when the city defaulted on its loans and could no longer maintain its 

operating budget.261  

 Artists thrived despite these conditions. Parks as dance party sites had limitations. As open-

air venues, parties only occurred when weather permitted, and large crowds would sometimes 

maximize the capacity of the park. However, school gymnasiums and auditoriums presented large 

enclosed spaces that protected parties from inclement weather and allowed artists to produce 

parties on a more regular basis.  

 Accessing gymnasiums and auditoriums required ingenuity and entrepreneurship. Artists 

often used back channels not sanctioned by the school administration. Some artists found ways to 

bribe janitors to open the doors while schools were being cleaned late at night. “The janitors—

that’s how we got into the schools,” remembers David Parker (“Busy Bee Starski”). “We would 

offer him money,” according to Tony Tone, “you know, buy them a little beer and stuff.”262 

Sometimes they offered labor in exchange for access to these spaces. “We would help him out at 

the end of the night with the soda cans and stuff,” according to David Parker, “and we’d clean up. 

That’s how we got to play the 123 Evander High School. The janitors let us in.”263 
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 On other occasions, parties within schools required permission from school administration. 

Administrators even contracted artists to perform at events like school dances or graduation. At 

these events, artists relished the control they exerted in constructing autonomous spaces.  

 At one party artist John Byas (later known as deejay “Jazzy Jazz” or “Jazzy Jay”) claimed 

that he obtained written permission from administration to access the gymnasium at Evander High 

School. The party he organized with other artists took place from 6:30 PM to 12 AM and drew an 

audience that exceeded the legal capacity of the space. Local police and fire officers responded 

and threatened to close the party because the weight of the crowd could have collapsed the floor. 

Byas flagrantly challenged the police and fire officers. “I waved the contract in their faces and said 

this school belongs to me [laughter]!” Byas recalled. “The school got fined for it and they didn’t 

give another party for a long time.”264 Artists like Byas empowered themselves by reclaiming 

neglected school spaces through dance parties. As Keith Donovan (later known as “Afrika 

Bamabaattaa)” recalled “We were still more in control of what was happening.”265  

 Within the nascent hip-hop scene, parties were first held in public housing spaces like the 

recreation room of the Sedgwick Housing as well as in nearby parks. The movement of parties 

from public parks to public schools parallels the development of hip-hop scene in the Bronx during 

the 1970s. “We played in parks. We played in gymnasiums. We played a lot of high schools—

Stevenson High School, Leamon [Lehman] High School,” remembers deejay “Breakout.” “Our 

first big party was Evander Child High School. That’s where we really started moving up.”266 

While most park parties were concentrated in the lower South Bronx, the events took place in 

outlying neighborhoods as well. For example, Evander Childs High School on Bronxwood Avenue 
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and East Gun Hill road, two blocks west of the Gun Hill Houses, was more than eight miles north 

of the Sedgwick Houses.267 Similarly, Stevenson High School was in Castle Hill while Lehman 

High was in Schulerville. The movement of parties into public schools reflected the growth of the 

nascent hip-hop scene geographically throughout the Bronx and culturally as parties became more 

elaborate.268 

Community Centers and the Symbol of Endemic Lawlessness  

Newspapers made it seem that prostitutes, pushers and drug addicts supplanted New York 

City’s governing authority in outlying areas of the city during the late 1960s and early 1970s. This 

was particularly true of the Hunts Point section of the Bronx where news reports explained, 

“everything seems touched by lawlessness.” Media reports of gang violence added an edge of 

imminent danger to this image by rendering police as an ineffective remnant of civic order. In 

concert with media symbols of urban decline, these descriptions of crime and drugs contributed to 

the New York’s crisis narrative that circulated in newspapers and political rhetoric. Collectively, 

such these symbols painted an apocalyptic picture of the South Bronx.  

South Bronx youth found creative ways to contend with the concrete issues that surrounded 

them. In the absence of effective policing, artists formed anti-gang campaigns and organized 

security crews to curb the impact of the drug trade and gang violence within their communities. 

Like high school gymnasiums, community centers offered large enclosed spaces that were 

conducive to hosting the audiences that successful deejay parties typically generated in the early 

1970s. Deejays and their supporters brought structure back to their communities in the form of 

organized security details and anti-violence campaigns. 
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 According to the New York Times, “all semblance of civil order” had broken down in Hunts 

Point in 1969. City services such as garbage collection, water supply, and waste management were 

virtually non-existent. Any decent maintenance of property “simply did not occur.” A visitor to 

Hunts Point in 1969 might have wondered if they had suddenly “entered a time machine and been 

transported back to frontier days. Nearly everything seems touched by lawlessness,” the New York 

Times explained.269 “[A]n almost total lack of policemen,” according to the Times, meant “that 

illegal peddling, drug selling, rampant vandalism, unleashed dogs and the muggings in the parks 

are not attacked systematically but rather on a catch-as-catch-can basis.”270 News reports tied the 

“lawlessness” of the urban periphery to other symbols of decay suggesting their interrelation in 

the broader decline of New York City.  

 These same reports depicted police as ineffective and useless in the face of overwhelming 

criminality. Brazen drug addicts, pushers and prostitutes “ruled” Hunts Point, newspapers 

explained. Occupying abandoned buildings, they operated practically unimpeded. Just a half a 

block away “junkie prostitutes” sold themselves and drug dealers conducted transactions openly. 

Police officers nicknamed the precinct, “Fort Apache,” a name that expressed their particular sense 

of duty and suggested that it was less of a police station than a “fort in hostile territory.” Newspaper 

descriptions painted a picture of police up against overwhelming odds, at war with a foreign 

enemy, fighting, paradoxically, the very people they were supposed to protect and serve.271 

 We have already discussed budget cuts to public housing, sanitation and education (among 

other public services) that damaged communities on the urban periphery. The police department 
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See: Neil Smith, New Urban Frontier: Gentrification and the Revanchist City (Routledge, 1996). 
270 Ibid.; Fred Ferretti, “New York Parks Cope With Growing Decay,” New York Times, May 26, 1977. 
271 “Saturday Night at Fort Apache,” New York Illustrated, WNBC aired March 4, 1973; Fort Apache the Bronx, 
Dir. Daniel Patrie (1981). [maybe also suggest that these depictions reverberated in popular culture—in movies like 
Fort Apache].  
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was no different. Fiscal cuts during the late 1960s and early 1970s eliminated nearly 38,000 city 

jobs and reduced police patrols citywide by 25 percent.272 This might account for the perceived 

“lawlessness” in areas like Hunts Point, but not entirely. Given the limitations due to reduced 

budgets, it is also conceivable that police in Hunts Point were concerned with more pressing issues 

than the victimless crimes that newspapers reported.273  

 Communities like Hunts Point did indeed experience significant problems during the late 

1960s and early 1970s. The drug trade and the violence associated with the drug trade were real 

problems for people who lived here. Youth had to navigate a social landscape in which gang 

violence was a serious concern. “Gradually, my neighborhood was becoming a very different place 

from the one I grew up in,” according to Allen Jones a South Bronx resident who documented the 

transformation of his neighborhood in a 2009 memoir. “The streets were growing extremely 

dangerous and more aggressive dealing tactics were put in place.” 274  However government 

negligence and divestment also damaged these communities. Young people in the Bronx 

developed tactics to navigate a landscape mediated by government neglect, the drug trade and gang 

violence.275  

 As parties moved from parks to schools in the early 1970s, artists also began organizing 

parties in local community centers. Like school gymnasiums and auditoriums, community centers 

were enclosed spaces that could accommodate large crowds. In particular, four South Bronx 

 
272 William K. Tabb, The Long Default: New York City and the Urban Fiscal Crisis (New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 1982); Phillips-Fein, Fear City (2017). 
273 This also might have been a result of new policing practices implemented in urban America as early as 1965, 
which entailed a transformation from an emphasis on community policing to more militaristic strategies. Of course, 
greater police presence does not necessarily meant less crime or more community empowerment. See for example, 
Radley Balko, Rise of the Warrior Cop: The Militarization of America’s Police Forces (Public Affairs, 2013); 
Weaver, Vesla Mae. Frontlash: Race and the Politics of Punishment (Harvard University, 2007); Elizabeth Hinton, 
From the War on Poverty to the War on Crime: The Making of Mass Incarceration in America (2016). 
274 Allen Jones and Mark Naison, The Rat That Got Away: A Bronx Memoir (Fordham University Press, 2009). 
275 Of course, one cannot separate divestment and state abandonment from poverty crimes. 
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community centers became key spaces for deejay parties in the nascent hip-hop scene: the Webster 

Police Athletic League (P.A.L.), the Minisink Center (in Harlem), the Hoe Avenue Boys Club and 

the Bronx River Community Center. Parties hosted in these community centers defied a totalizing 

and misleading narrative in news media that obscured a whole range of creative grassroots 

activities performed by people whose agency was discount by the government and media.276  

 While South Bronx youth attempted to expand the dance party circuit into local community 

centers, they were also concerned with the threat of violence from gang or the drug trade. This was 

particularly true among deejay crews during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Scholars have 

suggested that hip-hop crews emerged out of solidarities forged by so-called gang culture, and that 

hip-hop music competitions developed as a non-violent means of adjudicating intra-gang disputes. 

In addition to negotiating territorial claims, deejay crews were deeply implicated in the politics of 

respect among gangs.277  

  Rival crews (sometimes associated with gangs) verbally harassed one another and 

attempted to humiliate one another. Antagonism was the impetus for dancing competitions, which 

artists understood as a kind of “war dance” that helped adjudicate disputes and power struggles 

among associated gangs. Artists colloquially referred to these competitions as “battles” where 

dancers would attempt to “burn” or out-maneuver their competitors with dance moves. Dancers 

 
276 The Miniskink Center in Harlem was a faith-based philanthropic organization (part of the New York Mission 
Society) whose mission since the 1920s was to provide social relief to under-served local communities by 
facilitating youth development programs and extra-circular activities. Similarly, Hoe Avenue Boys Club and the 
Webster Avenue Police Athletic League had deep supportive roles in their communities. Founded in the early-
twentieth century as an independent, non-profit agency, the P.A.L., provided youth services such as after school 
care, seasonal sports programs, and tutoring, with twenty-three locations throughout the city in 1969. By the early 
1970s reduced operating budgets diminished support of youth summer camps, sports leagues and mentoring 
programs facilities in community centers. See: Mission Society--- http://www.nycmissionsociety.org/about/history/; 
“Police Athletic Leagues” in ed. Kenneth T. Jackson, The Encyclopedia of the City of New York (New Haven: Yale 
UP, 2010); Police Athletic League-- http://www.palnyc.org/. 
277 Murray Forman, The ‘Hood Comes First: Race, Space, and Place in Rap and Hip-Hop (Wesleyan University 
Press, 2002); Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (Picador 2005); Jeffrey O.G. 
Ogbar, Hip-Hop Revolution: The Culture and Politics of Rap (University of Kansas Press, 2007). 
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would “sort of dis the guy they were battling with a series of moves, and then they’d flash their 

colors,” according to hip-hop dancer Jorge “Fabel” Pabon. “They’d open their vests and then turn 

around and show you their colors and then walk away. Then you’d have to come out and burn 

that.” As Pabon recalled, such battles did not always end peacefully.278  

 Gang violence and the impact of the drug trade at these parties drove deejay crews to create 

security units. Some artists identified as “warriors” according to Lawrence Parker (later known as 

“KRS-One”), which sometimes suggested gang affiliation. “[W]hen you don’t have adequate 

security… in a room full of warriors these things are bound to break out.” 279 Gang violence could 

create a “hostile” environment, according to Melvin Glover (“Melle Mel”). “You could get beat-

up, like one time I got punched in the eye and shit[.]”280 At one party hosted at the Webster Avenue 

P.A.L. David Parker recalled suddenly hearing gunshots. Men in ski masks burst into the gym 

demanding the money generated by admission fees.281 The drug trade also contributed to this 

volatile environment. In 1975 Melvin Glover attended his first Kool Herc party at the Webster 

Avenue P.A.L. “[P]eople were dusted,” he recalled in a 2002 interview. The amount of people 

smoking “angel dust” (PCP) left an “acrid smell” in the air, Gloved recalled. “[T]he smoke was 

visible, floating on this one level, flashing in the red strobe light. It was illin’, a hostile atmosphere, 

people getting high in the bathroom.”282 The persistent threat of gang violence and the drug trade 

at parties contributed to this environment. In response deejay crews organized security details to 

curb the impact of these influences at parties.  

 
278 Jorge Pabon quoted in Fricke and Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all, p. 9.  
279 Lawrence Parker (KRS-One), Charlie Ahearn Interviews, Charlie Ahearn Hip-Hop Archive, 1977-2012. Division 
of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library. 
280 Melvin Glover (Melle Mel), Charlie Ahearn interviews, Charlie Ahearn Hip-Hop Archive, 1977-2012. Division 
of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library. 
281 Kevin Smith (Kevie Kev), and David Parker (Busy Bee Starski), Ibid., pp. 161-2 . 
282 Melvin Glover (Melle Mel) quoted in Fricke and Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all, p. 36. 
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 Keith Donovan (“Afrika Bambaataa”) grew up in the Bronx River Houses in the 

Soundview section of the Bronx, immediately North of Hunts Point. During the early 1970s 

Donovan turned to gang membership for a social structure that offered camaraderie and physical 

security from gang violence in his neighborhood. Donovan joined the Black Spades, a 

predominantly black youth gang that formed in Soundview during the late 1960.283  

The Black Spades were reputedly one of the toughest gangs in the South Bronx at that time, 

but they also cultivated a strong support network that served its members and surrounding 

neighborhood. During the early 1970s the Black Spades worked to improve Soundview and 

strengthen their community and were particularly concerned with keeping drugs out of their 

neighborhood. They also took pride in the physical refurbishment of Soundview; they rebuilt 

public park facilities and removed trash from the streets. The Black Spades even worked with 

activist groups like the Black Panthers and the Young Lords to facilitate a voter registration 

campaign in Soundview.284 

 In 1974 Keith Dononvan left the Black Spades to further pursue the gang’s social justice 

initiatives. He formed a youth association called the Zulu Nation with an explicit “anti-gang” 

emphasis and a goal of curbing drugs and gang violence and enhancing social justice 

consciousness among youth.285 At first the Zulu Nation attracted many ex-Black Spades, but over 

 
283 As a child Donovan would have experienced the day-today threat of violence associated with gang life. “My 
grandmother lived like four blocks from the Bronx River [Houses],” Kevin Smith (also known as Love Bug Starski) 
who was also affiliated with the Black Spades. “[I]n order to walk that neighborhood I had to be in the Spades… 
Nobody wanna go to Bronx River.” During the early 1970s Soundview had a particular reputation for gang violence. 
As James Whipper (also known as deejay Whipper Whip) recalled in a 2002 interview, “Nobody wanna go to Bronx 
River cause you hear all the rumors. ‘Never go to Bronx River, man. You gonna get shot.’” See Kevin Smith (Kevie 
Kev) and James Whipper II (Whipper Whip) quoted in Fricke and Ahearn, Yes Yes Ya’ll, p. 50.  
284 Rubble Kings, Dir. Shan Nicholson (Saboteur Digital, 2015); Martin Tolchin, “Gangs Spread Terror in the South 
Bronx: A National Problem,” New York Times, January 16, 1973. 
285 Vesla M. Weaver, “Frontlash: Race and the Development of Punitive Crime Policy,” Studies in American 
Political Development, 21 (Fall 2007), 230-265; Adam Nossiter, “Hip-Hop Club (Gang?) Is Banned in the Bronx; 
Cultural Question About Zulu Nation,” New York Times, October 4, 1995. 
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time it drew former members of other notable Bronx gangs including the Savage Nomads, Savage 

Skulls and the Seven Immortals. “[We] star[ed] talking to a lot of the brothers and sisters, trying 

to tell them how they’re killing each other,” Donovan recalled in a 2002 interview. “We went from 

a negative thing to a positive thing.”286 In addition to continuing the neighborhood revitalization 

programs from the Black Spades, the Zulu Nation also facilitated conversation among rival gangs 

in the area. These efforts effectively reduced gang violence and promoted an awareness of the 

impact of the drug trade on local communities through the 1970s. The Zulu nation continues to be 

a symbol of anti-violence, and an inspiration to youth in the South Bronx today.  

 During the 1970s the Zulu Nation carried this anti-violence ethos to the deejay parties they 

attended. Members of the group sometimes served as security detail at parties where they protected 

artists and audiences against gang violence. Their presence inspired the formation of additional 

security details associated with specific deejay crews.287 “Sisters Disco, they was like Sha-Rock’s 

security,” remembers Tony Tone. “You carry your own girls… and if it’s a problem with the 

women, let the women take care of it. ‘Cause the guys don’t want to get involved with the 

women.”288 These accounts provide a sense of how deejays employed parties as an adaptive tactic. 

Artists transformed community centers from neglected public spaces into dance party venues. 

 
286 Keith Donovan (“Afrika Bambaataa”) quoted in Fricke and Ahearn, Yes Yes Ya’ll, pp. 44-5. See also: 
http://www.zulunation.com/about-zulunation/. 
287 According to Kool Herc, “a lot of Five-Percenters (a splinter of the Nation of Islam) used to come down to my 
party… you might call them ‘peace guards,’ and they used to hold me down[.]” See Fricke and Ahearn, Yes Yes 
Ya’ll (2002), p. 26. 
288 This was a complicated history. While the Zulu Nation and deejay security crews were self-avowedly anti-gang, 
they nonetheless, participated in a culture of violence perpetuated by gangs. Bambaattaa and the Zulu Nation “used 
violence against a lot of the dope pushers.” They similarly used violence (or the threat of violence) to maintain 
peace at parties. Likewise, deejay security teams carried weapons to legitimate their authority at parties. The 
Cassanova Crew, for example, kept a bag full of guns as threat of force to maintain order. “Kevie Kev”, and the L-
Brothers carried sawed-off shot guns for self-protection. This, apparently, was common practice. See: “Afrika 
Bambaataa” quoted in Fricke and Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all, pp. 44-5; “Tony Tone”, Kevin Smith (“Kevie Kev”), Ibid., 
pp. 146, 161-2; Tony Tone quoted in Ibid., p. 104.  
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Security details provided by the Zulu Nation helped curb violence and reconstituted the meaning 

of these centers as spaces of social support and community regeneration.  

Conclusion  

 Deejay parties in the Bronx were complicated but powerful institutions that structured the 

lives of youth. As Joe Conzo Jr. remembers, “we were just having a good time, living for the next 

party and the next chance to express ourselves through music[.]”289 Parties forged community and 

catalyzed cultural production that defied the neglect and divestment that was so pervasive during 

the 1970s.  

 Photos that Conzo took during his childhood present a counter-narrative to the images of 

abandoned buildings and gangs in the South Bronx during the 1970s that have remained fixed in 

the minds of many New Yorkers. “I used to tell people I was from the South Bronx and they were 

like, ‘Oh, abandoned buildings, gangsters,’” Conzo recalled in a 2006 interview, “but on the 

contrary—it was family back then… Lots of family unity and strength.”290 Conzo documented his 

surroundings. He photographed the burnt ruins of apartment buildings as evidence of the physical 

dilapidation of neighborhoods. He photographed children playing in the rubble and the remains of 

abandoned cars as evidence of the visible toll of poverty and government neglect. Conzo also 

photographed deejay parties where youth came together to dance, mingle and produce art. These 

community-based social gatherings represented extraordinary creativity and resilience under 

challenging circumstances.  

 
289 Joe Conzo, Jr. quoted in Victor Cruz-Lugo, “Gonzo Historiography: Joe Conzo, Jr., Documents the Birth of Hip-
Hop in Born in the Bronx,” Hispanic: Latin Forum, February 2008, pp. 70-75.  
290 Joe Conzo, Jr. quoted in Johan Kugelberg, Born in the Bronx: A Visual Record of the Early Days of Hip Hop 
(NY: Rizzoli, 2007), p. 193.  
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Joe Conzo, Jr. 1977-1982. Prospect Ave. and 153rd St. 

This chapter has argued that artists in the Bronx demonstrated resilient creativity in the 

face of oppressive circumstances. Though the Lindsay administration sought to shut down much 

of the South Bronx as a casualty of socio-economic reforms, the communities of these 

neighborhoods would not let the government triumph. The people took a decisive stand and spoke 

out against these reforms by cultivating abandoned public venues on their own. Whether in public 

parks, school gymnasiums, or community centers, South Bronx youth fought to maintain creative 

spaces that encouraged a sense of identity. By striving to make this difference, their efforts allowed 

new artistic media expression and laid the foundation for the culture of hip-hop to take root. 

Hearing their stories helps reframe the urban crisis narrative. Grassroots initiatives were a means 

by which young people reclaimed public space while creating new expressive art forms. Through 

these activities, the complicated realities of New York in the 1970s come to the fore. 

 Photos from these deejay parities depict a narrative of expressive agency. They reveal the 

ways in which youth produced parties tactically as a means of contending with an environment 

that was physically deteriorating around them. These parties did not occur in privately owned 
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clubs, bars or established venues. Rather, artists organized parties in public housing, in public 

schools, public parks and even community centers. Youth constructed each venue as an 

autonomous space and in doing so they reclaimed neglected spaces and appropriated them for 

alternative uses. They dealt with the concrete realities of life in the Bronx during the 1970s and 

produced music and danced in defiance of the conditions they faced. 

 In Conzo’s photos we see a moment in which youth developed cultural practices to contend 

with the social and political landscape in New York during the 1970s. These images also affirm 

the vital role of public space in the emergence of hip-hop culture. “It was a young people’s 

movement. That’s how I can best describe it,” Conzo explained in 2006 recalling hip-hop’s early 

years. “There was a young cross-section of Latinos, blacks, you know, wanting to make their 

voices heard. At that time the Bronx was burning, drugs were rampant, gangs were prevalent all 

over the city. And these were just some youth trying to do their own thing.”291  

 

Joe Conzo, Jr. 1981. Deejay “Tony Tone” at Bronx River Houses 

 
291 Joe Conzo, Jr., Interview with the Bronx African American History Project. Digital Archive at Fordham 
University, conducted May 9, 2006.  
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Joe Conzo, Jr. 1981. Cold Crush Brothers at Roosevelt High School 

 The deejay parties that Conzo photographed constituted the basis of what came to be 

known as hip-hop. As many scholars have suggested, the constitutive elements of this culture 

coalesced at these community-based social gatherings. Re-examining these parties through a lens 

of spatial politics reframes historical debates around the origins of hip-hop. This approach renders 

hip-hop as a culture of tactical adaptation, sustenance and self-empowerment. A spatial analysis 

of hip-hop’s early years conveys a story of youth practicing a politics of reclamation that runs 

counter to the tales of neglect and abandonment that characterize the so-called urban crisis. 
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Chapter IV: Hearing the Scene:  

The Emergence of Hip-Hop in the Rent Party Tradition 

In August 1973 Cindy Campbell organized a party that she called a “Back to School Jam.” 

She wanted to raise enough money to afford new clothes for the coming school year and throwing 

a party was a way she could, in her words, “increase my money.” Her mother and father, both 

recent Caribbean immigrants living in the Bronx, helped her reserve the recreation room of her 

apartment building and purchase food and beverages wholesale that they would sell at the party. 

She recalled that the parental presence and mutual respect among those invited ensured “nobody 

would do anything wrong.” Cindy fashioned invitations by hand from index cards and circulated 

them among friends in the neighborhood. To “cut costs,” Cindy asked her bother Clive (known in 

the community by his graffiti tag “Kool Herc”) to deejay the party. They charged admission of 

twenty-five cents for “ladies,” fifty cents for “fellas.” Concession sales at Cindy’s party generated 

nearly $500 that night. Realizing the potential of the deejay party as a fundraiser, Cindy and her 

brother began producing parties nearly every other week. Their parties were foundational to what 

became known as a hip-hop culture.292 

 This chapter delves deeper into the creative activities of artists in the South Bronx during 

the early 1970s to argue that the art and music they produced defied reductive depictions of the 

South Bronx. As discussed in previous chapters, news media and political observers had 

constructed a narrative that blamed minorities and welfare recipients for the “decline” of New 

York. By hyper-focusing on scare stories and litanies of urban problems, this narrative belied a 

 
292 Michael A. Gonzales, “The Holy House of Hip-Hop,” New York Magazine, September 28, 2008; Interview with 
Cindy Campbell, Davey D’s Hip Hop Corner, Breakdown FM Podcast—
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SMVGLEr6nA; Kool Herc, in Jim Fricke, Charlie Ahearn eds., Yes,Yes, Y’all: 
The Experience Music Project. Oral History of Hop-Hop’s First Decade (Cambridge, MA: Da Capo Press, 2002), 
pp. 26.  
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whole range of grassroots activities performed by people whose agency was (and in some cases 

is) discounted and denied. The stories of artists living and performing in the South Bronx during 

this time attest to the complicated cultural and social realities of life in New York during the 1970s. 

The cultural practices that artists performed reflect an ongoing ingenuity and commitment to 

creative self-expression that undermine mechanistic discourses of decay, decline and deviance that 

news media typically used to describe neighborhoods on the urban periphery during the 1970s.  

 Popular during the Harlem Renaissance era, rent parties were community-based social 

gatherings that residents organized in their apartments as rent fundraisers. These parties have 

functioned as a community-based financial support network as well as a welcome reprieve from 

racism. While historians have understood these parties as a kind of “grassroots social welfare” to 

contend with material deprivation before and after the Great Depression, these parties were also a 

strong source of comfort and relaxation for transnational African American communities in 

Harlem. By tracing the practice of dance parties from the Harlem Renaissance to its resurgence in 

the South Bronx in the 1970s, this chapter argues that deejays in the early 1970s reactivated this 

rent party tradition to cope with dire socio-economic circumstances.  

 Hip-hop dance parties emerged in the South Bronx between 1973 and 1975, a timeframe 

that scholars have referred to as hip-hop’s early years. While the “early years” can be an elusive 

chronology, scholars have generally marked a moment of intense cultural production from August 

1973, with the first of many parties hosted by Cindy and Clive “Kool Herc” Campbell, to August 

1979, with the release of the first commercially produced hip-hop recording. During this period 

what we have come to regard as hip-hop culture developed as a community-based collection of 

disparate artists performing in the Bronx. Between 1973 and 1979, the internal logic of this “scene” 

coalesced around distinct cultural practices, including deejaying, rapping, break-dancing (or “b-
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boying”) and graffiti.293 By 1984, hip-hop had become a full-blown commercial phenomenon: 

graffiti-as-art was shown in galleries, hip-hop music had become a distinct marketable genre, and 

“b-boying” was documented in films and commercial advertising.294 

 Parties were the cultural center of hip-hop during the early years. Artists came together at 

these social gatherings to share their work and participate in a community that centered on dancing 

and music making. As such, parties between 1973 and 1979 present a central unit of analysis in 

the study of hip-hop culture. Artists like Clive Campbell organized the first parties in the early 

1970s in the Morris Heights, Highbridge and Morrisania sections of the Bronx. These communities 

were comprised of newly immigrated Caribbean families and African American families who had 

relocated from Harlem in the 1940s and 1950s. By the mid-1970s, other artists began hosting hip-

hop parties in the Mott Haven and Hunts Point sections of the Bronx, which were largely composed 

of immigrant families from the Lesser Antilles, Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic. A 

cultural history of early hip-hop parties not only highlights these transnational dimensions, but 

also suggests the solidarity expressed by these communities as disparate cultural practices 

coalesced into what we know today as hip-hop.  

 While a number of scholars have theorized and historicized the origins of hip-hop, some 

scholars have offered a host of interpretations to explain the rise of hip-hop parties specifically.295 

 
293 Following Joseph C. Ewoodzie, this chapter opts for the designation of “scene” over “subculture” to minimize 
the connotation of deviance. When fully formed, Ewoodzie suggests, “…a scene is a social arena in which actors 
gather to express themselves about something that matters to them, to establish conventions regarding those 
expressions, and to compete for fame and notoriety.” Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: 
Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (UNC, 2017), p. 52. See also, Dick Hebdige, Subculture: The Meaning of 
Style (Routledge, 1979).  
294 This chapter accepts the chronology of hip-hop culture proposed by Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., and Amanda 
Lalonde who place hip-hop’s early years between 1975 and 1979 but also account for parties that began as early as 
1973. See Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (UNC, 2017); 
Amanda Lalonde, “Buddy Esquire and the Early Hip Hop Flyer,” Popular Music vol. 33/1 (February 2014), pp. 19-
38. 
295 Scholars have offered cultural and materialist approaches to explain the development of hip-hop. Materialist 
explanations stress the importance of social-structural conditions that have facilitated moments of cultural 
production. Culturalist interpretations have somewhat more persuasively drawn parallels between hip-hop and other 
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Murray Foreman’s classic study of early hip-hop centers the party in a territorial struggle among 

artists in the Bronx. To organize a party meant to (re)claim space and to represent a collective 

identity tied to a neighborhood. More recently, scholars such as Joseph C. Ewoodzie have 

emphasized the cultural-sociological aspects of early hip-hop by suggesting that this culture filled 

a vacuum left by the declining power of gang culture in the early 1970s. Parties, in this formulation, 

represented a ritualized collective practice intended to distinguish a specific community both from 

gang culture and from deejaying culture outside of the Bronx. Along these lines, Richard Iton has 

identified the influence of sound system culture that Caribbean immigrants brought to the Bronx 

during a wave of migration during the 1960s, which has extended this academic conversation of 

African American culture to account for the transnational dimensions of early hip-hop parties.296 

 Hip-hop scholarship, while robust and expansive in its interpretation has yet to account for 

rent trends in African American historiography. Over the past twenty years, scholars of modern 

African American history have written more comprehensive visions of the postwar African 

American freedom movement. These analyses have encompassed the North as well as the South, 

but have also called into question assumptions about periodization and chronology.297 Scholars 

 
contemporary black art forms; some have even claimed that hip-hop exhibits elements of ancient West African oral 
traditions. See: Nelson George, Hip Hop America (Viking/Penguin, 1998); Jeffrey O.G. Ogbar, Hip-Hop 
Revolution: The Culture and Politics of Rap (University of Kansas, 2007); Reiland Rabaka, Hip Hop’s Amnesia: 
From Blues and the Black Women’s Club Movement to Rap and the Hip Hop Movement (Lexington Books, 2012); 
Reiland Rabaka, Hip Hop’s Inheritance: From the Harlem Renaissance to the Hip Hop Feminist Movement 
(Lexington Book, 2011); Imani Perry, Prophets of the Hood: Politics and Poetic in Hip Hop (Duke University 
Press, 2004); Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (University 
of North Carolina Press, 2017); Richard Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic: Politics and Popular Culture in the 
Post-Civil Rights Era (Oxford University Press, 2008). 
296 Murray Foreman, The ‘Hood Comes First: Race, Space, and Place in Rap and Hip-Hop (Wesleyan, 2002); 
Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (University of North 
Carolina Press, 2017); Richard Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic: Politics and Popular Culture in the Post-Civil 
Rights Era (Oxford University Press, 2008). 
297 Kevin Gaines, “The Historiography of the Struggle for Black Equality Since 1945” in Agnew and Rozenzweig, A 
Companion to Post-1945 America (Wiley-Blackwell, 2006), pp. 213-227; Jacquelyn Down Hall, “The Long Civil 
Rights Movement and the Political Uses of the Past,” The Journal of American History, Vol. 91, No. 4 (March 2005, 
pp. 1233-1263.  
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have examined earlier early 20th century African American history to better understand the ongoing 

of modern black consumer culture, intellectual life, political solidarities and formed cultural 

production.298 This chapter contributes to these trends by tracing the African American tradition 

of the rent party from the Harlem Renaissance era of the 1920s and 1930s to the so-called “Post 

Civil Rights” Era of the 1970s as a way of understanding hip-hop within broader social and 

political contexts in New York City.  

 Historians such as Richard Iton, Jeffery O.G. Ogbar, and Reiland Rabak have looked to 

hip-hop to understand modern cultural and political solidarities among African American youth. 

These scholars understand hip-hop as a source of collectivity among black and Latino youth. As 

the Black Power and Puerto Rican nationalist movements began to wane in the  mid-1970s, hip-

hop became a foundation that brought youth together and provided a language to articulate ideas 

and make meaning of experiences in post-industrial cities.299 This chapter contributes to these 

scholarly debates by demonstrating the continuum between two historical moments of African 

American cultural production – the Harlem Renaissance era, and the Post-Civil Rights Era— that 

are rarely analyzed in comparison. This approach reveals the rent party tradition as a means of 

addressing socioeconomic marginalization periodically through the twentieth century.  

 Cultural historians such as Richard Iton and Carolyn Cooper have also demonstrated the 

transnational dimensions of early hip-hop by emphasizing cultural traditions that Caribbean 

immigrants carried to New York during the 1960s and 1970s. As Iton and others have suggested, 

many of the artists who developed cultural practices that are now associated with hip-hop styles 

 
298 Davarian Baldwin, Chicago’s New Negros: Modernity, the Great Migration, and Black Urban Life (UNC Press, 
2007); Davarian Baldwin, Minkah Makalani (eds.), Escape from New York: The New Negro Renaissance Beyond 
Harlem (University of Minnesota Press, 2013). 
299 Jeffrey O.G. Ogbar, Hip-Hop Revolution: The Culture and Politics of Rap (University of Kansas Press, 2007); 
Richard Iton, IN Search of the Black Fantastic: Politics and Popular Culture in the Post-Civil Rights Era (Oxford 
University Press, 2010); Reiland Rabaka, Hip-Hop’s Amnesia: From Blues and the Black Women’s Club Movement 
to Rap and the Hip Hop Movement (Lexington Books, 2012).  
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of dance, music, fashion and even language, were either children of Caribbean immigrants or 

immigrants themselves. Hip-hop draws on Caribbean traditions rooted in Jamaican dance hall and 

sound system cultures. 300  Deejay Kool Herc, for example, was born in Kingston, Jamaica; 

Grandmaster Flash was born in Bridgetown, Barbados; deejay and graffiti writer Lee Quiñones 

was born in Ponce, Puerto Rico; deejay Afrika Bambatta was a child of Jamaican and Barbadian 

immigrants. A transnational approach further illuminates the sensibilities and collectivity of hip-

hop culture among black and Latino youth in the Post-Civil Rights era. This chapter offers a 

transnational comparison between rent parties during the Harlem Renaissance era and hip-hop 

dance parties during the early 1970s. This approach emphasizes the critical role of recent 

Caribbean immigrants in facilitating these parties historically as organizers, musicians and patrons.  

 This chapter suggests an alternative framework for understanding the historical antecedents 

of early hip-hop parties. During the 1920s and 1930s similar ritualized social gatherings often 

called “house-rent parties” or simply “rent parties,” took place in Harlem. They were organized by 

communities of color as fundraisers to provide financial assistance to families in need. Rent parties 

constituted a network of artists and audiences that provided fellowship to the migrants and 

immigrants who settled in Harlem. These parties were the center of a period of cultural 

efflorescence known as the Harlem Renaissance that faded during the Great Depression.  

 I would like to suggest, however, that the rent party never disappeared; it merely moved 

neighborhoods to the Bronx. In the early 1970s a new generation re-energized the party with new 

music and cultural transfusion introduced by a wave of Caribbean immigration in the 1960s. The 

party looked and sounded different, but it retained many of the meanings it held during the Harlem 

Renaissance era. Like rent parties, early hip-hop parties originated to provide financial assistance 

 
300 Carolyn Cooper, Sound Clash: Jamaican Dancehall Culture at Large (Palgrave, 2004). 
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to communities and fellowship to the migrants and immigrants. They represented hubs of intense 

cultural production. 

 Placing early hip-hip within the context of the rent party tradition connects two seemingly 

disparate moments in African American culture. This framework suggests a correlation between 

Harlem rent parties in the 1920s and 1930s, during the so-called Jazz Age, and similar parties in 

the South Bronx during the early 1970s, which is widely acknowledged as the formative years of 

the music genre that became known as hip-hop.301 Afro-Caribbean communities that sat at the 

nexus of party circuits in early 1970s, just as they did during the Jazz Age. Thus, it makes sense 

to understand both rent parties in Harlem and hip-hop parties in the South Bronx as part of the 

same transnational cultural continuum. Perhaps most importantly, this framework illuminates the 

rent party tradition as a continuum of African American cultural production that historical subjects 

have reactivated during moments of political and economic strain throughout the twentieth 

century.  

 Considering early hip-hop within this broader context highlights certain cultural practices 

that we can trace back to the Harlem Renaissance era. Competitive music production and dancing 

contests were crucial aspects of rent parties during the Jazz age. In historical context, however, we 

can see that such gatherings were not specific to Harlem or the Jazz age. By the early 1970s, deejay 

battling and competitive dancing (often referred to as “b-boying”) had similarly become crucial 

aspects of hip-hop parties in the Bronx. In addition, scholars have highlighted the way that flyers 

used to advertise these parties in the 1970s drew direct reference in both design and language to 

cards used to advertise rent parties during the Jazz age.  

 
301 Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (University of North 
Carolina Press, 2017); See also Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (Picador, 
2005). 
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 Situating early hip-hop within the rent party tradition reveals a host of social and political 

meanings associated with the party circuit in the Bronx during the early 1970s. Many hip-hop 

parties, following rent parties of years earlier, were strategically deployed to address financial 

demands. On the one hand, they served as fundraisers in African American and Afro-Caribbean 

communities to provide material assistance to families in need. On the other hand, hip-hop parties 

were powerful sources of community that provided fellowship for migrants and immigrants in the 

Bronx during the 1970s, just as they did in Harlem during the 1920s and 1930s. 

 Finally, within the context of the rent party tradition early hip-hop parties appear as 

tremendous sources of comfort and recuperation for those that attended. In the face of the racism, 

government neglect and material deprivation that contoured black and Latino life in the early 1970s 

(as well as in the 1920s and 1930s), parties constituted as a vital source of physical and 

psychological relief. Attendees of these parties reported feelings of liberation through music, 

dancing and companionship. These experiences of relief, though fleeting, are historically 

significant in the sense that parties offered hope during moments of oppression and 

marginalization. We can also look to these experiences to better understand solidarities and forms 

of political activism among black and Latino communities in the so-called post-civil rights era.  

 In his essay “Air Shaft, Rent Party,” cultural scholar and critic Fred Moten theorizes the 

rent party as a vibrant African American cultural and political tradition. The party functions as a 

“centrifugal refuge,” he writes, that black people have activated and reactivated over time through 

love, fellowship and the movement of bodies.  

The rent party is where “falling feels like flying,” where bodies come together, 

where people move…”in and with and through each other in the open field we 

used to call everybody… It could be called a house party but don’t let that mislead 

you into thinking that house implies ownership; this house party is of and for the 
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dispossessed, the ones who disavow possession, the ones who, in having been 

possessed of the spirit of dispossession, disrupt themselves” and in doing so enact 

this tradition. 302  

Moten sees the rent party as a recurring cultural and political practice based on “communitarian 

devotion” that is constituted and animated by bodies in motion.303 

 Moten identifies the rent party as a tradition that “serially announces itself” throughout 

history. It reemerges time and time again, assuming new guises and different contexts but 

maintaining its functional meaning as a political refuge and wellspring of community. The party 

is “of the ones in whom the trace of having been possessed” keeps the party burning. It constantly 

remerges as the “old-new, extrapolitical party of the ones who are none.” It is exactly in this “spirit 

of dispossession” and “trace of having been dispossessed” that Moten locates the political valence 

of the rent party tradition.304 

 My argument here operates within Moten’s conceptual foundation. The rent party tradition 

was central to early hip-hop. Like their earlier forms, hip-hop parties during the early 1970s 

provided financial assistance to families in need. They were spaces of refuge and sources of 

fellowship among African American and Afro-Caribbean youth in the Bronx. Fundamentally, 

these parties represented the beginning of hip-hop culture.  

Connective Cultural Traditions  

 When we consider hip-hop within the context of twentieth century, Afro-diasporic cultural 

production in New York, a number of similarities become evident between hip-hop parties of the 

1970s and rent parties of the 1920s and 1930s. First, both styles of parties were vital components 

in the creative lives of African Americans and newly immigrated Afro-Caribbean communities in 

 
302 Fred Moten, “Air Shaft, Rent Party,” in Stolen Life (Duke University Press, 2018), pp. 186-190.  
303 Moten, ibid., pp. 186-190.  
304 Moten, ibid., pp. 186-190. 
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the South Bronx and Harlem respectively. In the same way that rent parties in the 1920s and 1930s 

were foundational to the development of modern jazz, deejay parties were foundational to hip-hop. 

Rent parties and hip-hop parties shared many cultural characteristics. Both employed strikingly 

similar means of advertising through independently produced print media. They both featured 

contests that measured the musical virtuosity of artists. They even exhibited similar styles of 

dancing. From this broader cultural context, we can begin to see some of the ways in which hip-

hop parties of the 1970s drew on Afro-diasporic musical traditions in New York that were popular 

during the Harlem Renaissance. 

 Rent parties were popular institutions of black life in Harlem during the 1920s and 1930s, 

the Jazz age. They were informal social gatherings held on a weekly basis during which tenants 

converted their apartments into nighttime speakeasies.305  Tenants hired talented musicians to 

perform in their apartments. They sold refreshments and charged guests a modest admission fee 

that was said to help pay the host’s monthly rent. Parties typically lasted until dawn.306  

 In musicological terms the rent party was a composite of multiple traditions.  

Rooted in 19th century Southern culture, these gatherings had deep roots in Southern culture since 

the nineteenth century when they were sometimes called “chittlin’ struts,” “blue Monday affairs,” 

“shouts” and “too-bad parties.” Cultural historian Katrina Hazzard-Gordon has traced rent parties 

back to two primary strands of black entertainment and community in the South: “jook joints” 

(informal establishments that featured music, drinking and gambling) and Sunday church socials. 

The fundraising aspect of rent parties particularly stems from the tradition of church socials that 

were usually held to raise money for the church or to pay a minister’s salary. Both traditions 

 
305 Katina Hazzard-Gordon, Jookin’: The Rise of Social Dance Formations in African-American Culture (Temple 
University Press, 1992), p. 94. 
306 Kathleen Drowne, “Rent Party” in Cary D. Wintz, and Paul Finkelman (eds.) Encyclopedia of the Harlem 
Renaissance Volume 1 A-J, (Taylor and Francis, 2004), pp. 582-3.  
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flourished in the American South before the Great Migration, but these parties took on new 

meanings in Northern cities like New York.307  

 Rent parties were the product of the cultural amalgamation of various immigrant groups 

that came together in Harlem during the early twentieth century. Rent parties drew on black 

Southern culture as well as Afro-Caribbean immigrant culture. Working for the WPA’s Federal 

Writers’ Project in the 1930s, Frank Byrd recorded numerous interviews in Harlem in an attempt 

to document rent parties. Byrd described Harlem as a rich cluster of Afro-diasporic cultures that 

blended “West Indians, Africans and American Negroes from the cotton fields and cane brakes of 

the Deep South.”308 In reference to rent parties, however, he also found that many Afro-Caribbean 

immigrants were key facilitators and originators of these gatherings.  

 One woman who Byrd interviewed was candid about the rent parties she held in her 

apartment. This woman, known only as “Bernice,” arrived in New York from the West Indies in 

1924. As a young girl of high school age, she quickly began earning money as a domestic worker. 

She heard about rent parties but had never attended one, much less hosted one herself despite the 

potential profit yield they presented. “When I first came to New York from Bermuda, I thought 

rent parties were disgraceful,” she told Byrd. “[B]ut when my husband, who was a Pullman porter, 

ran off and left me with a sixty-dollar-a-month apartment on my hands and no job, I soon learned, 

like everyone else, to rent my rooms out and throw these Saturday get-togethers.”309 Bernice’s 

account suggests Harlem rent parties held and important place in black immigrant communities. 

These social affairs were a vital catalyst of music production, as later sections of this chapter will 

 
307 Katrina Hazzard-Gordon, Jookin’: The Rise of Social Dance Formations in African-American Culture (Temple 
University Press, 1992), p. 96.  
308 Frank Byrd, “Harlem Rent Parties,” in Lionel C. Bascom ed., A Renaissance in Harlem: Lost Voices of an 
American Community (Harper Collins, 1999), pp. 61-71.  
309 Frank Byrd, “Buffet Flat,” in Lionel C. Bascom ed., A Renaissance in Harlem: Lost Voices of an American 
Community (Harper Collins, 1999), pp. 70-75.  
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explore. Rent parties were also an adaptive tactic that Afro-Caribbean immigrants could employ 

to meet financial demands.  

 Writer Claude McKay depicted rent parties vividly in a number of his novels and short 

stories, including Home to Harlem (1928) and Gingertown (1932). In Home to Harlem, McKay 

attempted to capture the life-affirming experiences of black immigrants and migrants who made 

Harlem home in the early twentieth century. The novel’s central protagonist travels to New York 

City from Virginia where he makes roots in his new home after being uprooted from another. The 

story also follows a Haitian character which might be read as representative of McKay’s own 

experience as an immigrant from Jamaica who settled in Harlem in 1912. Rent parties were a vital 

component of this story of resettlement. They offered comfort to a host of black travelers. They 

were also a source of “family” building, community support and fellowship.310  

 Looking ahead four decades, we can see a similar moment of cultural production and 

adaptation in a different generation of Afro-Caribbean immigrants. Bronx deejay parties in the 

early 1970s, like Harlem rent parties of the 1920s and 1930s, were instrumental in the development 

of a musical genre and the cultivation of a shared sense of community among various immigrant 

populations. As the late cultural critic Richard Iton has argued, these parties were a primary means 

by which Afro-Caribbean youth in the Bronx learned to express a collective, hyphenated 

immigrant identity.311 Viewing hip-hop parties within this broader continuum of Afro-diasporic 

cultural tradition reveals their importance as a locus of cultural production and as an adaptive 

behavior of social and financial organization performed by immigrant communities.  

 
310 Claude McKay, Home to Harlem (Northeastern University Press, 1987); Claude McKay, Gingertown (Harper & 
Brothers, 1932).  
311 Richard Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic: Politics and Popular Culture in the Post-Civil Rights Era (Oxford 
University Press, 2010), pp. 249-257.  
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 Hip-hop dance parties became vital aspects of the lives of many black and Caribbean youth 

in the Bronx in the early 1970s. Afro-Caribbean immigrants were key organizers of these hip-hop 

dance parties, as they had been in Harlem earlier in the century. In fact, nearly all of the first 

deejays who performed at these parties were either children of West Indian immigrants or 

immigrants themselves. Clive Campbell, for example, moved to New York with his family from 

Kingston, Jamaica, in 1967. The family of Joseph Saddler (Grandmaster Flash) immigrated to New 

York from Bridgetown, Barbados, at around the same time. Although Keith Donovan (Afrika 

Bambaataa) was American born, he was the child of Jamaican and Barbadian immigrants. The 

music that they created was “exactly what they were doing in Jamaica,” according to Donovan, 

“where a lot of the deejays—or toasters, as they were called—would be rapping whatever came 

into their head … We all have a West Indian background.”312  

 In addition to their important place in Afro-Caribbean communities, rent parties and hip-

hop parties shared multiple cultural practices that span from the 1920s and 1930s to the 1970s. 

The most visible of these practices were the print media used in their promotion. While sources 

indicate that word of mouth was perhaps the best way to spread the news about an upcoming party, 

flyers and hand-printed cards were also helpful in attracting a large number of paying guests.313  

 Party promoters circulated advertisement cards widely in Harlem during the 1920s and 

1930s. These simple advertisements often looked much like modern business cards (3.5 x 2 inches) 

but could vary in size. They indicated the date, location and entertainers performing at the specific 

party. Promoters typically circulated cards a month in advance. They passed them out in pool halls 

 
312 Keith Donovan quoted in Iton, In Search of the Black Fantastic, pp. 249-257. See also Grandmaster Flash and 
David Ritz, The Adventures of Grandmaster Flash: My Life, My Beats (Broadway Books, 2008). 
313 Katrina Hazzard-Gordon, Jookin’: The Rise of Social Dance Formations in African-American Culture (1992), pp. 
113-114; Ted Gioia, The History of Jazz, pp. 89-124; Byrd, “Harlem Rent Parties,” pp. 61-71; Steve Watson, The 
Harlem Renaissance, pp. 124-144.  
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and at laundromats, placed them into neighborhood mailboxes, or stuck them in the elevator grills 

of apartment houses. Often a short verse was printed on the top of the card, including slang phrases 

or “jive talk” according to poet Langston Hughes. One ticket from 1927 read: “Save your tears for 

a rainy day, / We are giving a party where you can play / With red-hot mammas and too bad She-

bas / Who wear their dresses above their knees / And mess around with whom they please.” 

Another party ticket from 1932 read: “We got yellow girls, / We’ve got black and tan / Will you 

have a good time? / — YEAH MAN!” These were common advertising mechanisms that could be 

found on nearly every card and were intended to draw the attention of potential patrons. “When I 

first came to Harlem, as a poet I was intrigued by the little rhymes at the top of most House Rent 

Party cards, so I saved them,” Hughes wrote in the Chicago Defender in 1957. “Now I have quite 

a collection.” 314 Years later, hip-hop artists manufactured nearly identical promotional materials 

that seemed to mimic the form and advertising function of rent party cards.  

 

(Rent Party Card—Langston Hughes papers at Yale University) 

 Artists and party producers created hip-hop promotional flyers through the early 1970s. At 

this time the idiom that would come to be known as hip-hop existed only in independently 

 
314 Rent Party Cards, Langston Hughes Papers, Beinecke Library, Series XIV. Personal Papers, Box 516, Folder 
12854; Langston Hughes, “‘House Rent parties’ Are Again Returning to Harlem,” Chicago Defender, March 9, 
1957, p.10, col. 6.  
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produced parties. Promotional flyers were critical in raising awareness about these parties since 

the local party promoters did not have the promotional resources of larger club venues. Like rent 

party cards, these flyers were often hand-printed and varied in size from smaller business card 

dimensions (3.5 x 2 inches) to larger formats (11 x 8.5 inches). Flyers were printed by low-cost 

independent printers and distributed by hand, usually in high schools. “We go to the school, pass 

out flyers,” Melvin Glover (Melle Mel) recalled in an interview conducted in the late-1990s, 

“somebody stay at the door, somebody go back ‘cause it was just like a rush of kids… you pass 

out one flyer and one hundred kids get by you … Then you had some people on the street.”315 

Promoting hip-hop parties required tremendous ingenuity and coordination among artists and 

producers. Keith Donovan (Afrika Bammbaataa) remembers circulating flyers in all the major high 

schools and junior high schools in neighborhoods adjacent to his own in Soundview in the South 

Bronx. He walked up and down streets handing out flyers and making hand-to-hand contact with 

potential patrons. He left flyers in records stores and on subway seats. He pasted them on street 

signs, on the sides of buses and over existing advertisements.316  

 The visual aesthetics of flyers were extremely important in the production of a successful 

party. Ideally, flyers conveyed the ethos of a party. They were in the words of music historian 

Amanda Lalonde, a “two-dimensional doorway that leads to the real entrance of the venue, whether 

it is at a local high school or community centre, or a roller rink or a disco.” As such, flyer producers 

played close attention to their design.317 

 
315 Melvin Glover (Melle Mel), Charlie Ahearn Interviews [Cornell Hip Hop Archive] Tape 1 Side A. 
316 Donovan quoted in Jim Fricke and Charlie Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all: Oral History of Hip-Hop’s First Decade (Da 
Capo Press, 2002), pp. 45-46.  
317 Amanda Lalonde, “Buddy Esquire and the Early Hip Hop Flyer,” Popular Music, vol. 33/1 (February 2014), p. 
19.  
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 The design and construction of hip-hop flyers drew direct inspiration from the style of rent 

party cards from the Jazz age. No one knew this better than Lemoin Thompson (Buddy Esquire) 

the self-proclaimed and widely acknowledged “Flyer King” from the Bronx. Between 1978 and 

1984, Thompson designed more than 300 flyers that were handed out to advertise parties. 

Thompson’s hallmark “neo-deco” style was a vibrant mixture of old and new. “Neo-deco” married 

Art Deco-inspired borders and Prestype fonts. These styles were which were prevalent among print 

media in Harlem during the Jazz age, but also with graffiti and disco style motifs popular during 

the 1970s. Thompson’s aim was to promote a “classy” image, both of the flyers he produced and 

the parties they promoted. “That’s what I tried for,” Thompson explained in an interview 

conducted in 2011, “you know: give it a level of class even though it was just a ghetto jam’.”318 In 

the early hip-hip world, references to the Jazz age were signifiers of sophistication.  

 In addition to direct stylistic references, flyers also incorporated advertising mechanisms 

found on rent party cards from the Jazz age. Specifically, these flyers included similar slang 

phrases and catchy rhymes intended to draw patrons. For example, a flyer advertising Joseph 

Saddler’s (Grandmaster Flash) party called “For all the High School Crowd come down, / and 

Rock with the 3 Hottest D.J.s at the Underground.” Another example from a Brothers Disco party 

announced “The return of ‘Disco Inferno 78’ wishing a Happy Birthday to the girl, / who rocks 

the world with a twirl…”319  Another flyer from 1978 advertised a dancing competition at a 

particular party: “If the House is Packed Back to Back, / Freak N’ Freak Contest—One Hundred 

Dollars / When you Dance to the Rhythm of the Beat Everybody Do the Freak.”320 Flyer producers 

 
318 Ibid., pp. 29, 20-1.  
319 “The Underground, Mar. 2, 1979,” Hip Hop Party and Event Flyers, Johan Kugelberg papers, Cornell University 
Hip Hop Collection (#8021); Buddy Esquire (“The Flyer King”), “T.Connection, Oct. 26, 1979,” Hip Hop Party and 
Event Flyers, Johan Kugelberg papers, Cornell University Hip Hop Collection (#8021).  
320 Jim Fricke and Charlie Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all: Oral History of Hip-Hop’s First Decade (Da Capo Press, 2002), p. 
82.  
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like Lemoin Thompson consciously employed Jazz age slang in addition to Art Deco design 

practices as markers of sophistication. These cultural signifiers evident in print media directly 

linked early hip-hop parties to rent parties of the Jazz age.321 

 Thompson’s flyers were so influential that other artists commonly mimicked his style. 

Between 1978 and 1984, as hip-hop shifted from a community-based constellation of loosely 

connected artists to a full-blown commercial phenomenon, Thompson’s flyers and those inspired 

by them circulated throughout the Bronx and Harlem. Flyers were not the only cultural link 

between Harlem Renaissance rent parties and deejay parties of the 1970s. More echoes of the Jazz 

age can be heard from attendees of hip-hop parties themselves.  

 

(Hip-hop flyer—Johan Kugelberg papers at Cornell University) 

 “Cutting contests” were common at Harlem rent parties in the 1920s and 1930s. These 

were impromptu musical competitions that often began as jam sessions. One musician after 

another would take their turn demonstrating skillful virtuosity in an effort to outshine the other. 

These competitions became a crucial rite of passage for young jazz musicians. Many parties 

 
321 Amanda Lalonde, “Buddy Esquire and the Early Hip Hop Flyer,” Popular Music vol. 33/1 (February 2014), p. 
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provided apprenticeship for well-known jazz musicians like Fats Waller, Willie (the Lion) Smith, 

Duke Ellington, James P. Johnson and others. As Duke Ellington once recalled, “Anybody who 

had a reputation as a piano player had to prove it right there and then by sitting down to the piano 

and displaying his artistic wares.”322 Advertising a skilled performer on cards could ensure a higher 

rent party turnout because patrons could expect to see a good show. The best parties employed the 

best artists, which would in turn generate the greatest profits in admission and food and beverage 

sales.  

 “Cutting contests” were sometimes accompanied by dance competitions that similarly 

measured ability in which contestants were judged by audience applause. This spontaneous 

competitive dancing had long been a feature of African American dance culture that can be traced 

back to the “jook joint” and Sunday social traditions. In “cutting contests,” competitors would try 

to outmaneuver one another with impressive movements. According to Frank Byrd, such contests 

were responsible for innovating new styles of dance like Lindy-Hop, which was itself an 

improvement on earlier styles. Other styles drew from even older types of dancing. These included 

“the mashed potato” (a variation of the earlier “Charleston” dance) as well as “poppin’ the hips” 

(a version of an old plantation dance known as “snake hips,” and perhaps an early precursor to 

“popping,” which along with “locking” and “breaking” were styles of dance that were popularized 

with funk and hip-hop during the 1970s).323 

 Music competitions were also a staple of hip-hop parties of the 1970s. Commonly referred 

to as “battles,” these competitions measured artistic prowess and originality much like “cutting 

 
322 Quoted from Duke Ellington’s forward to Willie “The Lion” Smith and George Hoefer, Music on My Mind: The 
Memoirs of An American Pianist (Da Capo Press, 1975), p. x; Katrina Hazzard-Gordon, Jookin’: The Rise of Social 
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Albert Murray, Good Morning Blues: The Autobiography of Count Basie (Da Capo Press, 2002), p. 9. 
323 Hazzard-Gordon, Jookin’, pp. 157-158; Byrd, “Harlem Rent Parties,” pp. 61-71.  
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contests” and dancing contests that took place at Harlem rent parties. Deejay “battles” required 

competing artists to bring their own sound systems side-by-side. “It would go by sound,” according 

to Aaron O’Bryant (Kool DJ AJ aka AJ Scratch), “it would go by records you played, it would go 

by how you made the audience react.”324 Audiences evaluated deejays on the quality and power of 

their sound systems as well as the originality of their music selection and how well they could 

blend or mix that music together.  

 Deejay “battles” were often accompanied by competitive dancing known as “b-boying.” 

Many dancers and historians of dance have traced the roots of this competitive dancing back to 

youth gang culture in New York City during the late 1960s and early 1970s. In this context, 

representatives from rival gangs met and danced competitively to adjudicate disputes. “[O]ne guy 

went out and then you had to burn him with better moves,” remembers Jorge Pabon (Fabel) who 

danced at many of the early deeajay parties during the 1970s. “[T]hey would sort of dis the guy 

they were battling with a series of moves, and then they’d flash their colors. They’d open their 

vests and then turn around and show you their colors and they walk away. Then you’d have to 

come and burn that. And it didn’t always turn out a peaceful outcome.”325 Many other accounts 

corroborate this perspective.  

 As with rent party dance competitions, “b-boying” became a mode of dancing that 

produced new styles of creative dance. For example, there were hardly any spinning styles of “b-

boying” during the early years of hip-hop, according to Pabon. The style of dancing was more 

based on the finesse of footwork and other movements while standing, otherwise known as “top-

rocking.” Dancers took these contests very seriously. As Pabon explained, “There was a lot at 

 
324 Jim Fricke and Charlie Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all: Oral History of Hip-Hop’s First Decade (Da Capo Press, 2002), p. 
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stake, like your whole neighborhood laughing at you. There was no money involved, but it was 

more from your heart [.]”326 Showing up to a dance “battle” often meant putting your reputation 

and respect in the community on the line. In oral histories these dancers speak as if these “battles” 

meant everything to them.  

 The competitive elements of hip-hop parties can be traced directly to earlier traditions of 

cultural production. Cultural historian Reiland Rabaka has suggested that common connections 

between early hip-hop and jazz appear through the exploration of their improvisational aspects. 

Specifically, Rabaka has argued that “cutting contests,” and the “battle” elements of hip-hop 

belong to a “long musical and colloquial continuum” that reaches all the way back to ancient West 

Africa when jeliyas (or djalis) or so-called “griots” were practiced as a form of musical story 

telling.327 Other scholars have suggested that “battle” aspects of hip-hop may be connected to 

other, non-African American cultural traditions (specially “poetic jousts”) that have been more or 

less African-Americanized.328 While early hip-hop artists may or may not have had access or 

knowledge of West African griots, they were surely exposed to more contemporary African-

American oral traditions. Gil Scott Heron’s poetic music, Martin Luther King’s speeches and 

Muhammad Ali’s taunting represented modern aspects of this tradition in American popular 

culture during the 1960s and 1970.329  
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 Despite these roots, it is clear that competitive dancing and music were central to the 

process of meaning making for youth in the early days of hip-hop just they were it was for those 

who attended Harlem rent parties during the Jazz age. In the broad tradition of African American 

cultural production in New York City during the twentieth century, parties were therefore not only 

a way raising much needed cash, but also a source of community and fellowship.  

Return of the Tactical Party 

 In the early 1970s artists in the Bronx deployed hip-hop parties tactically to contend with 

the deleterious material conditions produced in part by government neglect. In an environment in 

which jobs were scare, public services failed, housing was dilapidated, and police acted as a 

combative occupational force, parties represented a reprieve from the hardship and deprivation. 

Many parties functioned as local fundraisers, following the tradition of Harlem rent parties. They 

constituted a system of localized support that offered community and financial assistance among 

Afro-Caribbean communities in New York. Some parties were used to collect money for school 

supplies and children’s clothes. The funds raised at other parties were went toward profit or were 

used to buy better musical equipment. Nevertheless, comparing hip-hop parties to rent parties 

illuminates a broader tradition of African American cultural production in which communities 

tactically deployed parties to contend with socioeconomic strain.  

 To understand the full implications of hip-hop parties as adaptive fundraising endeavors, 

it is useful again to trace certain linkages back to their precursor: Harlem rent parties. Given the 

respective socioeconomic context of these parties, which were predominantly organized and 

attended by recent Afro-Caribbean immigrants, it is important first of all to stress the cultural 

impact of these parties. As discussed above, rent parties provided young migrants and immigrants 

with opportunities to mingle in a warm social environment.  
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 According to one historian the parties were a “special passion of the community.”330 As 

hubs of creativity, rent parties sat at the foundation of a black entertainment market that extended 

all the way up to full-scale ballrooms and dance halls. Parties often drew some of Harlem’s most 

talented musicians; well-known pianists such as “Fats” Waller, James P. Johnson and Willie “the 

Lion” Smith regularly attended late-night rent parties after performances at major clubs. As 

Langston Hughes recalls in his autobiography The Big Sea, rent parties were “often more amusing 

than any nightclub.”331 

 These parties were also a vital source of financial support on which some of Harlemites 

relied to meet expenses (whether or not proceeds actually went toward rent).332 Historians have 

suggested that rent parties developed as part of a solution to a growing housing shortage in Harlem 

during the 1920s. One of the immediate obstacles facing newly arriving migrants and immigrant 

was the inflation of rents in Harlem. As urban populations swelled during the early twentieth 

century, landlords responded by raising affordable rents.333 Between 1919 and 1927 the average 

monthly rent for Harlem’s black residents doubled to the point that tenants spent approximately 

forty-five percent of their income on housing.334 A 1927 study showed that forty-eight percent of 

Harlem renters spent more than twice as much of their income on rent as white dwellers in similar 
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situations.335 Rent parties became a creative response to the financial demands in Harlem during 

the 1920s and 1930s. They were, in the words of one historian, a kind of “grassroots social 

welfare.”336 

 Rent parties began to dwindle as early as the  mid-1930s. The vibrancy of Harlem’s 

nightlife had dimmed as clubs and other establishments increasingly catered to white clientele. 

Harlem nightlife became “utterly commercial,” Langston Hughes wrote in his autobiography, it 

became “planned for the downtown tourist trade, and therefore dull.”337 The Great Depression 

diminished the expendable income of many New Yorkers, which undermined the rent party circuit 

along while jeopardizing clubs and bars. By 1940 the “old magic of the woman and the piano and 

the night and the rhythm being one” that Hughes experienced at rent parties was gone.338 

 Yet the rent party was not dead. In fact, by the late 1950s it seemed rent parties were making 

a comeback. Writing for the Chicago Defender in 1954, Langston Hughes reported on what he 

saw as a revival of Harlem rent parties. “House-rent parties is returning to Harlem in a big way,” 

he explained through his Jesse B. Simple pseudonym (a metaphorical voice intended to represent 

the masses of working black folks). Hughes observed this trend again in 1957 when he theorized, 

“Maybe it is inflation today and the high cost of living that is causing the return” of the old Harlem 
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institution. The next year New York Amsterdam News also noted on the return of rent parties, 

calling it a “sign of the times.”339 

 Hosts of the new parties circulated card advertisements that evoked to the kinds of cards 

Hughes collected in the 1920s and 1930s. The cards were “distributed indiscriminately to all and 

sundry, as before,” Hughes noted, “handed out in bars, stuck in mailboxes and dropped in 

elevators.” The cards even included the kind of catchy slang phrases that had been used to draw 

patrons during the Jazz age. One card from 1956 asked: “Why stay home and look at the wall? / 

Come on out and have a ball.” Another advertised: “Not Too Slow / And Not Too Fast / But a Real 

Good Time / While the Dancing Lasts.”340  

 Parties of the 1950s, however, were slightly different from their predecessors. Live music 

was foundational to earlier rent parties. Advertising performing artists on rent party cards drew 

patrons to the gathering and musicians looked forward to competitive elements such as “cutting 

contests.” Guests also contributed to this impromptu entertainment, Hughes recalled, “with maybe 

a large lady singing the blues, or a young tap dancer hitting a series of steps just for fun, and 

perhaps somebody arriving at 3 a.m. with a guitar.” The new rent parties were “not as much fun 

as they used to be,” Hughes lamented. Instead of live musicians, Hughes observed, “phonographs, 

or radios usually furnished the music.”341 In other words, deejays instead of bands supplied the 

music. 

 In what Hughes and others saw as a revival of rent parties, we can read a cultural 

transformation. No longer did these events rely on live musicians, but they increasingly depended 
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on recorded music technology to give life to the party. This transformation, perhaps, can help us 

understand hip-hop’s reconceptualization of the turntable as a musical instrument later on.  

 This apparent revival of rent parties paralleled a significant movement of black families 

from Harlem to the Bronx. As early as the 1940s, middle-class and later working-class black 

families moved from Harlem to a section of southwest Bronx, commonly referred to today as 

Morrisania. To many Harlemites the Bronx offered nicer, cheaper apartments, better schools and 

a greater abundance of parks and green spaces. Between 1940 and 1950 the population of African 

Americans living in the Bronx tripled (23,529 to 99,516). These new residents substantially 

transformed the demographics of the Bronx and Morrisania in particular as African Americans 

joined Puerto Ricans who lived alongside working-class Eastern European residents who had been 

settled there since the turn of the century.342 It is conceivable that at least some of these Harlemites 

brought with them cultural traditions they had practiced in Harlem, such as the rent party. 

 Thus, it seems that that rent party was reinterpreted by a new generation in the 1970s. Most 

were the children of Caribbean immigrants or immigrants themselves and carried with them the 

toasting and sound system culture from the Caribbean.343 This new generation reenergized the rent 

party with new music and styles of dancing, though echoes of the party’s earlier form remained. 

The party retained its function as social support system that offered community and financial 

assistance to families. It is important, however, to recognize that these founders of hip-hop 

belonged to a generation of youth that turned to music for empowerment. While black and brown 
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deejays in the South Bronx organized rent party-style fundraisers, genderqueer youth downtown 

transformed dilapidated welfare hotels into punk rock venues.  

 The first of this new wave of parties was apparently held on August 11, 1973, in the 

community room of the Sedgwick Houses, a mix-income public housing facility in the Morris 

Heights section of the Bronx. This was the home of teenager Cindy Campbell, daughter of 

immigrants from Kingston, Jamaica, and sister of Clive Campbell (DJ Kool Herc). As the primary 

organizer of the party, Cindy circulated invitations that she hand-wrote on lined index cards. They 

were typical of most invitations for hip-hop parties that followed, yet also reminiscent of rent party 

cards from the 1920s and 1930s. The cards indicated the location and time of the party and 

advertised the deejay, “Kool Herc,” Cindy’s brother.344  

 The cards read “A DJ Kool Herc Party / Back to School Jam / School’s Still Out,” which 

signaled the purpose of the gathering. Cindy organized the party specifically to raise money to buy 

new clothes for the coming school year. Like hosts of Jazz age rent parties, Cindy conceived her 

party as a local fundraiser-- albeit on a smaller scale than most rent parties. Cindy’s party 

nonetheless follows in this tradition in which music production facilitated community-based 

financial support among Afro-Caribbean communities living in New York. She charged modest 

admission fees of twenty-five cents for “ladies” and fifty cents for “fellas.” Her parents sold snacks 

and refreshments for additional profit, while her brother provided the music. It was a family affair.  

 
344 Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (Picador, 2005).  
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(Back to School Jam flyer—Harvard University Hip-Hip Archive and Research Institute) 

 Cindy and her brother organized subsequent parties that also carried the trappings of earlier 

rent parties. Clive Campbell often referred to his party as a “speakeasy,” which was yet another 

conscious reference to the rent party of the Jazz age.345 Moreover, these new parties were no longer 

conceived solely as local fundraisers, as many began to incorporate musical and dancing contests 

in almost direct reference to the dancing and “cutting contests” common among rent parties. “After 

that first party,” Cindy recalled, “there were others and we have a dance contest where the winning 

couple won $25.00, so people were brushing-up on their skills beforehand.”346 Cindy’s parties 

came to be known as “Herc” parties in reference graffiti tag of her brother, the primary deejay. As 

the popularity of these parties grew, they moved from the community room of a public housing 

project to larger public venues, including high school gymnasiums, community centers and public 

parks.  

 
345 Clive Campbell quoted in Yes, Yes, Y’all, p. 26.  
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 Early hip-hop parties, like rent parties before them, represented central facets of black 

musical entertainment that were firmly grounded in what historian Davarian Baldwin has 

identified as the “marketplace intellectual life” of Afro-diasporic communities in America.347 As 

such, these parties were deeply implicated in the politics of the consumer market and leisure 

culture. Historian and cultural critic Jeffery Ogbar has argued, “hip-hop entrepreneurs, for better 

or worse, have embraced capitalist principles with zeal, boldness, and business savvy.” This was 

particularly true when hip-hop music coalesced as a marketable genre in the late-1970s when, as 

Ogbar explains, “the art broke from the subaltern into a commercially viable recorded style.”348 

Yet, even before that transition we can see the ways in which hip-hop parties sustained profit 

motives and supported a variety of informal economies. As many early hip-hop artists like Keith 

Donovan (Afrika Bambaattaa) recalled, “We was young entrepreneurs, when we didn’t even know 

we was entrepreneurs.”349 

 While some of the funds raised at hip-hop parties went toward purchasing everyday 

necessities, such as new school clothes for Cindy Campbell, the majority of the profits were 

reinvested in music production. For example, artists bought new and better deejay equipment and 

built their record collections. “I was giving parties to make money to buy a better sound system,” 

according to Clive Campbell who recalled his strenuous efforts to promote and produce parties. “I 
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was the guy who got flyers made. I was the guy who went out there in the streets and promoted 

it.” 350 Campbell often was able to meet his financial goals through such entrepreneurial ethic. As 

Cindy Campbell remembers: “The money we made at the door was money that we made yourself 

and earned […] Whatever money we made at the door, we put back into the party, Herc would put 

back into the equipment.”351 Explaining why he organized deejay parties in 1975, Joseph Saddler 

said that he “needed money. Needed money for records. Needed money to graduate from high 

school.”352 

 The money raised at rent parties not only served as a social support system, but this capital 

was also imperative to the development of hip-hop music. Herc started with basic equipment like 

guitar amps and acquired more sophisticated sound systems over time. “Herc started with PA 

columns and guitar amps,” which according to DJ Baron was how many deejays in the Bronx 

started out. “There was no mixer, no power amps—just a guitar amp, [switching from] channel 

one to channel two,” Baron recalls. “That’s how mixing started out. As he did parties and 

accumulated money, his set got better.”353 These accounts suggest the intertwined relationship 

between artistry and capitalism that pervaded hip-hop early on. 

 Early hip-hop’s entrepreneurial ethic was more pronounced in larger venues like public 

parks or school gymnasiums. These venues could accommodate larger audiences, and so a greater 

profit yield was at stake with these types of parties. “The janitors—that’s how we got into the 

schools,” remembers David Parker (Busy Bee Starski). Deejays and party promoters approached 

janitors who cleaned the schools after-hours. “We would offer him money,” according to Tony 
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Tone, “you know, buy them a little beer and stuff. But then again, we was only charging $3 for a 

party. Sometimes we would have dollar parties. We was kids, that was a lot of money we was 

making.”354 Artists and party promoters sometimes assisted janitors in return for access to school 

spaces. “We would help him out at the end of the night with the soda cans and stuff,” according 

the David Parker, “and we’d clean up. That’s how we got to play the 123 Evander High School. 

The janitors let us in.”355  

 Whether profits went toward reinvesting in deejay equipment or buying school clothes, 

hip-hop dance parties sat at the fulcrum of a similar kind of “grassroots social welfare” system, as 

had rent parties of the 1920s and 1930s. Yet the funds generated at these earlier parties did not 

always go toward rent. According to an artist named “Slick” Reynolds who Frank Byrd 

interviewed in 1938, “There was a plenty of dough in the party racket and it used to be the mainstay 

of a lot of boys who needed to make a little extra dough.” Like deejay parties in the 1970s rent 

parties from the 1920s and 1930s, funds generated at parties contributed to the personal profit of 

those who hosted the parties. As “Slick” Reynolds recalled, “my books showed a pretty fair 

profit.”356 Parties of both eras spurred a host of informal economies in the communities in which 

they were hosted.  

 At outdoor events typically held in public parks or schoolyards it was common for artists 

to collaborate with local residents in the production of parties.  

“We’d arrive in station wagons,” DJ Busy Bee remembers, “[and] tie into a lamppost. Gene 

[Livingston] would show up and ask someone, ‘We’ll be here playing a little music. We can give 
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you $30, if we plug into your house for three hours.” Run the extension cord out their window, we 

on! They got a little chicken to sell, a little beer. They be in business until about 11 P.M.357  

While some deejays powered their equipment by siphoning electricity from lampposts (i.e., “tie 

into a lamppost”) others propositioned local residents and ice-cream trucks to in essence “rent” 

their electricity. As these recollections suggest, all parties involved stood to profit in the deal.  

 This practice of appropriating public electricity also has deep roots in the history African 

American cultural production. Scholars have traced this practice back to block parties that emerged 

in cities in the early 1950s. Scholar Katrina Hazzard-Gordon has placed the block party firmly 

within the rent party tradition and not far removed from the practices of the Sunday church social 

and “jook joint” in Southern black culture. Organizers usually hired a community resident as a 

disk jockey. The disk jockeys were exclusively males who owned the necessary equipment (some 

type of sound system and a selection of records) and to whom the community would offer a small 

fee. Residents who lived near the center of the block provided electricity for the sound equipment; 

someone would run an extension cord from their house to the equipment set up outside. If no one 

volunteered their electricity, the community offered payment, usually $2 or $3.358 In this way, 

block parties of the 1950s and 1960s would “rent” electricity in the same way deejay parties of the 

1970s did.  

Politics of Pleasure 

 A comparative analysis of rent parties and hip-hop parties situates these gatherings in a 

tradition of cultural production performed in Afro-Caribbean communities that immigrated to New 

York City from the 1920s and 1930s to the early 1970s. While it is important to highlight the 

practices that linked these gatherings and the vital function they served as sources of support and 
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community, it is equally necessary to recognize the pleasure that these parties provided. Both rent 

parties and hip-hop parties offered relaxation and recuperation and even a sense of spiritual and 

bodily liberation from everyday hardships. 

 In his study of black social spaces in the Jim Crow South, historian Robin Kelley 

highlighted the significance of spaces of leisure and pleasure in black working-class culture. Dance 

halls, blues clubs, and “jook joints,” he argued, offered partial refuge from the humiliations, racism 

and class pretentions black-working people faced. These spaces offered momentary escape from 

the world of racial animosity and material hardship. However, Kelley emphasized that such 

gatherings were not merely escapist. “In darkened rooms,” he wrote, “black working people of 

both sexes shook and twisted their over worked bodies, drank, talked, engaged in sexual play, 

and—in spite of occasional fights—reinforced their sense of community. Whether it was the call 

and response of a blues singer’s lyrics or the sight of dozens of sweaty brown bodies in motion, 

doing the ‘slop,’ the ‘snake hips,’ or any of the familiar dances of the day, for form and content 

such leisure activities were unmistakably collective.”359  

 Kelley does not go so far as to suggest that parties, dances and other leisure pursuits were 

in themselves merely guises for political events. Nor does he suggest that these cultural practices 

were explicit acts of resistance. But he does contend that knowing what happens in these social 

spaces can help illuminate the solidarity and bonds of fellowship black people have demonstrated 

historically in collective struggles. 360  I suggest that applying a similar analytical lens to a 

comparative study of rent parties and hip-hop parties can be equally productive. This perspective 
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is especially useful for understanding the hip-hop party in the context of the forms of collectivity 

and solidarity that arose during the so-called post-civil rights era.  

 Hip-hop emerged out of a specific cultural and political context in New York City during 

the early 1970s. Historian Jeffery Ogbar has argued that as a product of the Black Power era, the 

idiom we known today as hip-hop was formed by a generation of young artists attuned to cultural 

politics of that moment.361 As the Black Power Movement and Puerto Rican nationalist activism 

began to wane, hip-hop became a primary source of collectivity for many youth of color. Reiland 

Rabaka has suggested that hip-hop culture “reflects—more than anything else—the angst-filled 

feelings of the first generation of African Americans to come of age after the Civil Rights 

Movement[.]” 362  Reconsidering hip-hop parties can further illuminate the “individual and 

collective experiences, grievances, and dreams” that animated this generation of youth.363  A 

cultural analysis of hip-hop parties centers the culture of working people of color that shaped and 

were shaped by community institutions, as well as methods of political resistance. Once again, it 

is instructive to trace this aspect of hip-hop parties back to its earlier manifestations that appeared 

in the Harlem rent party of the Jazz age.  

 While rent parties offered a fun and exhilarating experience that could inspire artists to 

perform incredible feats of music virtuosity, they were also important pressure valves for black 

folk. According to James Baldwin, who spent much of his youth in Harlem, rent parties were 

cathartic events where, as he wrote in 1962, “rage and sorrow sat in the darkness and did not 

stir.”364 He remembered dancing, singing, drinking and eating, but most of all he remembered the 
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absence of pain and anxiety. This was the most vital meaning of the rent party tradition. While 

rent parties were not necessarily catalysts for political action, they did offer an alternative to 

eviction for many. These gatherings also provided a temporary reprieve from racism and material 

deprivation, or what Robin Kelley has called the “vicissitudes of black life.”365 

 Dancing in particular provided psychological relief. Casual dancing and dancing contests 

were integral components of rent parties, as they were in deejay parties in the 1970s. Scholars have 

argued that dancing offered a sense of liberation through collectivist values in African American 

cultures historically. Dancing at rent parties offered physical transcendence and collectivity that 

was performed and experienced through the bodies that interacted with each other on the dance 

floor, in the bedrooms and throughout the venue.366  

 This sense of transcendence permeates many of the accounts of rent party patrons. In the 

1930s, Works Projects Administration Writer Frank Byrd interviewed several rent party patrons 

as well as notable artists who frequented these gatherings to document rent parties in Harlem. He 

also attended parties to get a sense of the experience. “When the band gets hot, the dancers get 

hotter,” Byrd observed. “They stir, throw or bounce themselves about with complete abandon… 

They work themselves up into a frenzy but never lose time with the music despite their frantic 

acrobatics.” Byrd described a frenetic atmosphere, but he also noticed the “free and easy” 

sentiment that patrons carried through the parties. This was “typical” he commented of “hard-

working Negroes” for whom such parties enhanced the “fertility of imagination so necessary to 
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the invention of an unrestrained expression of new dance-steps and rhythms.”367 In Byrd’s eyes, 

rent parties offered people a moment of relief from everyday hardships that came with being 

working-class and black in New York in the 1920s and 1930s. 

 The sentiments that Byrd observed were echoed elsewhere. James Baldwin remembered 

similar experiences at rent parties. “[W]e ate and drank and talked and laughed and danced and 

forgot all about ‘the man,’” he recalled in 1962. “We had liquor and chicken, the music and each 

other, and had no need to pretend to be what we were not.” Baldwin continued to explain, “this 

was the freedom that one hears in some gospel songs, for example, and in jazz.” Baldwin attributed 

this sense of “freedom” or transcendence to a convergence of factors present at rent parties. Most 

crucial of all were dancing and music. Both Baldwin and Byrd’s accounts suggest that rent parties 

were moments of relief and liberation. These gatherings were central to the private worlds of 

working black folks. They were spaces where in the words of Kelley, “thoughts, dreams and 

actions that were otherwise choked back in public could find expression.”368  

 Echoes of these rent parties continued to resonate years later. When listening to sources we 

can hear the same sounds of “freedom,” transcendence and collectivity at hip-hop parties in the 

early-1970s. Like rent parties, these gatherings empowered youth with a sense of collective 

identity fashioned through the party. Similarly, they were spaces of recuperation and relaxation 

centered in local communities. Family and community were central to these parties. So too was 

the sense of transcendence they offered. “Whenever I heard Herc spin, I felt a sense of freedom,” 

artist Sheri Sher recalled in a 2017 interview. “There was always a sense of happiness at those 
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parties.” These experiences inspired Sheri Sher and others to form the first all-female deejay and 

rap crew in 1976 called Mercedes Ladies. (This group opened a space in the hip-hop world for 

female artists such as Mary J. Blige and Queen Latifah to emerge in the late-1980s and 1990s.)369  

 Parties were community-based social gatherings that emphasized collectivity in the Bronx. 

They were “about friends and family in the neighborhood,” recalled Coke La Rock, Herc’s original 

MC. Cindy Campbell’s recollections of these early parties suggest a similar sentiment: “Herc’s 

crew the Hercoloids were like our family and my father was like their father. Tinny Tim, Coke La 

Rock, all the dancers, we did a lot of parties together.”370 Like rent parties of the 1920s and 1930s, 

hip-hop parties were a source of collectivity and solidarity. Once again, it is important to recognize 

that the founders of hip-hop belonged to a generation youth that turned to music for empowerment. 

Hip-hop dance parties generated and supported community solidarity among marginalized 

immigrants, genderqueer musicians transformed welfare hotels into punk rock venues. Both 

groups activated long standing cultural traditions and reflected an ongoing commitment to creative 

self-expression that belie mechanistic discourses of decay that circulated in news media.  

 Artists that produced, performed and attended these parties grew up well aware of the 

treacherous social and political landscape for black youth in New York City during the early 1970s. 

Hip-hop not only offered them a strong system of community support, but it instilled a shared 

sense of identity and empowerment through cultural production. “They say it’s a democratic 

society, but it’s not,” said to Easy A.D., a founding member of the Cold Crush Brothers (a popular 

hip-hop crew formed in 1978). “There’s a rich and a poor separation. So out of the poor grew the 
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art form called hip-hop. This is our baby. We birthed this.” This sentiment is echoed in other 

recollections. “We have one thing in common, everybody that lives where hip-hop started, and 

that it’s impoverished,” according to Curtis Fisher (Grandmaster Caz). “We reach within ourselves 

to pull out something creative, and when hip-hop came to the front, it appealed to every kid because 

everybody could do it. All you had to do was just want to do it.” Fisher’s memory suggests that 

the democratic elements of hip-hop—the rudimentary skillsets required to participate in the artistic 

community—emerged from communities that democracy had failed. “It was somethin’ that you 

could be a part of, and you didn’t need accessories.” Fisher continued. “To be a b-boy all you have 

to do is dance. All you got to do is just hear the music and learn the moves, create your own.”371 

 Placing early hip-hop parties within a broader field of cultural analysis draws out echoes 

of past parties. Hip-hop belonged to long cultural tradition performed in Afro-Caribbean 

communities in which parties played a vital role as sources of social support and solidarity. They 

were also welcome opportunities of refuge, recuperation and relaxation. However, it is important 

to recognize that the founders of hip-hop belonged to a generation youth in New York City that 

turned to music to empower themselves despite marginalizing narrative that circulated in news 

media and political rhetoric. While black and brown immigrants in the South Bronx threw 

organized fundraiser parties, genderqueer bohemian utilized drag performance to articulate their 

critiques of binary-gender identity constructs and social norms. Both cultural groups turned to long 

standing cultural traditions for empowerment: rent parties and drag performance.  

Conclusion 

 Hip-hop parties of the early 1970s were not entirely based on pleasure. As with rent parties 

of the Jazz age, they emerged out of a particular sociopolitical landscape. They developed as a 
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grass roots cultural mechanism to address the demands and alleviate pressures that afflicted urban 

communities of color at that time. “[M]uch of the activity that makes the party, can rightly be taken 

as a sign of anger,” Fred Moten has theorized. “The anger probably derives from the fact that even 

though the party is, and takes place in, and takes place as, a kind of refuge, refuge still indicates 

that those who take it are refugees and people tend not to want to have to live like that.” 372 Though 

these parties could have presented a welcome refuge of drinking, dancing and “forgetting all about 

the ‘man’” as James Baldwin recalled of rent parties, in historical perspective they were much 

more than that. 

 Hip-hop was a product of the Black Power era, as numerous scholars have argued. It was 

formed by a generation of youth that were finely attuned to the cultural politics of New York City 

during the early 1970s. As the Black Power Movement and Puerto Rican nationalist movements 

began to lose political power, hip-hop became the primary mode of collectivity among many 

youths of color. Indeed, by the 1980s, hip-hop culture may have even reflected the angst-filled 

feeling and frustrated aspirations of that same generation. The actors who are credited with creating 

hip-hop, including Clive Campbell (Kool Herc), Joseph Saddler (Grandmaster Flash), Lance 

Taylor (Afrika Bambaataa) and others all came of age in New York during America’s so-called 

War on Drugs, which targeted communities of color and fueled the rise of mass-incarceration.373  

 However, a historical perspective focused on the parties that occurred during hip-hop’s 

early years centers community formation as the driving force at the root of hip-hop culture. Placing 

these parties within the tradition of rent parties of the Jazz age reveals the ways in which actors in 

the early 1970s drew from a long tradition, which, decades before, sprang from a cohort of African 
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American migrants and Afro-Caribbean immigrants that arrived in Harlem following the Great 

Migration.  

 Memoirs and recollections suggest that hip-hop parties incorporated similar forms of music 

contests and dance as those experienced at rent parties. Flyers used to promote hip-hop parties in 

the 1970s were nearly identical to the cards used to promote rent parties in the 1920s and 1930s. 

Early hip-hop artists repeatedly referenced rent parties and the Jazz age in their design, 

construction and means of circulation. Like rent parties, early hip-hop parties functioned as a 

grassroots social support system that fed informal economies and provided much needed financial 

assistance to communities that had been all but abandoned by the state. Finally, hip-hop parties 

alleviated the pressures caused by material deprivation and psychological anxiety just like the rent 

parties of years earlier. 

 Music reinforced a sense of solidarity among youth of color while forging community of 

African American, Afro-Caribbean and Latino cultures through a shared sense of identity based 

on common social practices that goes back generations. Parties were where these historical actors 

actually came together. Looking at these social gatherings in the tradition of the rent party reveals 

a cultural continuum that can be traced from the Jazz Age to the birth of hip-hop.  
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CONCLUSION 

During the 1970s, New York City youth turned to music as a source of empowerment in 

the face of marginalizing narratives that circulated in news media and political rhetoric. Punk rock 

and hip-hop were two separate but contemporaneous grassroots music movements that were 

organized by youth who engaged ongoing practices of creative expression. They occupied and 

repurposed urban spaces that had either been condemned or abandoned by the city. The meaning 

of empowerment in each group was predicated on factors such as class, race, gender expression 

and sexual identity. For punk, the predominantly white and genderqueer scene in Lower Manhattan 

used music as a mechanism to critique traditional binary gender-based identities. Music and 

performance became a platform for transgender political expression. At the same time, further 

uptown in the South Bronx, the origins of hip-hop took root in predominantly black and Latino 

communities. Dance parties and fundraisers, first used as a means to meet the costs of living, 

became a social setting in which new artists on the scene could experiment with mixed music, 

rapping and other deejaying techniques. For each group, music was a means to respond to 

overwhelming government inattention or neglect and operated as a means of communication about 

the claimed space, identity and sound of each group. Rather than view punk and hip-hop as two 

separate yet contemporaneous stories, we can make sense of these music movement as two aspects 

of one generational response to the cultural and social context in which they emerged.  

The Urban Crisis Paradigm  

Crisis narratives provoked the minds of Americans who held strong to white, straight and 

middleclass cultural values during the late 1960s and early 1970s.374 As people learned to fear 
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cities, conservative politicians channeled the anxieties of their consistencies into supporting 

austerity regimes and privatization initiatives in New York City and elsewhere. In fact, a host of 

ambitious politicians, on both sides of the aisle, capitalized on urban crisis narratives in this way 

to gain power and popularity. 

 When Mayor Abe Beame took office in 1974, New York City had accrued an operating 

deficit of more than $500 million and had entered a serious fiscal crisis. Without adequate funds 

to cover normal operating expenses, the Beame administration implemented a policy of selective 

deferred maintenance, which effectively froze operating budgets to certain municipal agencies 

(such as sanitation, subway maintenance, and public housing administration). Without viable 

alternatives, or the willingness to create alternatives, programs like welfare hotels continued 

virtually undeterred. Welfare hotels relied on funding from the city, state, and federal revenues. 

This complex funding structure supported the growth of the New York’s welfare hotel, even as 

hotel owners and managers failed to maintain building safety and denied vital services to 

residents.375  

 Welfare hotels were a central issue for Mayor Ed Koch’s administration (1978-1989). 

Koch, like Lindsay, saw himself as a political reformer in New York. As a U.S. Congressman, 

representing New York from 1969 to 1977, Koch felt that he was in a unique position to draw 

attention New York City’s most pressing issues. Koch toured several welfare hotels in New York 

and publicly decried the conditions of these semi-public housing facilities. In 1971, just two years 

before the collapse of the Broadway Central Hotel, Koch organized a congressional investigative 

hearing to uncover the causes of the building’s poor conditions. This public hearing earned Koch 
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national recognition as a leader who possessed the political clout and determination to tackle New 

York’s problems in the 1970s. Welfare hotels remained a political lightning rod through the rest 

of Koch’s congressional tenure, and became a key issue in Koch’s bid in New York City’s mayoral 

election in 1977.376 

 As mayor, Koch sought to “improve” government management through subsidies and tax 

abatements for private business, and through policies that resumed and expanded upon some of 

Lindsay’s privatization initiatives (like management restructuring and computerization programs 

to enhance “productivity” of the public sector).377 Koch also continued Beame’s austerity policies 

and took a hardline against welfare programs, especially healthcare programs, which he and other 

conservative politicians identified as a root issue in New York’s financial collapse.  

 The Koch administration reinterpreted the symbols of “urban crisis” of the Lindsay 

administration as “quality of life” offenses that threatened middle-class lifestyle in New York. 

Koch was very aggressive in cracking down on specific “quality of life” offenses, including three-

card Monte, pick pocketing, graffiti vandalism, vagrancy and subway fare evasion—giving police 

broad powers in dealing with low-level crime and homelessness.378 In historical context, Koch’s 

war for New York’s quality of life was part of a continuum of conservative social policy in 

American cities from the John Lindsay’s battle with “urban crisis” to the popularization of “broken 

windows” policing and zero tolerance during Mayor Rudy Giuliani’s administration (1994-2001). 
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This trend parallels the growth of privatization and mass-incarceration in American society since 

the Lindsay era.379  

 Koch was one of several public officials who capitalized on the immense news converge 

and heated debates surrounding welfare hotels and other symbols of urban crisis.380 Images of 

abandoned buildings in the South Bronx were also a touchstone for American politicians from the 

late-1970s through the 1990s. The same year Koch was elected Mayor, President Jimmy Carter 

visited the South Bronx with a cavalcade of news media to show the country that he cared about 

the urban poor. While campaigning for president in 1980, Ronald Reagan visited the same deserted 

stretch of buildings to highlight the fact that Carter had done nothing to help conditions in the 

community since his 1977 trip. Ed Koch even utilized images of abandoned buildings in his 1981 

gubernatorial campaign. Although unsuccessful, Koch ultimately was able to cultivate an image 

as an urban revitalizer that propelled his prosperous career as NYC mayor for three consecutive 

terms.  

Repeated references in news media, and popular culture transformed the images of 

abandoned buildings in the South Bronx into an icon of urban decay and crisis. By the 1980s, 

people began to associate the disrepair of the South Bronx with images of war town country. For 

example, when visiting the South Bronx during his 1980 presidential campaign, Ronald Reagan 

compared the South Bronx and areas of London that had been bombed during World War Two.381 

Symbols of urban crisis became dehumanized spaces in the American urban imaginary.  
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 Meanwhile, the conditions for tenants living in welfare hotels, and among the 

decrepit buildings in the South Bronx grew increasingly worse through the 1970s and 

1980s. Hotel Martinique was among the most egregious examples of government negligence in 

New York City history. The Martinique began operating as a welfare hotel in 1973, only months 

after the Broadway Central Hotel collapsed.382 Despite horrific tragedies like the collapse of the 

Broadway Central hotel, New York City continued the welfare hotel program. In fact, the Human 

Resources Administration relocated tenants who survived the collapse of the Broadway Central to 

the Martinique.383 

  The Hotel Martinique represented the growth of New York’s welfare hotel in both the 

number of families within the program and number of hotels contracted by the city. Since the 

Lindsay era, the average stay for tenants in welfare hotels had more than tripled from three months 

in 1973 to nearly ten months in 1983. According to another survey conducted in 1984, the median 

length of stay for families at the Martinique Hotel was fifteen months; 22 percent of these families 

had been living at the hotel two years or more.384 New York’s Human resource Administration 

indicated only nine major hotels, mostly concentrated in Manhattan, that the city had contracted 

to temporarily house around 1,346 families receiving public assistance.385 By 1981, there were 

more than sixty-two welfare hotels citywide, housing roughly 3,157 families.386 From the late-
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1970s into the 1980s, New York’s welfare hotel program swelled, effectively becoming a public-

private remedy to the city’s public housing shortage.387 However, narratives from within New 

York’s welfare hotels, and other symbols of supposed decline, provide a different perspective that 

reframes this era of urban crisis.  

Punk Rock and Hip-Hip 

Grassroots music movements, such as punk and hip-hop, developed in New York despite 

the persistence of marginalizing crisis narratives that circulated in news media and political 

rhetoric. Such narratives stigmatized a broad range of marginalized social groups as catalysts of 
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urban decay, including genderqueer youth and black and brown immigrants who organized parties 

and shows around which punk rock and hip- hop formed. The fact that music movements emerged 

at all is a testament to the resilience and self-determination of the communities in which they were 

rooted. Grassroots creative activities in 1970s New York grew despite the ramifications of crisis 

narratives. In the cases of punk and hip-hop, creative practices formed the means by which artists 

and audiences could empower themselves while resisting media narratives and public policies that 

discounted and denied their agency.  

Punk and hip-hop flourished as underground subcultures until they were commercialized 

and coopted by competing interests by the end of the 1970s. As the punk scene grew in size and 

notoriety, it drew a new cast of performers and bands that rejected punk’s initial queer ethos in 

favor for a more aggressive ethos, apparent in their stage performance and song lyrics. By the early 

1980s, the commercialization of hip-hop similarly diluted the foundational structure of the 

subculture. New audiences lost sight of the rent party-style social gatherings in which hip-hop took 

root in the South Bronx.  

Punk rock accessed commercial recording channels in the mid-to-late 1970s, earlier than 

hip-hop. By that time, New York’s punk rock scene was in the middle of an immense stylistic 

transformation. By 1976, Patti Smith, Blondie, The Dictators and the Ramones had all released 

their debut albums. Earlier bands, such as the New York Dolls, were on their second albums. By 

1980, punk looked and sounded much different than it did when bands performed at the Broadway 

Central Hotel in the early 1970s. The first album the Ramones released in the 1980s was entitled 

End of the Century. Deviating from the band’s edgier earlier releases, this album featured a 

manicured power pop sound engineered by the legendary 1960s producer, Phil Spector. “It’s the 

end, the end of the 70s,” Joey Ramone drones, “It’s the end, the end of the century.” With this 
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chorus —on the first track of the album— the band acknowledges a new decade and the end of an 

era. 388  

 For the Ramones, the arrival of the 1980s was a far cry from where they had started in 1974. 

Decked out in silver lamé pants, shiny spandex body suits and black platform boots, the Ramones 

of the early 1970s were the quintessential expression of the newly forming underground rock scene 

in New York City. This was the age of their origin. The band was free to experiment and to slowly 

shape themselves into the icons clad in their own uniform of cool. Converse, t-shirts, blue jeans 

and motorcycle jackets would eventually come, but the  mid-1970s was eons away from the end 

of the century. 

 While drag and gender performance in New York’s underground rock scene during the 

early 1970s provided the basis for what became punk rock, drag performance in New York’s punk 

rock scene was short lived and made little sustained impact on the musical genre beyond this brief 

window. By the late 1970s, conservative and regressive trends in American society had all but 

silenced drag and gender performance among nascent punk bands. At the same time, American 

popular culture and politics shifted to the right. The election of Mayor Edward I. Koch marked the 

dawn of Reagan era politics in New York, when news media and political observers reframed 

symbols of “crisis” as “quality of life issues” were targeted for eradication. This included queer 

spaces like gay bars and underground drag rock parties like those where Jayne County and others 

performed. Government attempts to silence queer culture intensified with the early outbreak of the 

AIDS epidemic in the early 1980s. By that time the traces of drag performance in punk were barely 

recognizable. New bands that emerged in the mid-1970s eschewed drag and gender performance 

for a more heteronormative style of performance with aggressively misogynistic stage antics. By 
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1975, as punk rock was coming into fruition as an identifiable genre, it became a battle between 

these divergent artistic impulses: genderqueer artists in one camp; misogynistic and anti-queer 

artists in the other.  

The early 1970s was a time of social flux in America. Activists challenged established 

social hierarchies and norms, and critiqued traditional gender-based identity constructs. According 

to cultural historian Alice Echols, this was a time when people “ditched predictable social scripts” 

and challenged the rigid social codes that were still in place after the 1950s and 1960s.389 Popular 

culture in the early 1970s reflected a significant proliferation of gender expressions, and music 

more specifically expanded the definitions of blackness, femininity, and male homosexuality.390 

In New York, the emerging punk rock scene provided a vital platform for transgender political 

expression.  

 Simultaneously, the 1970s marked a rise of conservative politics and social values in 

American. Historian Bruce Schulman has traced the rise of conservatism to a regional power shift 

in the 1970s, when political power, economic dynamism, and cultural authority emanated from 

Sunbelt cities such as Houston, Los Angeles, and Phoenix. This “southernization of American 

life,” as Schulman calls it, was a conservative movement that shaped the nation’s economic 

outlook, political ideology, cultural assumptions and fundamental social arrangements.391 As other 

historians have shown, the state also played a hand in the redistribution of resources to the sunbelt.  
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 White southern “redneck” culture thrived and spread across America. Cowboy boots, 

pickup trucks, and even the Confederate flag became badges of a growing American subculture 

that espoused a shared set of political attitudes. These markers generally represented a resentment 

of government interference, bureaucrats and urban “welfare” programs. The revival of country 

music in the last half of the 1970s articulated the populist conservative ethos through lyrics that 

expressed subtle anti-black and anti-urban sentiments that were usually directed against welfare 

and government programs.392 These elements converged in a vortex of conservative social values 

and political ideology that continues to shape American popular culture.  

 This conservative shift coincided with reactionary impulses that directly impacted New 

York’s underground rock scene. Scholars have associated the mid-1970s with the fragmentation 

of queer politics as gay and lesbian communities began to separate from the transgender 

community. As historian Robert Self and others have argued, gay and lesbian groups began to take 

issue with transgender women because they were perceived as “men” and therefore had no place 

in feminist groups. Despite the critical role drag queens and transgender actors played in 

mobilizing gay activism during the late 1960s, they also became outcasts of the gay liberation 

movement by the early 1970s. This occurred in part as a result of attempts to garner more 

mainstream appeal toward gay liberation causes.393 The lack of meaningful connections between 

transgender and gay and lesbian communities threatened to undermine the work of artists like 

Jayne County and the New York Dolls in helping to foster acceptance and community. In part, 

New York’s punk rock scene was formed by genderqueer artists who turned to music as a vehicle 

through which they could critique binary gender-based identity constructs and social norms. Punk 
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rock originated as a platform transgender political expression, and this impulse quickly came under 

attack.  

 By the mid-1970s the gay liberation movement became “very anti-transvestite,” Jayne 

County recalled in her memoir. Sometimes members of the Gay Liberation Front, a radical gay 

activist organization, held demonstrations at shows by the New York Dolls or other bands that 

employed drag performance. Some gay activists denounced drag bands as “transvestite scum” and 

accused them of spurring violence toward women. Protesters even shutoff the power at one of 

Jayne County’s performances at New York University in the winter of 1973. “I had greased the 

dildo up and was sticking it into my rubber pussy when all of a sudden the power went off,” County 

recalled in her memoir. Protesters denounced her performance as a “disgrace to homosexuals,” 

shouting in the darkness, “We will not allow NYU to be turned into a 42nd Street porno show.” For 

even a liberal audience, County’s performance crossed a line of decency. “I remember thinking at 

the time how ironic it was that this … little Gay Liberation queen was pulling the plug on me when 

I’d been at the Stonewall Riots and everything,” County recalled. “[B]ut little did I know that I’d 

get this reaction from gay people throughout the rest of my career.”394 

 These protests coincided with a stylistic transformation within the scene. Through the mid-

1970s, bands removed the elements of drag and gender performance from their acts. By 1974, the 

New York Dolls whose image was founded on their drag performance eliminated this element 

from their image altogether.395 “Everyone cut their hair and took their platform shoes off, walked 

 
394 County, Man Enough to Be a Woman, pp. 87-88; Richard Robinson, “Media Exploitations,” Rock Scene, March 
1973.  
395 Heylin, Velvets to the Voidoids, p. 170; Fletcher, pp. 330-1. 
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up the Bowery and put on leather jackets,” recalls Clem Burke, drummer for Blondie (a band who 

like the Ramones, formed in 1974). “That’s when so-called punk rock started.”396  

 While the silencing of drag and gender performance within New York’s underground rock 

scene may have reflected the conservative shift of American society during the 1970s, new bands 

that emerged within the scene by the mid-1970s articulated the political attitudes associated with 

that conservative shift. Bands like the Dead Boys and the Dictators were not only vocally hostile 

toward drag and gender performance, but they were outwardly violent as well.  

 “The Dead Boys are dangerous,” rock critic Lester Bangs wrote in his review of one of the 

band’s performances in 1977, “they are evil, they are everything you would not want your mother 

to marry.”397 Formed in 1976 from the splintered remains of the Cleveland-based band Rockets 

From the Tombs, the Dead Boys were heavily influenced by local Ohio bands like Electric Eels 

 
396 The Ramones are a great example of this. Before they achieved their iconic black leather jacket and blue jeans 
ensemble, the band’s image was largely modeled off of the drag aesthetic that the New York Dolls celebrated. 
Before forming the Ramones in 1974, Jeff Hyman (Joey Ramone) was the lead singer for a band called Sniper in 
which he performed in women’s silver gloves and make-up, a black satin-like jumpsuit, with a bullet chain hanging 
around the groin and pink-lavender boots with six-inch platform heels. In addition to dressing like Wayne County or 
the New York Dolls, Sniper performed in the same venues such as Mercer Arts Center and the Sanctuary. “I 
identified with the Dolls crowd,” John William Cummings (Johnny Ramone) recalled in his 2012 memoir. “I liked 
the effect the band hand on them, and the look of the audience.” When Ramones formed in 1974, the band was “still 
dressing in partial glitter because the Dolls were still the big thing in New York,” Cummings further explained. “I 
had these silver lamé pants made of Mylar and these black spandex pants[.] We were still evolving into the image 
we’re known for, but it was trial and error at first. We didn’t know what to do because glitter was still in. So for the 
first month or two, we were a little torn on how to get away from the platform boots and so on, and our look was 
developing[.]” Over a period of nearly six months, the Ramones redefined their image. In an effort to appear more 
palatable to “Middle America” the Ramones streamlined their image in jeans, T-shirts, leather jackets, and tennis 
shoes. “We wanted every kid to able to identify with our image,” Cummings recalled. “And there’d be no problem 
for kids coming to the shows dressed like us, or anything like that.”  
 The stylistic transformation of the band Blondie is yet another example of the decline of drag performance 
in New York’s underground scene during the mid-1970s. Before forming Blondie in 1974, lead singer Debbie Harry 
and guitarist Chris Stein played in the Stilletos, a band managed by drag queen Holly Woodlawn. When Blondie 
formed, they were “still holding on to the rags of camp,” according to bassist Gary Valentine. Some of their outfits 
included turquoise stretch leotards red stockings, or a gold lame dress. Their whole approach then “heavily 
influenced by the gay camp scene that eddied around the Andy Warhol crowd,” Valentine explained. See Johnny 
Ramone, Commando (2012), pp. 35, 43; Gary Valentine (2006), pp. 45, 46; Clem Burke quoted in Weiss, Stranded 
in the Jungle, pp. 99-100; Holly Woodlawn quoted in Chatherin Chermayoff, Jonathan David, and Nan Richardson, 
Drag Diaries (1995), p. 117. 
397 Legs McNeil, “Dead Boys,” Punk Vol. 1 No. 7, February 1977; Lester Bangs, “Night of the Living Dead Boys,” 
Punk Vol. 1, No. 11, October/ November 1977.  
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and the Cramps who controversially incorporated Nazi imagery and literature from the American 

Nazi Party into their stage personas and lyrics. At the Dead Boys’ debut New York show in 1977, 

the band dressed in Nazi uniforms, looking very “right-wing,” according to music producer Craig 

Leon.398 The Dead Boys were banned in Cleveland for spitting in someone’s face according to 

rock critic Legs McNeil, “a person whose sexuality was in question” and sparking an on-stage 

brawl. In another performance the lead singer Steve Bator (Stiv Bators) pulled his girlfriend from 

the audience to perform an act of simulated rape. The Dead Boys were known for berating their 

audiences, screaming insults like, “we like to turn women into mutilated cattle!” and inciting 

violence at their shows.399 

 The Dictators, a local New York City band that formed in 1972, was just as confrontational 

and violent. Lead singer Richard Blum (known as “Handsome Dick Manitoba”) was a particular 

source of raucousness. In his debut performance at Popeye’s, a bar in Sheepshead Bay Brooklyn, 

Blum drove the audience into a destructive frenzy. Spectators threw bar stools and smashed bottles. 

According to rock critics John Holmstrom and Mark Rosenthal the band would often “heckle and 

call out the other groups calling them fags, wimps and homos.”400 These were competing camps 

within New York’s punk rock movement and the animosity between the two camps was even 

further highlighted in their song lyrics.401 While Jayne County sang about transgender experiences 

in songs like “Are You a Boy or Are You a Girl” and “Surrender Your Gender,” the Dead Boys 

and Dictators reinforced gender binaries and celebrated misogyny and sexual violence.  

 
398 Heylin, Velvets to the Voidoids, pp. 236-7.  
399 Legs McNeil, “Dead Boys,” Punk Vol. 1 No. 7, February 1977; Lester Bangs, “Night of the Living Dead Boys,” 
Punk Vol. 1, No. 11, October/ November 1977.  
400 John Holstrom and Mark Rosenthal, “The Dictators Story,” Punk , Vol. 1 No. 11 October/November 1977.  
401 The Dead Boys’s “wild and rough style of living,” McNeil wrote in Punk magazine in 1977, “comes out quite 
clear in their music.” Legs McNeil, “Dead Boys,” Punk Vol. 1 No. 7, February 1977; Lester Bangs, “Night of the 
Living Dead Boys,” Punk Vol. 1, No. 11, October/ November 1977. 
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 The Dead Boys’ debut album, Young Loud and Snotty (1977), was a sharp departure from 

the repertoires of earlier bands. Like most of their songs, “All this and More” is purely about the 

subjugation of women as sexual objects. The song harnesses a robust sexual drive of boiling 

teenage hormones: “A teenage feelin’, rockin’ and a realin’/ Now we’re doing alright/ You got a 

little girl eye its unzipped my fly/ you feel so dead tonight.” The same song trivializes sexual 

violence that the band perpetrated themselves: “Ya got dents in your head that tell me all the beds/ 

you’ve been shoved on.”  

 This emphasis carries through other songs on the album like “I Need Lunch”: “You cry 

and cry/You know I’ll prick you in the end/ Don’t look at me that way bitch/ Your face is gonna 

get a punch/ I said I don’t need no cook, girl/ I need lunch.” In conjunction with performances of 

simulated rape, lyrics like these were less about breaking down restrictive social and cultural 

categories and more about hostile and brutal sex, drugs and violence. As the song goes: “I don’t 

really want to dance/ I just want to get in your pants.”  

 The Dictators were no different. With songs titles like “Back to Africa,” and “Master Race 

Rock,” the Dictators’ debut album Go Girl Crazy! (1975) referenced the White Supremacist and 

Nazi imagery evoked in Dead Boys performances. The band’s image was based on exaggerated 

male heterosexual desire as exhibited in the song “(I live for) Cars and Girls.” The song extols the 

glory of racing cars and chasing girls: “The fastest car and a movie star/Are my only goals in life/ 

It’s the hippest scene, it’s the American dream/ and for that I’ll always fight.” The band 

emphasized such themes in other songs like “Two Tub Man” in which women are only referenced 

in terms of sexual conquest: “I am a pilgrim looking for danger/ I am an outlaw, I am a stranger/ 

I’m just a clown walking down the street/ I think Lou Reed is a creep/ I need a girl I need release.”  
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 The Dead Boys and the Dictators presented self-consciously crude performances both 

stylistically and in their lyric content. Their performances relied on the same absurdist theater 

methods as Jayne County and the New York Dolls, but toward very different ends. Their self-

fashioned personas were created in direct confrontation with earlier bands that sought to transgress 

gender binaries. Instead the Dead Boys and the Dictators reasserted and amplified traditional 

gender norms through songs that celebrated sexual conquest and performances of ritualized 

violence.  

 Scholars have noted that the  mid-1970s also marked an uptick in anti-transgender violence. 

Once again, New York’s underground rock scene reflected this trend vividly.402 Violence erupted 

one night at a Jayne County performance at CBGB’s in March 1976. After hurling several 

homophobic insults at County and heckling the band, a drunkenly aggressive Dick Manitoba 

charged the stage. County immediately hit him in the face with the heavy end of the microphone 

stand, which knocked Manitoba back into a table and broke his collarbone. A brawl ensued that 

ended with Manitoba being carried off to a hospital. “I was carried out bleedin’ ta death,” Manitoba 

recalled in an interview, “and they was clappin, very happy.”403 Manitoba filed charges and County 

was arrested for assault. Friends held a benefit concert to raise money for her court costs but the 

trial was ultimately dismissed.404  

 County was eventually ostracized from New York’s nascent punk scene after the fight at 

CBGB. She rarely performed with her band, and she recalled having to wear disguises to avoid 

 
402 Susan Stryker, Transgender History: The Roots of Today’s Revolution (Seal Press, 2008/2017), p. 119; Joanne 
Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed: A History of Transsexuality in the United States (Harvard University Press, 2002). 
403 Manitoba quoted in Max Bell, “The Dictators: The Handsomest Man in Rock and Roll,” NME, October 16, 1976.  
404 Punk Vol. 1 No. 11 October/ November 1977; County, Man Enough to Be A Woman, pp. 108-9; Susan Whithall, 
Creem, June 1976; “Coming! To CBGBs: Wayne County,” Village Voice, March 8, 1976; Dick Manitoba was 
constantly drunk on Johnny Walker Red according to Punk magazine. Jayne County, Man Enough to Be a Woman: 
The Autobiography of Jayne County (Serpent’s Tail, 1996), 108-9; Punk No. 1, Jan. 1976; Joanmarie Kalter, 
“Warning: Punk Rock May Be Hazardous to Your Head” from Cornell Punk Archive. Box. 1. Folder 14. 1977, After 
Dark, Volume #10, Issue #6; Phil Marcade Punk Avenue, pp. 73-74; Clinton Helyin, Velvets to the Voidoids, p. 185. 
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being recognized when she deejayed at Max’s Kansas City. In an attempt to rejuvenate her music 

career, County moved to London in 1977 where she was celebrated by New York’s counterpart 

punk scene. County was unable to find an American recording label that was interested in her 

music, but in the United Kingdom she recorded her first studio album with an independent label 

and was even cast in Derek Jarman’s cult classic film Jubilee (1973).405 While a new wave of 

misogynistic bands radically transformed New York’s punk rock scene by the  mid-1970s, 

commercialization changed hip-hop.  

By the end of the 1970s, hip-hop had also evolved into a full-blown commercial 

phenomenon. The internal logic of the locally based South Bronx scene had coalesced around 

specific practices including deejaying, rapping, break-dancing and graffiti. By 1984, graffiti art 

appeared prominently in New York City galleries commanding several thousand dollars apiece. 

Meanwhile, hip-hop music had become a distinct marketable genre that would dominate the 

recording industry through the end of the twentieth century.406 

 By the  mid-1970s, hip-hop was quickly losing its subcultural status. Deejay parties had 

transcended the Bronx and had begun to enter mainstream discos and clubs. Promoters hired 

popular artists to perform live at local clubs including Sparkle (Morris Heights), Hevalo (Fordham 

Heights), Disco Fever and Ecstasy Garage (Highbridge) and Black Door (near the William 

McKinley Houses). Hip-hop artists began appearing in more popular downtown clubs like the 

Roxy (Chelsea), and the Peppermint Lounge and the Hotel Diplomat (Midtown).407 This was 

 
405 Jayne County, Man Enough to Be a Woman: The Autobiography of Jayne County (Serpent’s Tail, 1996); Claude 
J. Summers (ed.), The Queer Encyclopedia of Music, Dance, & Musical Theater (Clies Press, 2004) p. 222; Colin 
Larkin (ed.), The Encyclopedia of Popular Music, (Omnibus Press, 2011). 
406 Joseph C. Ewoodzie Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (UNC, 2017); Amanda 
Lalonde, “Buddy Esquire and the Early Hip Hop Flyer,” Popular Music vol. 33/1 (February 2014), pp. 19-38. 
407 Jim Fricke and Charlie Ahearn (ed.s), Yes Yes Y’all: The Experience Music Project Oral History of Hip-Hop’s 
First Decade (Da Capo Press, 2002), pp. 319, 336-7. This Hotel Diplomat was where early punk artists first 
performed, which was also a welfare hotel. However, there is very limited evidence that these two worlds 
intersected. 
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where artists came in contact with representatives of independent record labels like Sylvia 

Robinson’s Sugar Hills Records, Sam Weiss’s SAM Records, and later Rick Rubin and Russell 

Simmons’s Def Jam Recordings, which were among the first labels to commercially produce hip-

hop music and rap.  

 Commercial production fundamentally transformed the genre. “[H]ip-hop music moved 

away from the parks and community centers and the clubs into the lab,” according to music 

historian Jeff Chang. “Indie labels invested in researching and developing how to make hip-hop 

music, specifically rap, fit the standards of the music industry, how to rationalize and exploit the 

new product--how to find, capture, package, and sell its essence like a bottle of lightning.” Hip-

hop from the late 1970s into the 1980s, Chang contends, was “refined like sugar.”408 It is important 

to note, however, that this transition did not occur overnight. Rather, hip-hop’s movement from a 

local, community-based institution in the South Bronx to a global phenomenon was a steady ascent 

in which cultural traditions were preserved through grassroots party circuits into the early 1980s.  

 A number of scholars have commented on the social and cultural impact of the 

commercialization of hip-hop. Unlike hyper-exploited black and Latino artists of previous 

generations, hip-hop artists of the 1970s and 1980s were keener on capitalizing on their craft.409 

In the twenty-first century, hip-hop artists like Dr. Dre, Kanye West, Jay-Z, Beyonce and Cardi B 

have built multi-million dollar empires from their performance careers, and have expanded their 

influence into the recording technology industry, sports entertainment and even formal political 

arenas. Yet, we see this impulse in the profit motives at dance parties in the South Bronx during 

the early 1970s. Other scholars have observed some of the more detrimental implications of this 

 
408 Jeff Chang, Can’t Stop Won’t Stop: A History of the Hip-Hop Generation (Picador, 2005), pp. 133-134.  
409 Jeffrey O.G. Ogbar, Hip-Hop Revolution: The Culture and Politics of Rap (University of Kansas Press, 2007), p. 
177.  
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commercialization. Tricia Rose has argued that by the 1990s commercialization had “devolved” 

hip-hop into “apolitical, simple-minded, almost comic stereotypes” revolving around archetypes 

like the “gangsta” “pimp” and “hoe” that have exacerbated racial, sexual, and gender-based 

stereotypes in American culture. This “denigration” of hip-hop, according to Rose, represents the 

continued “denigration” of the ghettos from which hip-hop emerged.410 Still other scholars see the 

promise of hip-hop’s commercialization. Michael Eric Dyson has commented on the way hip-hop 

culture of the late 1980s and 1990s reflected, “renewed forms of racial solidarity and social protest” 

through the circulation of radical images and neo- Black Nationalism in music and film.411  

 Until recently, the majority of scholarship on hip-hop has pertained to this era of 

commercialization during the 1980s and 1990s. Relatively few scholars have explored the origins 

of hip-hop in the South Bronx during the early 1970s. Early historians and journalists covering 

hip-hop have had limited access to the actors involved during these foundational years (1973-

1979). DJ Kool Herc (Clive Campbell) was never signed to a major record label, nor did he gain 

any exceptional fame beyond the local celebrity he has maintained in the Bronx since the 1970s. 

In the  mid-1980s, Herc suffered from an addiction to crack cocaine, an epidemic that claimed 

thousands of lives in urban neighborhoods through the 1980s and 1990s and sent countless more 

people to prison in a wave of repressive criminal policies that targeted communities of color. 

Historians and scholars studying hip-hop have been less inclined to analyze the influences of other 

lesser-known actors like Herc, Grandmaster Flash (Joseph Saddler), Coke La Rock or Cindy 

Campbell because there is limited information about their lives and experiences in the South Bronx 

during the 1970s.  

 
410 Tricia Rose, Hip Hop Wars: What We Talk About When We Talk About Hip Hop and Why it Matters (Civitas 
Books, 2008); See also Tricia Rose, Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary American 
(Wesleyan University Press, 1994). 
411 Michael Eric Dyson, Know What I Mean? Reflections on Hip-Hop (Civitas Books, 2010), p. 66.  
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 This historiographical gap has elided hip-hop’s foundational years and has caused 

historians to overlook critical accepts of hip-hop when it was a community-based social 

institution.412 As this project has tried to demonstrate, hip-hop artists initially drew from cultural 

traditions among Afro-Caribbean immigrant communities in New York from as early as the 1920s 

and 1930s. This influence provided the basis for a dance party circuit that functioned as a kind of 

grassroots support system at the root of hip-hop culture.  

Punk and hip-hop were unlikely bedfellows that we can understand as two aspects of a 

generational response to the social and cultural context of 1970s New York City. Both punk and 

hip-hop developed as grassroots music movements that transformed spaces of supposed decay into 

hubs of cultural activity; they reclaimed, reimagined and remade neglected and abandoned spaces 

throughout the city. Innovative young artists within each scene turned to music as a form of self-

empowerment. Genderqueer youth in Lower Manhattan turned to punk rock as platform for 

political expression, while black and brown youth in the Bronx organized deejay parties to raise 

money to meet living costs. Looking at punk and hip-hop together within the context of urban 

crisis, demonstrates a shared practice of creative self-expression in New York City that flew in the 

face of marginalizing declension narratives that circulated in news media and political rhetoric.  

Looking at 1970s New York City through the lens of grassroots music movements reframes 

an era of urban history. Rather than images of decay, and decline, this perspective enhances our 

understanding of a dynamic generation of creative youth who tapped into New York’s rich cultural 

traditions to reclaim, reimagine and remake the city. Artists and audiences within the punk rock 

 
412 Joseph C. Ewoodzie, Jr., Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip-Hop’s Early Years (University of North 
Carolina Press, 2017), pp. 5, 31. Ewdoozie also contends that part of this historiographical omission of hip-hop’s 
early years has theoretical implications as well; “The majority of historical narratives in the current literature move 
from present to past. Most authors begin with what is currently known and then trace it back to its origins, or they 
look at what has become the most important component of hip-hop and trace its beginnings.”  
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and hip-hop scenes occupied and transformed neglected and abandoned spaces into dance party 

and rock venues. Grassroots cultural activities, including drag rock performance, and rent party-

style dance parties, illustrate ongoing forms of creative self-expression that can be found through 

New York City history. In the 1970s, they constituted a generational response to a dire social 

political context in which youth turned to music for self-empowerment. 

The 1970s, according to historian Kim Philips-Fein, “marked the moment before the rise 

of neoliberal New York, the emergence of Donald Trump, the stock market’s climb—a time when 

New York (and America) still felt open.”413 As this dissertation has argued, cultural forms, like 

punk rock and hip-hop, and even privatization policy initiatives, were part of this feeling of 

“openness” and “possibility.” Punk, hip-hop and the neoliberal city emerged out of a particular 

cultural logic where both artists and politicians experimented with new concepts during a time of 

social, economic and political distress. The fabric of American culture was in flux. State and local 

governments began implementing privatization initiatives, and austerity programs. Activists 

challenged traditional gender norms and revolted against state negligence. New Yorkers recreated 

meaning through new ideas, cultural forms and ways of life. Punk and hip-hop emerged in as a 

product of experimentation in an uncertain a dire era. Young artists found power in reclaiming 

urban space and generating community through the music they produced and shared.  

 Since that time, crisis narratives have influenced academic writing about various problems 

cities faced during the 1970s. Scholars have explored numerous crises that have threatened New 

York in the 1970s, including housing shortages, deindustrialization, ongoing racial discrimination, 

near municipal bankruptcy. Declension narratives of all kinds have characterized academic writing 

on cities in the 1970s, identifying this decade with an era of urban crisis. However, looking at this 

 
413 Kim Philips-Fein, Fear City: New York’s Fiscal Crisis and the Rise of Austerity Politics (Metropolitan Books, 
2017).  
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era through the lens of grassroots music movements helps to reframe this era of urban history. 

Rather than images of abandonment, and “voices of decline,” this perspective elicits stories of 

creative adaptation and self-determination amid the uncertainty of urban change.414 Looking back 

at this era of urban crisis, through the lens of punk and hip-hop, we see a generation of youth who 

turned to music for self-empowerment. Artists and innovators like Jayne County and Kool Herc, 

reclaimed and reimagined and remade abandoned spaces throughout New York into cultural hubs 

that inspired solidarity and community. In these stories we can see picture of New York, not as a 

wasteland, but a site of vibrant artistry and adaptation where marginalized groups engaged ongoing 

modes of creative expression and created beauty despite the adverse circumstances they faced. 

This creativity also generated unity through cultural traditions such as rent parties and drag 

performance. 

In New York City during the 1970s, a generation of young artists reclaimed, reimagined, 

and remade spaces of decay throughout New York City into hubs of creative activity. “We never 

strayed far from the [Hotel] Chelsea,” Patti Smith recalled of her time in New York. “[Y]et it 

seemed as if the city had dissolved into sagebrush and the stray debris rolling in the wind 

transformed as tumbleweed.”415 New York in the 1970s was a city ravaged by divestment and 

economic collapse. “Unemployment ran high. Inflation ran higher. Sanitation pickups were 

optional and subway cars were canvases for graffiti,” Marky Ramone, Jayne County’s drummer 

in the early 1970s recalled in his recent memoir. “The future looked bleak. Blank. Scary […] But 

the strange thing was, there in the dark and chaos, there was a sense of camaraderie that was 

normally missing.”416 Deteriorating welfare hotels in Manhattan like the Chelsea provided a refuge 

 
414 Robert A. Beauregard, Voice of Decline: The Postwar Fate of U.S. Cities (Routledge, 2002).  
415 Patti Smith, Just Kids (Ecco, 2010) p. 172. 
416 Marky Ramone, Punk Rock Blitzkrieg: My Life as Ramone (Atria Books, 2015), p.144. 
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for young artists like Patti in the 1970s, just as dilapidated community centers and parks offered 

the opportunity for creative outlet for musicians in the South Bronx. While we should not be 

nostalgic for such conditions, it is nonetheless important to recognize the way grassroots music 

movements, like punk and hip-hop, adapted to these conditions.  

  “If you were there from the beginning, then you knew that this was real,” Sharon Green 

(Sha-Rock) remembers of the early hip-hop scene. “[T]his is part of history. You can choose to 

listen to it, or you can choose not to listen to it, but this is just history.”417 Choosing to listen to 

these various histories results in more than just a cacophony of voices. In listening closely, it is 

possible to hear a common harmonious thread, a thread that sings a different song of the supposed 

urban crisis.  

 
417 Sha-Rock quoted in Jim Fricke and Charlie Ahearn, Yes Yes Y’all: The Experience Music Project Oral History of 
Hip-Hop’s First Decade (Da Capo Press, 2002), p. 339.  
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